PLANNING: practice, pedagogy, and place
2016 Rutgers ACSP Conference Presenters:


Matt Campo, Ph.D. student; Jennifer Whytlaw, Research Staff; Jeanne Herb, Research Staff; Michael Greenberg, Professor (Presentation) —- The Implications of Integrating Pollution Data into Planning Processes for Industrial Waterfronts in New Jersey.

Evan Casper-Futterman, Ph.D. student (Presentation) — From “Institutional Rape” to “The Money’s on the Dresser”: Reconfiguring Community Control and Anchor Relations in the Bronx.

James DeFilippis, Professor (Chair) and Robert Lake, Professor (Panelist) (Roundtable) — An Assessment of Urban Policy in the Obama Administration.

Da Fei, Ph.D. student (Presentation) — Embodied CO2 Emissions in U.S. Domestic and International Trade.

Ryan M. Good, Ph.D. student (Presentation) — Anchoring our Assets: Drexel University, Mantua, and the Place of Neighborhood Schools in University-led Revitalization.

Robert B. Noland, Professor; Michael J. Smart, Professor; and Ziyu Guo (Presentation) — What do People Use Bikesharing For? An Analysis of Origin and Destination Pairs in New York City.

Angie Oberg, Ph.D. student (Presentation) — Robust Problematization for Better Development Outcomes: The Case of Sewage in Agra, India.

Kelcie Ralph, Professor and Alexa Delbosc (Presentation) — We’re Multimodal, Aren’t You? How Anchoring Based on Personal Experience Biases Experts’ Perceptions of Travel Patterns.

Kelcie Ralph, Professor (Roundtable, Chair) — Characterizing the Built Environment: From Sprawl Indices to Neighborhood Typologies.

Evan Casper-Futterman, Ph.D. student (Presentation) — From “Institutional Rape” to “The Money’s on the Dresser”: Reconfiguring Community Control and Anchor Relations in the Bronx.

Da Fei, Ph.D. student (Presentation) — Embodied CO2 Emissions in U.S. Domestic and International Trade.

Ryan M. Good, Ph.D. student (Presentation) — Anchoring our Assets: Drexel University, Mantua, and the Place of Neighborhood Schools in University-led Revitalization.

Robert B. Noland, Professor; Michael J. Smart, Professor; and Ziyu Guo (Presentation) — What do People Use Bikesharing For? An Analysis of Origin and Destination Pairs in New York City.

Angie Oberg, Ph.D. student (Presentation) — Robust Problematization for Better Development Outcomes: The Case of Sewage in Agra, India.

Kelcie Ralph, Professor and Alexa Delbosc (Presentation) — We’re Multimodal, Aren’t You? How Anchoring Based on Personal Experience Biases Experts’ Perceptions of Travel Patterns.

Kelcie Ralph, Professor (Roundtable, Chair) — Characterizing the Built Environment: From Sprawl Indices to Neighborhood Typologies.

James DeFilippis, Professor (Discussant) — The Changing Socioeconomic Context of Buildings: Implications for Energy Use.

Matt Campo, Ph.D. student; Jennifer Whytlaw, Research Staff; Jeanne Herb, Research Staff; Michael Greenberg, Professor (Presentation) —- The Implications of Integrating Pollution Data into Planning Processes for Industrial Waterfronts in New Jersey.
STATE OF THE ASSOCIATION: ON THE ROAD OF SUSTAINABLE GROWTH

WELCOME TO PORTLAND

Each year, ACSP works to create new and relevant ways for our membership to connect, learn, and grow. This year has been a road of change, which I hope has set us on a path of sustainable growth.

We encourage you to participate in our new web-based platforms, which we believe will facilitate engagement with your colleagues as well as with the ACSP officers and Governing Board. I look forward to connecting with you and hope this year’s 56th Annual Conference provides you with many learning and networking opportunities.

Lois M. Takahashi, UCLA
ACSP President 2015-2017

ENGAGING & CONNECTING

As a value-of-membership, the new ACSP website helps members connect with each other and provides relevant information. Here’s a quick look at what you can do on the new site:

- Planning News: faculty announcements, awards, school news, new initiatives, events, and more, we help you promote it.
- Career Center: university/program members are able to post job openings and job-seekers can find employment.
- Community Forum: designed to facilitate critical conversations that value productive debate about our work and impact.
  *(Calls for papers, job opportunities, and events will be referred to Planning News.)*
- Weekly eNews: distributed every Friday with a snapshot of news, forum topics, events, and more.
- Academic Planner Profiles: featuring individuals on a monthly basis in our Featured Faculty, Student Spotlight, & Active Alum columns.
- Planning Blogs: coming soon!

Website User Engagement

- Conference Homepage: 2nd Only to the ACSP Homepage
- Most Read News: Article in September: FWIG Call for CVs
- More Than 50% of Career Center Jobs Were Posted in Last 45 Days
- ACSP Has Grown More Than 35% Over the 9 Months with More Than 2,300 Active Accounts

INTRODUCING THE NEW ACSP LOGO

The ACSP has a new logo! What you might not know is that it took more than a year of design and collaborative decision-making to make it happen. The earthy colors, street grid, and profile of a person within it visually creates a connection map between cities/regions and the people who study and plan them.

ACSP
Connecting educators, researchers, and students.

GRADUALLY GOING GREEN: BYE-BYE PRINT PROGRAM

The ACSP has seen significant changes over the last year. We now have a powerful website with tools and options that will grow with us – and help us grow at the same time.

As ACSP grows, the conference inherently grows, and we have looked for ways to offer conference information via a user-friendly platform that supports an eco-friendly environment – the conference app. This app is web and mobile-friendly and is free to all attendees. You can find information on how to download and use the app on a flyer in the conference folder. As we begin to phase out the print program altogether, a small fee was required if you opted for a printed copy. This year’s print program is also reduced in size from previous years. Next year we will offer another significantly reduced print version that will only provide an abbreviated schedule of sessions. We will only offer the conference app for Buffalo in 2018.
This conference theme considers the role played by academic urban planning programs in practice and in place. Urban planning is unique and important because as a field it grapples with the study of real problems in real places; professional degree programs train those who will not only study but act. At the 2016 conference, participants will be especially encouraged to reflect on the relationships of planning programs with practice and/or place and how our pedagogy engages these relationships. We encourage participants to engage with challenging questions for our field and our departments, to dialogue with one another and to bring additional voices into the room—practitioners, community members, and students. We see the conference—the key gathering of planning academics in conversation—as an opportunity to build the conversations about what urban planning in the academy is and means, how it is important to universities, and what it means to the places we inhabit and serve. Some areas to explore include:

- **SCHOLARSHIP** - Planning research is often applied, place-based, and ‘just-in-time’ based on unfolding events. Is this kind of research a competitive advantage for planning as compared to the traditional social science disciplines? How are planning scholars making the knowledge from this kind of research useful for practitioners as well as introducing it into the scholarly literature on relevant issues?

- **PEDAGOGY** - While some disciplines are just now exploring the concept, community-engaged teaching and learning have been a long tradition in planning departments using studio and project courses to educate professionals. What pedagogies are planning programs articulating for community-engaged teaching? How are planning programs working effectively with communities in authentic, non-exploitive ways that produce real benefit? What can planning programs do to model this for our universities?

- **PLANNERS, PRACTITIONERS** - Being engaged scholars, working with practitioners and studying practice are critical to teaching future professional planners. How do planning programs reflect practice in our pedagogy? How do we adapt the teaching of planning to reflect current and anticipated needs for new skills and knowledge? What mechanisms do we use to respond to practitioner needs and address perceived rifts between academic and practicing planners?

- **IMPACT** - Measuring the impact of our programs is becoming increasingly important in our own universities and in (re) accreditation. How can we gauge the extent to which university planning programs affect practice? How can we assess planning schools’ contributions beyond our scholarship, through engagement and the activities of our alumni?
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Night scene of Interstate 5 in Portland, Oregon during rush hour.
WELCOME FROM THE LOCAL HOSTS

Colleagues and Friends,

On behalf of the Toulan School of Urban Studies and Planning at Portland State University and the Department of Planning, Public Policy, and Management at the University of Oregon, we invite and welcome you to Portland for the 56th Annual Conference of the ACSP!

Planners know Portland for its unique elected regional government and urban growth boundary. Readers of the New York Times know Portland for its new restaurants, bicycles, and artisanal…well, artisanal everything. And, of course, the TV show Portlandia gifted us with the catchphrase, “put a bird on it.” Portland’s bustling downtown and waterfront and lively neighborhood commercial districts (connected by transit!) and the nearby natural beauty of the Columbia River Gorge and Mt. Hood (protected by the state land use planning system!) make it a fantastic location to host a conference of urban planners.

As conference hosts who live in, work in, and love this city, we aim to show you more. Portland is where we study and teach, hoping to have positive impacts on the city, region, and state through engaged scholarship, a pedagogy of practice, and our own civic participation. Our local host sessions at the conference will share research about the opportunities and challenges of the statewide planning systems in Oregon and Washington; discuss lessons from PSU’s and UO’s unique approaches to teaching the practice of planning in our Master degree programs; and present engaged scholarship about Portland’s affordable housing emergency that raises questions about what a sustainable city really means.

Through mobile workshops, you’ll have the opportunity to see the evolution of Portland’s vaunted bikeways, transit system, and green infrastructure. Or, enjoy an early happy hour and walkable street life at urban breweries or a food cart pod! You can also explore the challenges of environmental justice, equity, and neighborhood transformations that are equally an important part of the Portland story. Don’t find an official mobile tour that excites you? Portland’s internet community will likely have something to meet your interests!

We are especially excited about the keynote speaker, Rick Lowe, of Project Rowhouses in Houston, Texas, an artist and MacArthur-awarded genius. Project Rowhouses has transformed a neighborhood through the celebration of African-American art and culture in the context of community development and affordable housing innovations. Its current challenges with potential gentrification and maintaining a voice for residents in redevelopment resonate for us here in Portland, and for many cities. After the keynote address, join us by transit, bike share, or walking across the car-free Tillikum Crossing to the Oregon Museum of Science and Industry, our beautiful reception site. The reception site is located in Portland’s eastside industrial district. Following the reception, enjoy exploring yet another perspective of Portlandia at new restaurants and bars filling up old industrial spaces.

We are excited to meet with all of you again, or for the first time—and a special welcome to new students and junior colleagues joining the conversation at ACSP!

And, yes, you should probably have brought an umbrella.

Lisa Bates, Local Host Co-Chair PSU
Marisa Zapata, Local Host Co-Chair PSU
Richard Margerum, Local Host Co-Chair, UO

LOCAL HOST COMMITTEE FOR 2016

Committee Co-Chair Lisa Bates, Portland State University
Committee Co-Chair Richard Margerum, University of Oregon
Committee Co-Chair Marisa Zapata, Portland State University
Connie Ozawa, Portland State University
Ethan Seltzer, Portland State University
Sheila Martin, Portland State University
Sy Adler, Portland State University
Matthew Gebhardt, Portland State University
Greg Schrock, Portland State University
Jenny Liu, Portland State University
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LOCAL HOST SESSIONS

Thursday, 1:00pm – 2:30pm
LOCAL HOST SESSION 1
MORE THAN A ONE-OFF: CLASSROOMS MOVING OREGON COMMUNITIES FORWARD
Room: Broadway III

Oregon has a rich tradition of public engagement, policy and land use innovation, and relatively flat hierarchies that allow for idea and knowledge exchange. The planning programs of the University of Oregon and Portland State very much operate within similar contexts and this local session will showcase three different ways that classroom learning is applied to real Oregon community needs in ways that are catalytic for community practice. While most planning programs across the country engage in some practice-based approaches, these highlighted programs offer unique structures that often lead to more impactful and sustainable impact for communities, while providing rich educational and workforce development experiences for students.

Moderator: SCHLOSSBERG, Marc [University of Oregon] schlossb@uoregon.edu

Participants:
BANKS, Megan [University of Oregon Sustainable City Year Program]
PARKER, Robert [University of Oregon] rgpp@uoregon.edu
ADLER, Sy [Portland State University] adlers@pdx.edu
KNOW-BUSCH, Courtney [City of Salem]

Friday, 8:00am – 9:30am
LOCAL HOST SESSION 2
HOUSING SOS? CAN ANYBODY HEAR ME?
Room: Parlor B

Several West Coast cities declared “emergency” states of homelessness and housing during 2015, affording them increased flexibility and authority to address these crises. Scholars and community advocates discuss the meaning of Portland’s “housing emergency”, which was recently extended until September 2017. Panelists will share their experiences with community-engaged and applied research that is helping to define the problems and develop new policy approaches.

Participants:
BATES, Lisa [Portland State University] lkbates@pdx.edu
GEBHARDT, Matthew [Portland State University] mfg@pdx.edu
ZAPATA, Marisa [Portland State University] mazapata@pdx.edu
and Community Partners

Saturday, 8:00am – 9:15am
LOCAL HOST SESSION 3
PULLING BACK THE CURTAIN ON STATEWIDE PLANNING IN OREGON AND WASHINGTON: EMERGING STATEWIDE CHALLENGES
Room: Galleria I

Oregon and Washington are known for groundbreaking policies on statewide planning and land use. These northwest states have state-level planning programs dating back several decades, though research on the long-term impact of the statewide programs in both states has been sparse. This session will highlight experiences from the Oregon and Washington statewide land use planning programs. It will focus on challenges with the implementation of statewide programs—affordable housing, urban growth boundary amendments, farmland conservation, and natural hazards.

Participants:
LEWIS, Rebecca [University of Oregon] rlewis9@uoregon.edu
MACLAREN, Carrie [Department of Land Conservation and Development] invited
MOORE, Terry [EcoNorthwest] invited
HORST, Megan [Portland State University] mhorst@pdx.edu

Night scene of Interstate 5 in Portland, Oregon during rush hour.
TOULAN SCHOOL OF URBAN STUDIES AND PLANNING, PORTLAND STATE UNIVERSITY

The mission of Toulan School of Urban Studies and Planning at Portland State University is to assist in the development of healthy communities through an interdisciplinary program of teaching, research and public service. Faculty and students engage the intellectual, policy and practice aspects of urban studies and planning from the local to the international levels and actively participate in the analysis, development and dissemination of the innovations for which Portland and the Pacific Northwest are known. The School’s degree programs focus on understanding metropolitan regions and their problems, and analyzing policies to shape their evolution and overcome obstacles. The School offers a PhD in Urban Studies; Masters degrees in Urban Studies, Urban and Regional Planning, and Real Estate Development; and a BA in Community Development. The MURP program enables students to be reflective, to build practical judgment and adaptive problem-solving skills through direct engagement with contemporary planning issues and practice. Our faculty and students actively participate in the development and dissemination of innovations in planning that advance our understanding of what planning is, how planning is practiced and taught, and why planning matters in the world. The MURP program embodies PSU’s motto to “let knowledge serve the city.”

DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING, PUBLIC POLICY, AND MANAGEMENT, UNIVERSITY OF OREGON

The Department of Planning, Public Policy and Management (PPPM) at the University of Oregon is concerned with the ways government, nonprofit organizations, and other sectors address some of the most important problems facing society today. The Department offers Masters degrees in Community and Regional Planning, Public Administration and Nonprofit Management, as well as an undergraduate major and minor. The planning program is known for its deeply experiential learning program. For over 40 years, Community Planning Workshop has been conducting real world planning projects for urban and rural communities. The award winning Sustainable Cities Initiative has partnered with cities to engage students from across the University in real world issues and problems. Faculty research focuses on issues such as: engaging underrepresented communities, collaborative governance, alternative transportation, urban form and transportation, and land use and growth management.

Skyline of Portland from waterfront
MOBILE WORKSHOPS

Friday, November 4
1:30pm departure from the hotel. Please meet in the Plaza Level foyer. Stand by your mobile tour sign and check-in with the tour leader or student volunteer nearby. The leader will walk you to the lobby and out the correct door.

While the majority of these mobile workshops were SOLD OUT before the end of September, we encourage you to check at the conference registration desk for any remaining tickets! You must wear your name badge! There are no paper tickets for these tours but your name will be on a check-list with the tour leader.

TOUR A - CENTRAL EASTSIDE INDUSTRIAL DISTRICT REDEVELOPMENT
Tour Leadership:
SCHROCK, Greg [Portland State University] gschrock@pdx.edu
BUMP, Tyler [City of Portland, Bureau of Planning and Sustainability]

TOUR B – PORTLAND’S FOOD CART REVOLUTION
Tour Leadership:
GEBHARDT, Matthew [Portland State University] mfg@pdx.edu
IANNARONE, Sarah [FirstStop] sari@pdx.edu

TOUR C - PORTLAND BIKEWAYS
Tour Leadership:
DILL, Jennifer [Portland State University] jdill@pdx.edu

Tour Leadership:
GOLUB, Aaron [Portland State University] agolub@pdx.edu
SATTERFIELD, Vivian [OPAL Environmental Justice]

TOUR E – FARMLAND PROTECTION – LOCAL FOOD SYSTEMS, AND CHANGES IN FARMLAND OWNERSHIP: A FOCUS ON WASHINGTON COUNTY
Tour Leadership:
HORST, Megan [Portland State University] mhorst@pdx.edu

TOUR F – PORTLAND NEIGHBORHOOD WINERY AND BREWERY TOUR
Tour Leadership:
LIU, Jenny [Portland State University] jenny.liu@pdx.edu

TOUR G - BICYCLE TOUR OF WASTEWATER GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
Tour Leadership:
MARTIN, Sheila [Portland State University] sheiliam@pdx.edu
TBD [City of Portland Bureau of Environmental Services]

TOUR H – PORTLAND’S DYNAMIC WATERFRONT
Tour Leadership:
MARGERUM, Richard [University of Oregon] rdm@uoregon.edu

TOUR K - PUBLIC ARTS AND ARTS SPACES
Tour Leadership:
ADIV, Naomi [Portland State University] nadiv@pdx.edu

TOUR L - HOW GREEN IS IT?
Tour Leadership:
LUTZENHISER, Loren [Portland State University] llutz@pdx.edu
TBD [City of Portland, Bureau of Planning and Sustainability, Environmental Advocates]

TOUR M – SOUTH WATERFRONT: TRANSIT AND DEVELOPMENT IN PORTLAND’S MULTI-MODAL NEXUS
Tour Leadership:
DILL, Jennifer [Portland State University] jdill@pdx.edu
HALES, Nancy [FirstStop Portland]
IANNARONE, Sarah [FirstStop Portland] sari@pdx.edu

THE DEATH AND LIFE OF THE SINGLE-FAMILY HOUSE
Lessons from Vancouver on Building a Livable City

A detailed study of how Vancouver moved away from the single-family house and the effects of this transformation, detailed by interviews with residents

Take 20% off when you order online • enter promo code: TACSP16 for discount
applies to all our Urban Studies titles • offer expires 1/3/17

Visit www.temple.edu/tempress for our complete list of Urban Studies books!

New in the Urban Life, Landscape, and Policy series
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Save the Date

Denver Colorado
October 12-15, 2017

Hosted by:
Urban and Regional Planning
College of Architecture and Planning
University of Colorado Denver

ACSP
Connecting educators, researchers and students
Join the ACSP and your colleagues at the 2017 Administrator’s Conference in Washington DC this coming March. The Governing Board Meeting, New Chairs School, and Diversity Retreat will be held the day before the conference on May 9.
OPENING RECEPTION
Thursday, 7:30pm – 9:30pm  (Tickets are required!)

OMSI, THE OREGON MUSEUM OF SCIENCE AND INDUSTRY
OMSI began with the exhibition of Oregon’s rich natural resources with the opening of the City Hall Museum in 1896. But with the Great Depression and World War II, it wasn’t until the mid-forties that support for the museum really began to grow. Businessman Ralph Lloyd hosted the temporary “Oregon Museum of Science and Industry” in his house on NE Hassalo Street, boasting the Northwest’s first public planetarium and its 20-minute trip to the stars.

With annual attendance swelling to over 25,000 in 1955 and the house scheduled for demolition, the City Council stepped forward to lease land in Washington Park to OMSI for the sum of one dollar per year. In the spirit of pioneer barn-raising, over 400 volunteer union bricklayers and hod carriers laid 102,000 bricks in one day, and on June 7, 1958, the dream of a dedicated, hands-on science museum became a reality.

By the mid-1980’s, OMSI’s popularity surpassed the size of its facility six times over and a new group of community leaders began a $32M campaign to build a state-of-the-art science center, culminating with a milestone donation from longtime supporter, Portland General Electric, of an 18.5-acre site that held a historic sawdust-fired power generation plant. On October 24, 1992, the new 219,000 square-foot facilities opened, adding the USS Blueback, the last non-nuclear powered submarine built by the U.S. Navy, just two years later.

Today, the museum serves over 1 million visitors at the museum and through off-site education programs. OMSI is ranked as one of the top science centers in the United States and has an international reputation for its innovative exhibits and educational programs.

Directions to OMSI: Public transportation required. See your printed ticket for Tri-Met information. You should have a Tri-Met pass in your registration kit. Don’t forget to bring it with you!

ALUMNI RECEPTIONS
Friday, November 4, 7:30pm - 9:30pm  (No tickets required)

- Columbia, Cornell, Harvard, MIT, NYU, Rutgers & UPENN Alumni Reception: Grand Ballroom I
- UCI, UCLA and USC Joint Reception: Grand Ballroom II
- University of California, Berkeley ACSP Reception: Broadway I
- The Texas Schools Reception: Broadway II
- University Of Illinois, Chicago; Georgia Tech; University Of Michigan Taubman College; and University of North Carolina Reception: Urban Studio, 935 NW Davis Street, Portland, OR 97209
- Planning Theory & Practice and the Journal of Urban Design Routledge Reception: Broadway V
- JAPA Reception: Broadway III

STUDENT RECEPTION
Saturday, November 5, 7:30pm – 9:30pm  (No tickets required. Please wear your name badge!)

Join fellow students for a lively reception at the Rock Bottom Brewery. Rock Bottom Portland sits in the middle of downtown, offering a selection of clean, simple, surprising craft beer brewed in-house by Brewmaster and self-proclaimed Pale Ale devotee, Charlie Hutchins. Pair one of his signature brews with great food from the recently refreshed made-from-scratch menu for an evening of networking and fun!

Directions to Rock Bottom Brewery: From the Hilton, walk North three blocks toward SW Morrison Street. Head east three blocks on SW Morrison. The brewery is located on the corner of SW Second and SW Morrison at 206 SW Morrison Street.
PLENARY ASSEMBLIES & KEYNOTE SPEAKERS

STUDENT AWARD PRESENTATIONS & KEYNOTE SPEAKER RICK LOWE, PROJECT ROWE HOUSES
Thursday, 4:15pm – 5:30pm
Room: Grand Ballroom

Rick Lowe is an artist whose unconventional approach to community revitalization has transformed a long-neglected neighborhood in Houston into a visionary public art project that continues to evolve, two decades since its inception. Originally trained as a painter, Lowe shifted the focus of his artistic practice in the early 1990s in order to address more directly the pressing social, economic, and cultural needs of his community. With a group of fellow artists, he organized the purchase and restoration of a block and a half of derelict properties—twenty-two shotgun houses from the 1930s—in Houston's predominantly African American Third Ward and turned them into Project Row Houses (PRH), an unusual amalgam of arts venue and community support center.

Since its founding in 1993, PRH has served as a vital anchor for what had been a fast-eroding neighborhood, providing arts education programs for youth, exhibition spaces and studio residencies for emerging and established artists, a residential mentorship program for young mothers, an organic gardening program, and an incubator for historically appropriate designs for low-income housing on land surrounding the original row houses. While inviting constant collaboration with local residents, artists, church groups, architects, and urban planners, Lowe continues to provide the guiding vision for PRH as he pursues his overarching goal of animating the assets of a place and the creativity of its people. He is not only bringing visibility and pride to the Third Ward by celebrating the beauty of its iconic shotgun houses; he is also changing the lives of many PRH program graduates and expanding the PRH campus to cover a six-block area in an effort to preserve the historic district’s character in the face of encroaching gentrification.

Lowe has initiated similarly arts-driven redevelopment projects in other cities, including the Watts House Project in Los Angeles, a post-Katrina rebuilding effort in New Orleans, and, most recently, a vibrant community market in a densely populated, immigrant neighborhood in North Dallas. Lowe's pioneering "social sculptures" have inspired a generation of artists to explore more socially engaged forms of art-making in communities across the country.

FACULTY AWARDS CEREMONY & KEYNOTE SPEAKER WIM WIEWEL, PRESIDENT, PORTLAND STATE UNIVERSITY
Saturday, November 5, 9:30am – 10:15am
Room: Grand Ballroom

Wim Wiewel assumed the presidency of Portland State University in August 2008. Under his leadership, the University pursues five strategic goals: Elevate student success; advance excellence in teaching and research; extend PSU's leadership in community engagement; expand PSU's commitment to equity; and innovate for long-term stability. The University has also focused on sustainability, and has undertaken $700 million in renovation and new construction.

Prior to coming to PSU, Wiewel was the provost and senior vice president of Academic Affairs at the University of Baltimore. From 1979-2004, Wiewel was with the University of Illinois at Chicago (UIC), where served as dean of the College of Business Administration and the College of Urban Planning and Public Affairs. He holds degrees in sociology and urban planning from the University of Amsterdam in the Netherlands, and a Ph.D. in Sociology from Northwestern University.

Wiewel has authored or edited nine books and more than 65 articles and chapters that have appeared in publications and journals, including Economic Development Quarterly, Economic Geography and the Journal of the American Planning Association. His most recent books are Global Universities and Urban Development, The University as Urban Developer and Suburban Sprawl.

He served as president of the ACSP from 2001-2003.
NYU WAGNER

Located in the heart of New York City, NYU Wagner’s Master of Urban Planning program prepares students to address critical urban challenges. The faculty are at the forefront of vital issues and debates about the future of global cities and the solutions required to ensure that they remain livable, sustainable, and inclusive.

LEADING FACULTY RESEARCH

HILARY BALLOn will launch New York at Its Core, as co-curator of the new, permanent exhibit at the Museum of the City of New York.

JACOB W. FABER is researching the ways segregation of opportunity shapes racial inequalities in America, including policing, the lasting consequences of the Great Recession, and discrimination in economic markets.

ZHAN GUO is "redesigning" the Washington, DC’s metro map to mitigate bottleneck congestion. He is also working with the World Bank to develop a parking strategy for Beijing’s municipal government.

NATASHA ISKANDER is currently completing a book based on a multi-national ethnography of migrant workers in Qatar’s construction industry in the lead-up to the 2022 World Cup.

MITCHELL L. MOSS, Director of NYU Wagner’s Rudin Center for Transportation, led the Center’s release of several cutting-edge research reports on Downtown Brooklyn, the World Trade Center recovery, and the L Train closure.

RAE ZIMMERMAN, Director of NYU Wagner’s Institute for Civil Infrastructure Systems, is analyzing interconnections among urban infrastructure services and their effect on resilience. She was also recently appointed to the New York City Panel on Climate Change.

NYU WAGNER @ ACSP

NYU Wagner will be presenting at this year’s conference on a wide range of global urban planning issues:

SEWIN CHAN • ZHAN GUO
NATASHA ISKANDER • PAUL SMOKE
RAE ZIMMERMAN • FEI LI (PhD candidate)

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR POSITION IN URBAN PLANNING

We are currently recruiting for a tenure-track assistant professor position in urban planning. Candidates should have expertise and a record of research in urban planning, environmental planning and ecosystems management, geography, public policy, political science, sociology, or economics.
CAREER CENTER
Room: Pavilion Ballroom

Laptops will be available for you with WiFi access at the ACSP Career Center table along with savvy student volunteers and also our very own Mary Beth Buchanan, ACSP staff charged with managing the Career Center. They will help you post jobs, search for jobs, post your resume and search for resumes.

COMMUNITY CENTER
Room: Pavilion Ballroom

What was once known as the Book Fair at the ACSP Annual Conference has grown into so much more than just books! It’s where you first check-in at conference registration and get assistance from ACSP staff. It’s where you’ll have daily breakfast and all-day coffee. It’s a comfortable place to meet with friends and colleagues, not to mention a great place to shop for books of course, and to meet our sponsors at their own exhibits.

Exhibitors
- APA | AICP
- Cornell University Press
- Fordham University Press
- Island Press
- MIT Press
- Planetizen
- PolicyMap
- Portland State University
- Routledge | Taylor & Francis Group
- SAGE Publishing
- University of Chicago Press
- University of Oregon
- One-Title Table (new this year!)

Help & Information Stations
- Conference Registration
- Membership Information
- App Assistance
- Speaker Ready Booth
- Charging Station for your mobile device
- Career Center

And More!
- The Dr. is IN! Graduate Student Clinic. This is a new initiative by the ACSP Student Governing Board Representatives. Faculty volunteer their time, and students sign up for private meetings with the faculty to review their resumes.
- Social Connect – The comments and stories posted using social media will be projected up on a large screen for all to see.
- Vote!!! There will be – yes, real bulletin boards in the Community Center for voting on things like naming the new forum tool at www.acsp.org, and responding to Questions of the Day.

UNIVERSITY MEMBER INFORMATIONAL SESSIONS

These are open invitation informational meetings about positions available, or positions about to be advertised. Each of these schools (and many more) have job advertised at the Career Center at www.acsp.org.

Texas A&M University, Two Assistant Professor Positions
Friday, 10:00am – 11:00pm
Room: Boardroom East, 3rd Floor

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Assistant or Associate Professor Specializing in Transportation Planning
Friday, 12:00pm – 1:00pm
Room: Broadway V

University of British Columbia, Details & Call for Papers - Reflecting on the Work of Leonie Sandercock and Future Directions for Planning
Saturday, 10:30am – 11:30am
Room: Broadway V

Michigan State University, Urban Planning Position
Thursday, 3:00pm – 4:00pm
Room: Boardroom East, 3rd Floor

University of Cincinnati, New Tenured Track Faculty Position on Research, Teaching and Service to Improve the Quality of Life for Residents of Disadvantaged Urban Communities
Friday, 1:00pm – 2:00pm
Room: Broadway V
And
Saturday, 11:00am – 12:00pm
Room: Boardroom East

University of Maryland, Assistant Professor
Saturday, 1:00pm – 2:00pm
Room: Broadway V

Virginia Tech, Assistant/Associate Professor Position to be advertised soon!
Saturday, 5:15pm – 6:15pm
Room: Broadway V

University of Hawaii, HCRC Distinguished Professor in Housing Policy and Affordability
Friday, 6:00pm – 7:00pm
Room: Directors Suite

University of California Berkeley, Urban Infrastructure Planning in the Global Context
Saturday, 12:00pm – 1:00pm
Room: Broadway V
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Each year ACSP is proud to honor faculty and students who have distinguished themselves or made major contributions to the academy or to the profession via outreach efforts, public service or for service to ACSP, the Academy, or the profession. A complete listing and history for all awards can be found at www.acsp.org. Faculty awards are presented at the Saturday morning plenary, 9:30am in the Grand Ballroom.

ACSP JOHN FRIEDMANN BOOK AWARD

John Friedmann is a widely-recognized planning scholar with an exceptionally distinguished career. He has contributed in many ways to the field of urban and regional planning, through his writings on planning theory, regional development planning, and world cities. He is the author of 26 books and close to 200 articles, and has received many distinguished awards (see below). He has also offered unstinting service to the planning academy, both through his varied teaching career and through his co-sponsorship of activities designed to support doctoral students in planning.

The Association of Collegiate Schools of Planning (ACSP) established the John Friedmann Book Award in 2013. This award is presented to a book or comparable work that best exemplifies scholarship in the area of planning for sustainable development.

Winner:
Zoned in the USA: The Origins and Implications of American Land-Use Regulation
Cornell University Press
Authored by Sonia Hirt, University of Maryland College Park

The awards committee found Hirt’s book to be a delightful and rare combination of excellent planning history, insightful critique, and a witty, engaging read. We all thought we knew the history of American zoning, but Hirt reexamines the history from a fresh, perceptive and comparative stance that perhaps only someone not originally from the US can provide. She challenges conventional thinking by exposing the American penchant for individualism yet strong reliance on land use regulation. Hirt both recounts the origins of a peculiarly American form of land use control and also pushes against the prevailing assumption of zoning as a simple outcome of “American exceptionalism.” Richly documented and fluidly interweaving the practical and the theoretical, Hirt has written a compelling retort to the claim that American zoning is too tedious, bureaucratic, scientific or self-evident to be worth our attention. Her book provides a coherent and sustained narrative that not only makes planning scholarship accessible to a broad audience, but also reveals the insidious use of zoning as a tool of racism and classism. Hirt’s excellent research offers an important and often-overlooked lesson: to fundamentally address the social inequalities, environmental ills and odd design quirks of the American landscape, we should not overlook reforming the structure and core values embedded in zoning codes. It’s an overused truism, but this well-written and wry book does indeed deserve to be on planners’ bookshelves and on students’ reading lists.

Honorable Mention:
Saving Our Cities: A Progressive Plan to Transform Urban America
Cornell University Press
Authored by William Goldsmith, Cornell University

Goldsmith has written a timely, penetrating assessment of contemporary urban America: a book whose title is an ambitious agenda. Goldsmith takes on the core challenges of the contemporary American city: concentrated poverty, racism, struggling schools, drugs, unhealthy food networks and paltry public services that exacerbate social inequality. He offers a searing indictment of the broader anti-urban state and federal political culture that imposes crippling austerity and incarceration programs on city residents. He not only offers systemic analysis, but also develops substantive policy reforms that you might agree or disagree with but can’t ignore. It is a convincing argument about the complexity of urban politics and the need for upstream policies to realize more progressive urban futures. The book both befits the spirit of the Friedmann Award and challenges the planning field to not lose sight of its pressing agenda.

The 2016 John Friedmann Book Award Committee includes: Committee Chair Scott Campbell, University of Michigan; Julian Agyeman, Tufts University; Phil Berke, Texas A&M University; Anne Forsyth, Harvard University; and Andrew Karvonen, University of Manchester.

Sonia Hirt

William Goldsmith
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ACSP/FWIG MARGARITA MCCOY AWARD

The Margarita McCoy Award is given biannually in even years by the ACSP Faculty Women's Interest Group and recognizes individuals who have made an outstanding contribution toward the advancement of women in planning at institutions of higher education through service, teaching, and/or research.

Winner:
Lisa Ann Schweitzer, University of Southern California

The 2016 selection committee chose Professor Lisa Schweitzer from a field of impressive candidates because of her clear contributions to the advancement of women in planning in the teaching, research, and service categories. As one member observed, "To have such impact in each category suggests that Lisa Schweitzer embodies the role as champion and advocate for women in planning." The committee also commended her for being a model for women in the planning academy, for her leadership in FWIG, and for her dedication to advancing women through her teaching.

The 2016 Margarita McCoy Award Committee includes: Committee Chair Kathryn Quick, University of Minnesota; Meghan Gough, Virginia Commonwealth University; Sandi Rosenbloom, University of Texas Austin; and Patricia Pollak, Cornell University.

ACSP JAY CHATTERJEE DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD

This award is presented in even numbered years and recognizes an individual faculty whose exceptional service, actions and leadership have had a lasting and positive impact on ACSP and its member schools.

Winner:
June M. Thomas, University of Michigan

June Manning Thomas, Ph.D., FAICP, is Centennial Professor of Urban and Regional Planning at the University of Michigan Taubman College of Architecture and Urban Planning. She was named the Mary Frances Berry Distinguished University Professor, effective September 1, 2016.

In 2003 she was inducted as a Fellow in the American Institute of Certified Planners. She was President of the Association of Collegiate Schools of Planning (2013-15), and now serves as Immediate Past President (2015-16).

Her books include the co-edited Urban Planning and the African American Community: In the Shadows (Sage, 1996); Redevelopment and Race: Planning a Finer City in Postwar Detroit (Johns Hopkins University Press, 1997, second edition Wayne State University Press, 2013); Planning Progress: Lessons from Shoghi Effendi (Association for Baha'i Studies, 1999); the co-edited, Margaret Dewar and June Thomas, The City after Abandonment (University of Pennsylvania Press, 2013), and the co-edited, June Thomas and Henco Bekkering, Mapping Detroit: Evolving Land Use Patterns and Connections (Wayne State University Press, 2015). Thomas writes about diversification of the planning profession, planning history, and social equity in neighborhoods and urban revitalization. Recent research explored the relationship between the concept of social equity and the civil rights movement, and examined the land-use reactions of community organizations to vacant land in Detroit.

She is the recipient of the Association of Collegiate Schools of Planning 1999 Paul Davidoff Award for her book Redevelopment and Race. She previously was a professor at Michigan State University, where she developed statewide initiatives to link urban planning services on campus with community development needs in Michigan cities. She and her husband are active members of the Bahá'í Faith, a belief system which has fueled their professional interests in promoting racial and international unity.

The 2016 Jay Chatterjee Award Committee includes: Committee Chair Sanda Kaufman, Cleveland State University; Charles Connerly, University of Iowa; Donald Miller, University of Washington; Mai Nguyen, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
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ACSP/UIUC CHESTER RAPKIN AWARD FOR THE BEST ARTICLE IN JPER THIS YEAR

The winner of this year’s Chester Rapkin Award will be announced at the conference.

The Chester Rapkin Award for the Best Paper in the Journal of Planning Education and Research is awarded annually. This award is generously supported by an endowment at the University of Illinois Foundation in Urbana. The award was founded for JPER of ACSP by the co-editors, Lew Hopkins and Gill-Chin Lim, in honor of Professor Rapkin at his retirement. As a distinguished educator, he mentored 70 doctoral and numerous master students at the University of Pennsylvania, Columbia and Princeton. As a pioneering researcher, Professor Rapkin authored 15 books and monographs and more than 100 professional articles, plans and reports. He was the Executive Director of the White House task force that proposed the Model Cities Program under President Lindon B. Johnson. From 1969 to 1977 he served on the New York City Planning Commission under Mayors John Lindsay and Abraham Beame.

The 2016 Chester Rapkin Award Committee includes: Committee Chair Richard Klosterman, Emeritus University of Akron; Justin Hollander, Tufts University; and Branden Born, University of Washington.

2016 JPER TOP REVIEWER AWARDS

Editorial Board Members
Michael Manville, University of California, Los Angeles
Howell Baum, University of Maryland College Park

Non-Editorial Board Members
Vanesa Castán Broto, University College London
Carolina Sarmiento, University of Wisconsin-Madison

PAB OUTSTANDING SITE VISITOR AWARD

PAB recognizes two site visitors annually, one educator and one practitioner, for their outstanding contributions to the PAB’s mission of ensuring the high quality of planning education. PAB’s Site Visitor Committee selects award recipients based on feedback received from fellow team members and a member’s past performance on Site Visits.

Academic
Charles Hoch, University of Illinois at Chicago

Educator
Jeffrey Taebel, Houston-Galveston Area Council
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POCIG EDWARD BLAKELY AWARD
This achievement award will be given to a worthy honoree who has supported the cause of social justice, particularly in urban planning or development, for communities of color. It is in honor of Edward Blakely, who has offered extraordinary service as both scholar and practitioner following examples from his family, including in particular his father Edward Blakely, his mother Josephine Carter Blakely, and all of his uncles and aunts and cousins who lived and worked for social justice in communities of color, particularly during the years of legally-enforced racial segregation.

Winner:
Alvaro Huerta, California State Polytechnic University, Pomona

Alvaro Huerta is “an exceptional individual,” one of his recommenders wrote. The recommender continues, “I believe he meets and exceeds the criteria of the Blakeley award.” His accomplishments are encyclopedic.

In keeping with the ideals of the Blakely Award and POCIG, Prof. Huerta has been an unrelenting advocate for diversity in the field of urban planning. He encourages young people of color, especially from working class backgrounds to pursue advanced degrees to become urban planners. One of his recommenders described Prof. Huerta as “one of the most vocal figures who has challenged racist and sexist posts and actions on PLANET and other forums.”

His prodigious efforts and dedication have been recognized. He has been the recipient of the Ford Foundation Diversity Pre-doctoral Fellowship; Frederick A. Cervantes Graduate Student Premio: Best Graduate Student Paper, National Association for Chicana and Chicano Studies; and the Planning Leadership Award—Advancing Diversity and Social Change in Honor of Paul Davidoff from the American Planning Association.

All of his recommenders mentioned his humble beginnings. Growing up poor, he spent his first four years in a Tijuana slum and afterwards in an East Los Angeles housing project. Yet, Huerta has not only persevered but excelled. As mentioned, he has done distinguished work for an assistant professor. Also unlike previous Blakely awardees from R1 research institutions, he has been committed to scholarship, the classroom, and grassroots activism while brilliantly balancing a teaching university's requirements. He is truly deserving of the Blakeley award. He has made a huge contribution to the field of urban planning and the wider community.

The 2016 Ed Blakeley Award Committee includes: Committee Chair Marisa Zapata, Portland State University; Talya Thomas, Jackson State University; Annette Kim, University of Southern California; Allie Thomas, university.

ACSP STUDENT PAPER AWARDS
Student awards are presented at the Plenary Assembly, Thursday, 4:15pm. Winners are asked to present their papers at the Student Award Paper Session scheduled this year for Saturday, November 5, 8:00am – 9:30am. ACSP awards the following prizes for papers prepared as part of research projects and academic studies.

ACSP ED MCCLURE AWARD FOR THE BEST MASTERS STUDENT PAPER
Post-Island Futures: Seeding Territory for Tuvalu’s Fluid Atolls
Elizabeth Reed Yarina, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

The Ed McClure Award recognizes superior scholarship in a paper prepared by a masters student in an ACSP-member school. Submissions may address any topic of investigation generated in the course of pursuing a master's degree in urban/city/community/town/regional planning.

The Edward McClure Award winning entry this year considers an interesting topic in a thoughtful and pragmatic manner. The situation of international refugees in Nauru involves many issues important to planning, including poverty; migration, displacement, and social vulnerability; international relations; the built environment, environmental degradation; and the impacts of climate change. (We might note that Nauru has since received more attention from major media outlets, such as National Public Radio.) Yarina’s clear writing and careful approach, emphasizing spatial and architectural perspectives, capably support her evaluation of extensive empirical information to generate insights with the potential to guide local action.

Lizzie Yarina recently completed a joint Masters of Architecture and Masters of City Planning at MIT, with her thesis entitled “Post-Island Futures: Seeding Territory for Tuvalu’s Fluid Atolls.” She also holds a Bachelor of Science in Architecture from the University of Michigan, and was raised in Michigan’s Upper Peninsula. Lizzie’s research explores the role of design thinking in political and territorial issues, with a particular focus on climate change and natural resources. She is also a design researcher in the MIT Urban Risk Lab. During the 2016-17 year, Lizzie will serve as an MIT-SUTD teaching and research fellow, and she
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will begin a Fulbright research fellowship in New Zealand in the spring of 2017 on the spatial implications of climate change migration on New Zealand cities.

The 2016 Ed McClure Award Committee includes: Committee Chair Josh Drucker, University of Illinois at Chicago; Bryce Lowery, University of Oklahoma; and Chris Tilly, University of California, Los Angeles.

FWIG/ACSP MARSHA RITZDORF AWARD FOR THE BEST STUDENT WORK ON DIVERSITY, SOCIAL JUSTICE AND THE ROLE OF WOMEN IN PLANNING

Equity in the Time of Precarity: Inclusive Local Economy Projects in Toronto’s Neighbourhood Improvement Areas
Mercedes Sharpe Zayas, University of Toronto

This award is named after Marsha Ritzdorf, who was a stalwart champion of social justice and did path-breaking research on the relationship between zoning regulation and the suppression of women and non-traditional families. This award recognizes superior scholarship reflecting concern with making communities better for women, people of color and/or the disadvantaged. Submissions may be based on student work submitted in the pursuit of any urban/city/community/town/ regional planning degree, undergraduate or graduate, at an ACSP-member school.

A committee of five faculty members from the Faculty Women’s Interest Group (FWIG) selected Mercedes Sharpe-Zayas from a competitive field of candidates, in recognition of the critical questions, thoughtful analysis, and compelling presentation of arguments and suggestions that she made in her thesis, titled “Equity in the Time of Precarity: Inclusive Local Economy Projects in Toronto’s Neighbourhood Improvement Areas.”

The 2016 Marsha Ritzdorf Award Committee includes: Committee Chair Kathryn Quick, University of Minnesota; Kristen Crossney, West Chester University; Orly Linovski, University of Manitoba; Lynn McCormick, Hunter College; Rosie Tighe, Cleveland State University; Yiping Fang, Portland State University.

ACSP/MIT DON SCHÖN AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE IN LEARNING FROM PRACTICE

Drawing Outside the Lines: Participatory Design in Unincorporated Communities
Lillian Jacobson, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Lillian Jacobson submitted her Master's thesis in 2015 (a year in which no award was given), under the supervision of Jota Samper. The thesis is entitled, “Drawing Outside the Lines: Participatory Design in Unincorporated Communities.” It chronicles and analyses Lillian’s collaboration with high-school students from a marginalized community in Santa Rose, California. In a note to the committee after being notified of her award, Lillian wrote that her work with young people had “expanded [her] understanding of true community-based design . . . and taught [her] the power young voices can have in planning the future of our cities.” Her thesis documents her successful attempts to elicit reflection-in-action and reflection-on-action among high-school students and shows her own reflection on that experience.

Manitoba Relationship Stories: When First Nations and Local Governments Plan Together
Madeleine Koch, University of Manitoba

Madeleine Koch wrote her master's thesis in 2016, under the supervision of Janice Barry. Entitled “Manitoba Relationship Stories: When First Nations and Local Governments Plan Together,” the thesis follows Don Schön's lead in studying the lived experience of practitioners and in bringing them to reflect on their practice. As Madeline wrote to the award committee, “intergovernmental planning [between First Nations and municipal or regional agencies] can be highly political and complex”; inducing practitioners, including members of First Nations, to tell “practice stories” from the field helps them, and helps the researcher, understand the challenges they face and the strategies they can adopt to meet those challenges.

The 2016 Donald A. Schön Award Committee includes: Committee Chair Raphaël Fischler, McGill University; Robert Goodspeed, University of Michigan; Langley Keyes, Massachusetts Institute of Technology; Sarah Kuhn, University of Massachusetts; Jonathan Richmond, independent scholar; and Elizabeth Schön Vanier.
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ACSP/CORNELL UNIVERSITY BARCLAY GIBBS JONES AWARD FOR THE BEST DISSERTATION IN PLANNING

Leveraging Organizational Dynamics in Buildings to Change Behavior
Elizabeth Hewitt, Stony Brook University

This award recognizes superior scholarship in a doctoral dissertation completed by a student enrolled in an ACSP-member school. The committee seeks a thesis that is original, well written, employs methods elegantly, offers lessons pertinent to central issues in the field of planning, and provides guidance about how planners or governments should make choices. This award is generously funded on an annual basis by Cornell University.

The committee was especially impressed by Elizabeth's novel organizational approach to understanding the energy efficiency of buildings, her adoption of a wide range of methods, and use of an instructive new data source. Her research has the potential to significantly shape the field of environmental planning.

The 2016 Barclay Gibbs Jones Award Committee includes: Committee Chair Rachel Weber, University of Illinois at Chicago; Gwen Urey, California State Polytechnic University, Pomona; Charles Jennings, John Jay College; and Doug Lee, independent scholar.

IACP/ACSP KAREN POLENSKE BEST STUDENT PAPER AWARD FOR OUTSTANDING PAPER ON A CHINA RELATED TOPIC

Spatial Distribution of Urban Territories at a Regional Scale: Modelling the Changjiang Delta’s Urban Network
Chenghe Guan, Harvard University

This award was established in honor of Massachusetts Institute of Technology Professor Karen R. Polenske - a prominent regional economist and a leading scholar of China's sustainable development. It is awarded annually to International Association for China Planning (IACP) student member who presents excellent research at major international planning conferences. This award is generously funded by the IACP and is currently presented at their annual conference in China, and at their annual membership meeting in the United States during the ACSP Annual Conference.

ChengHe Guan's paper is written in a concise way to demonstrate a critical research question and its potential for further developed to be published in a top ranking journal. Yangtze River Delta Area is a good choice and focus for exploring key issues of urban expansion at the regional level concerning aspects such as land resource, developing corridors, ecological systems, different sizes of cities, etc. While some aspects need more justification and clarification such as the selection of scenarios and factors, this paper is an excellent model paper that, apart from description of methodologies and technical exercises, the most valuable contribution is to answer key research question and elaborate key arguments through synthesizing modeling findings and critically discussing possible policy implications.

The 2016 Karen Polenske Award Committee includes: Committee Chair Jason Cao, University of Minnesota; Mengke Chen, World Bank; Shenjing He, University of Hong Kong; and Yiming Wang, University College London.

GPEIG GILL-CHIN LIM AWARD FOR THE BEST DISSERTATION ON INTERNATIONAL PLANNING

The Crude Urban Revolution: Land Markets, Planning Forms and the Making of New Luanda
Ricardo Cardoso, University of California, Berkeley

The ACSP Global Planners Educators Interest Group (GPEIG) recognizes superior scholarship in a doctoral dissertation completed by a student enrolled in an ACSP-member school. This grant is provided by the generous funding of Dr. Hyun-Chin Lim, a young brother of Dr. Gill-Chin Lim at Seoul National University and the Consortium on Development Studies (CODS) established by the late Dr. Gill-Chin Lim in 1982.

Ricardo Cardoso's work exhibits innovative, challenging, creative and poetic scholarship on the complex relations between crude oil resources, international oil deals, urban planning institutions, land and real estate markets and the emergence of new forms of urbanism in Luanda, Angola. The award committee received many excellent dissertations this year. It was a difficult choice. The committee was particularly impressed by the depth of his ethnographic fieldwork and archival research, by the complexity of his institutional analysis, by his theoretical and ethical insights, by his innovative scholarship and creativity, and by the quality of his writing.

In this dissertation, Ricardo explores the relations between crude oil resources, urban planning institutions and city form in Luanda, Angola. The impacts of international trade on urban development are crucial in the Global South, yet they remain under-researched. Ricardo's work provides a very rich account of neo-liberalization processes that goes far beyond, and challenges, arguments on the curse of resource-rich-yet-poor nations in post-colonial settings.

The 2016 Gill-Chin Lim Dissertation Award Committee includes: Committee Chair Lucie Laurian, University of Iowa; Ruth Yabes, University of Florida; Emel Ganapati, Florida International University.
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ACSP SCHOLARSHIPS FOR STUDENT TRAVEL

These scholarships provide financial support to students to attend the ACSP Conference, including student full conference registration waiver and a cash award to defray travel expenses. Applicants must be enrolled graduate students at an ACSP member school during the most recent academic year.

Applicants must also be: 1) nearing completion of the doctoral degree, 2) presenting an accepted paper at the conference, and 3) for whom conference attendance would otherwise not be possible.

- Eric Seymour, University of Michigan
- Adele Cassola, Columbia University
- Santina Contreras, University of California, Irvine
- Fei Li, New York University
- Subhashni Raj, University at Buffalo

The 2016 ACSP Student Travel Award Committee includes: Committee Chair Nabil Kamel, Western Washington University; and Kate Lowe, University of New Orleans.

ACSP/ PUBLISHER’S STUDENT TRAVEL SCHOLARSHIP

Generous publishers have become accustomed to leaving books behind from their Book Fair participation at ACSP Conferences. This has enabled the ACSP to use them as a fundraiser selling them for ½ the retail price on Sunday morning of the conference. Since 2005 all sale proceeds have gone toward travel scholarships for first-time student presenters at the next year’s conference. Winners must have an abstract accepted for presentation at the upcoming annual conference and must be attending to present a paper at the ACSP Conference for the first-time.

- Julia Triman, University of Virginia
- Jueyu Wang, University of Minnesota
- Stephen Diko, University of Cincinnati
- Jung Ho Park, University of Southern California

ACSP/POCIG SCHOLARSHIP FOR STUDENT TRAVEL

The goal of these travel awards is to make students of color aware of the importance of planning education/research and why more planning faculty of color are needed. These scholarships provide financial support to students to attend the ACSP Conference including student full conference registration waiver and a cash award to defray travel expenses.

- C. Aujean Lee, University of California, Los Angeles
- Kim Mosby, University of New Orleans
- Devin Oliver, University of Texas, Austin

The 2016 POCIG Student Travel Award Committee includes: Committee Chair Sigmund Shipp, Hunter College CUNY.

GPEIG GILL-CHIN LIM SCHOLARSHIP FOR STUDENT TRAVEL

Only graduate planning students enrolled at an ACSP member school during the 2015-2016 year; presenting papers at the conference with a focus on an international development/global planning topic, with a special focus on low-income countries of the global south, and traveling more than 100 miles are eligible to apply. These scholarships provide financial support to students to attend the ACSP Conference including student full conference registration waiver and a cash award to defray travel expenses.

- Angela Oberg, Rutgers University
- Asavari Devadiga, University of California, Berkeley

The 2016 GPEIG Student Travel Award Committee includes: Committee Chair Divya Chandrasekhar, University of Utah; Enrique Silva, Lincoln Institute of Land Policy; and Abhinav Alakashendra, University of Florida.
Earn AICP CM Credits At ACSP2016 in Portland

Track all the sessions you attend here in Portland and remember to log them online.

Nearly 250 sessions from the ACSP2016 Conference will be entered into the AICP system after the conference is over.

Attend sessions at the ACSP Annual Conference and be assured ahead of time that this attendance will count toward CM, and then apply for these credits in the month after the conference.

If you have problems reporting your CM credits or have general questions about the CM program, please contact AICPCM@planning.org. APA’s customer service associates are available to assist you.

---

Town Planning Review has been one of the world’s leading journals of urban and regional planning since its foundation in 1910. With an extensive international readership, TPR is well established, providing a principal forum for communication between researchers and students, policy analysts and practitioners. Focusing on advanced economies and emerging industrial states, TPR welcomes full-length papers and shorter research reports exploring all aspects of town and regional planning.

International Development Planning Review’s editorial policy is to reflect international development planning policy and practice. This includes a focus on the physical, economic and social conditions of urban and rural populations. The journal explores current national and international policy agendas, achievements and strategies in this area, offering material of interest to its established academic and professional readership as well as to a broader critical audience.

online.liverpooluniversitypress.co.uk

Head of Journals: clare.heagerty@liv.ac.uk
Journals Publishing Assistant: chloe.johnson@liv.ac.uk
## Schedule at a Glance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wednesday November 2</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00am - 5:00pm</td>
<td>ACSP Governing Board Meeting</td>
<td>Broadway I &amp; II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00am-5:00pm</td>
<td>Exhibits &amp; Book Fair Set Up</td>
<td>Pavilion Ballroom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00am - 5:00pm</td>
<td>One-day PhD. Workshop <em>advance registration required</em>; hosted by the ACSP and Portland State University</td>
<td>PSU Smith Memorial Student Union, Room 338</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:00pm - 6:00pm</td>
<td>Conference Registration Open</td>
<td>Pavilion Ballroom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Thursday, November 3</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:00am - 5:30pm</td>
<td>Registration/Exhibits/Speaker Ready Room Open</td>
<td>Pavilion Ballroom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:00am - 8:00am</td>
<td>Continental Breakfast</td>
<td>Pavilion Ballroom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00am - 9:30am</td>
<td>Concurrent paper sessions &amp; meetings, beginning on page 34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30am - 9:45am</td>
<td>Coffee Break</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45am - 11:15am</td>
<td>Concurrent paper sessions, beginning on page 38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30am - 1:00pm</td>
<td>Lunch on Your Own or GPEIG Business Meeting &amp; Luncheon <em>(Ticket required. Wear your name badge.)</em></td>
<td>Grand Ballroom II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OR ACSP Annual Business Meeting &amp; Luncheon <em>(Ticket required. Wear your name badge.)</em></td>
<td>Salons I &amp; II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:00pm - 2:30pm</td>
<td>Concurrent paper sessions &amp; meetings, beginning on page 42</td>
<td>Grand Ballroom I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:30pm - 2:45pm</td>
<td>Coffee Break</td>
<td>Various Foyers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:45pm - 4:00pm</td>
<td>Concurrent paper sessions &amp; meetings, beginning on page 46</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:00pm - 4:15pm</td>
<td>Coffee Break</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:15pm - 5:30pm</td>
<td>Student Award Presentations and Keynote speaker: Rick Lowe, Project Row Houses *sponsored by APA</td>
<td>Grand Ballroom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:45pm - 6:45pm</td>
<td>Concurrent Roundtables, beginning on page 49</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:30pm - 9:30pm</td>
<td>Opening Reception <em>(Ticket required. Wear your name badge.)</em></td>
<td>Oregon Museum of Science &amp; Industry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Friday, November 4</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:00am - 1:30pm</td>
<td>Registration/Exhibits/Speaker Ready Room Open</td>
<td>Pavilion Ballroom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:00am - 7:45am</td>
<td>Breakfast Roundtables, beginning on page 51</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:00am - 8:00am</td>
<td>Continental Breakfast</td>
<td>Pavilion Ballroom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00am - 9:30am</td>
<td>Concurrent paper sessions &amp; meetings, beginning on page 52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30am - 9:45am</td>
<td>Coffee Break</td>
<td>Various Foyers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45am - 11:15am</td>
<td>Concurrent paper sessions &amp; meetings, beginning on page 56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30am - 1:30pm</td>
<td>Lunch on your own or FWIG Luncheon <em>(Ticket required. Wear your name badge.)</em></td>
<td>Grand Ballroom II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:30pm - 5:30pm</td>
<td>Mobile Tours <em>(Ticket required. Wear your name badge.)</em></td>
<td>Meet in the Pavilion Ballroom Foyer on the Plaza Level.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Some events may require advance registration. Please check the conference website for more information.*
### SCHEDULE AT A GLANCE

**Friday, November 4 continued**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1:30pm</td>
<td>Various Meetings and Workshops, see page 61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:30pm - 9:30pm</td>
<td>Alumni Receptions, see page 62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Saturday, November 5**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7:00am - 6:00pm</td>
<td>Registration/Exhibits/Speaker Ready Room Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:00am - 8:00am</td>
<td>Continental Breakfast and beverage breaks throughout the day sponsored by USC Price.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00am - 9:15am</td>
<td>Concurrent paper sessions &amp; meetings, beginning on page 63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15am - 9:30am</td>
<td>Coffee Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30am-10:15am</td>
<td>Faculty Awards Ceremony and Keynote: Wim Wiewel, Portland State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:15am-10:30am</td>
<td>Coffee Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30am-11:45am</td>
<td>Concurrent paper sessions &amp; meetings, beginning on page 66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:45am-1:00pm</td>
<td>Lunch on your own</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:00pm - 2:15pm</td>
<td>Concurrent paper sessions &amp; meetings, beginning on page 70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:15pm - 2:25pm</td>
<td>10-minute break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:25pm - 3:25pm</td>
<td>Concurrent Sessions, Roundtables &amp; Meetings, beginning on page 73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:25pm - 3:35pm</td>
<td>10-minute Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:35pm - 5:05pm</td>
<td>Concurrent paper sessions &amp; meetings, beginning on page 75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:05pm - 5:15pm</td>
<td>10-minute Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:15pm - 6:30pm</td>
<td>Concurrent paper sessions &amp; meetings, beginning on page 80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:30pm - 9:30pm</td>
<td>Student Reception (No ticket required. Wear your name badge!)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Sunday, November 6**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7:00am - 8:00am</td>
<td>Continental Breakfast and 1/2 Price Book Sale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00am - 9:30am</td>
<td>Concurrent paper sessions, beginning on page 83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30am - 9:45am</td>
<td>Coffee Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45am-11:15am</td>
<td>Concurrent paper sessions, beginning on page 87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15am</td>
<td>Adjourn - See you in Denver 2017!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### FUTURE ANNUAL CONFERENCES

**2017**

October 12-15

Denver, Colorado hosted by the University of Colorado Denver

---

**2018**

October 25-28

Buffalo, New York hosted by the University at Buffalo SUNY

---

**2019**

October 24-27

Greenville, South Carolina hosted by Clemson University

---

ACSP

Connecting educators, researchers and students

---

56th ANNUAL CONFERENCE - 23
MEETINGS AND EVENTS

Thursday, 11:30am – 1:00pm
ANNUAL BUSINESS MEETING & LUNCHEON
(Tickets required. Wear your name badge!)
Location: Grand Ballroom I

This year’s Annual Business Meeting luncheon is sponsored by PolicyMap! All the data you need. All in one place. PolicyMap offers easy-to-use online mapping with data on demographics, income and spending, housing, lending, quality of life, the economy, education, health, federal programs and more, on communities US nationwide. Learn more about PolicyMap for colleges and universities at http://www.policymap.com/industries/academic/.

This is a “by invitation only” luncheon for ACSP member program chairs with the ACSP year-end status report and plans for the future as the meeting agenda. One complimentary ticket is offered to each department chair or their designee. The brief 2016 agenda will include…

COMMITTEE MEETINGS

Thursday, 8:00am – 9:30am
APA ACADEMIC MEMBERSHIP TASK FORCE MEETING
Location: Broadway V

Friday, 7:00am – 8:30am
ACSP REVIEW AND APPRAISAL COMMITTEE MEETING
(invitation only)
Location: Boardroom East

Friday, 6:00pm – 7:30pm
ACSP GLOBAL PLANNING TASK FORCE MEETING
Location: Boardroom East

Saturday, 2:25pm – 3:25pm
LOCAL HOST MEETING – REPRESENTATIVES FROM 2016, 2017 AND 2018
Location: Boardroom East

Saturday, 3:35pm – 5:05pm
2016 TRACK CHAIRS MEETING
Location: Boardroom East

INTEREST GROUP BUSINESS MEETINGS

Thursday, 11:30pm – 1:00pm
GPEIG ANNUAL BUSINESS MEETING AND LUNCHEON
(Tickets required. Wear your name badge!)
Location: Grand Ballroom II

Friday, 11:30am – 1:30pm
FWIG ANNUAL LUNCHEON
(Tickets required. Wear your name badge!)
Location: Grand Ballroom II

Friday, 6:00pm – 9:30pm
IACP ANNUAL BUSINESS MEETING & WORKSHOP
Location: Council Suite

Saturday, 10:30am – 11:45am
POCIG BUSINESS MEETING
Location: Palor B

PAB TRAINING MEETINGS

Thursday, 2:45PM – 4:00PM
PAB PROGRAM ADMINISTRATOR ORIENTATION
Location: Parlor A

Thursday, 5:45PM – 6:45PM
PAB SITE VISIT TEAM CHAIR TRAINING
Location: Parlor A

Friday, 1:30PM – 5:30PM
PAB STANDARDS AND OUTCOMES ASSESSMENT TRAINING
Location: Parlor A

EDITORIAL BOARD MEETINGS

Thursday, 9:45am – 11:15am
JOURNAL OF PLANNING EDUCATION AND RESEARCH EDITORIAL BOARD MEETING
Location: Broadway V

Friday, 8:00am – 10:00am
JAPA EDITORIAL BOARD MEETING
Location: Heathman Hotel, 1001 SW Broadway, Portland

Friday 1:30pm – 3:00pm
PLANNING THEORY EDITORIAL BOARD MEETING
Location: Senate Suite

Friday 1:30pm – 3:00pm
TOWN PLANNING REVIEW EDITORIAL BOARD MEETING
Location: Forum Suite

Friday 1:30pm – 3:00pm
HOUSING POLICY DEBATE EDITORIAL BOARD MEETING
Location: Council Suite
MEETINGS AND EVENTS

Friday 2:30pm – 3:30pm
JOURNAL OF PLANNING LITERATURE EDITORIAL BOARD MEETING
Location: Studio Suite

Saturday, 11:45am - 2:00pm
PLANNING THEORY AND PRACTICE EDITORIAL BOARD MEETING
Location: Boardroom East
Recent and forthcoming titles from
CORNELL UNIVERSITY PRESS

SAVING OUR CITIES
A Progressive Plan to Transform Urban America
WILLIAM W. GOLDSMITH
$29.95 CLOTH

“Saving Our Cities is an important book that should improve the way we think about urban policy.”
—Edward G. Goetz, author of New Deal Ruins

COMMUNITY ARCHITECT
The Life and Vision of Clarence S. Stein
KRISTIN E. LARSEN
$55.00 CLOTH

“Clarence S. Stein is a definitive figure in American urban reform, and Kristen E. Larsen has provided the thoughtful, systematic assessment that his career deserves.”
—Bruce Stephenson, author of John Nolen, Landscape Architect and City Planner

CONSTRUCTIVE FEMINISM
Women’s Spaces and Women’s Rights in the American City
DAPHNE SPAIN
$24.95 PAPER

“Occasionally a book comes along that fundamentally changes the way we understand the urban landscape. Constructive Feminism is one of those books.”
—Dennis R. Judd, coeditor of The City, Revisited

PUBLIC HOUSING MYTHS
Perception, Reality, and Social Policy
EDITED BY NICHOLAS DAGEN BLOOM, FRITZ UMBACH, AND LAWRENCE J. VALE
$32.95 PAPER

THE WORKER CENTER HANDBOOK
A Practical Guide to Starting and Building the New Labor Movement
KIM BOBO AND MARIEN CASILLAS PABELLON
$29.95 PAPER | ILR Press

REFORMING NEW ORLEANS
The Contentious Politics of Change in the Big Easy
PETER F. BURNS & MATTHEW O. THOMAS
$22.95 PAPER

MAKING IMMIGRANT RIGHTS REAL
Nonprofits and the Politics of Integration in San Francisco
ELS DE GRAAuw
$22.95 PAPER

UNSETTLED AMERICANS
Metropolitan Context and Civic Leadership for Immigrant Integration
EDITED BY JOHN MOLLENKOPF AND MANUEL PASTOR
$24.95 PAPER

COUNTERPRESERVATION
Architectural Decay in Berlin since 1989
DANIELA SANDLER
$29.95 PAPER | CORNELL UNIVERSITY LIBRARY | SIGNALE: MODERN GERMAN LETTERS, CULTURES, AND THOUGHT

BUILDING THE CITY OF SPECTACLE
Mayor Richard M. Daley and the Remaking of Chicago
COSTAS SPIROU AND DENNIS R. JUDD
$27.95 CLOTH

THE BORSCHT BELT
Revisiting the Remains of America’s Jewish Vacationland
BY (PHOTOGRAPHER) MARISA SCHEINFELD
CONTRIBUTIONS BY STEFAN KANFER AND JENNA WEISSMAN JOSELIT
$39.95 CLOTH

THE FIGHT FOR LOCAL CONTROL
Schools, Suburbs, and American Democracy
CAMPBELL F. SCRIBNER
$35.00 CLOTH | AMERICAN INSTITUTIONS AND SOCIETY

IMMIGRANTS AND ELECTORAL POLITICS
Nonprofit Organizing in a Time of Demographic Change
HEATH BROWN
$26.95 PAPER

NEW IN PAPERBACK
UNFINISHED UTOPIA
Nova Huta, Stalinism, and Polish Society, 1949–56
KATHERINE LEBOW
$24.95 PAPER

RUNNING THE RAILS
Capital and Labor in the Philadelphia Transit Industry
JAMES WOLFGINGER
$45.00 CLOTH

Available wherever fine books and ebooks are sold

WWW.CORNELLPRESS.CORNELL.EDU
THE FLOORPLANS ON THE APP ARE INTERACTIVE!

HILTON PORTLAND
BALLROOM LEVEL

AT A GLANCE
VISITING SCHOLAR OPPORTUNITY

The Institute of Urban and Regional Development at UC Berkeley is now accepting applications for visiting scholars with a range of interests consistent with our research areas for 2017, 2018 and beyond.

Scholars are invited to collaborate with Berkeley faculty and work on their own projects over a one month to full year period. IURD seeks scholars with both a domestic and global focus.

For further information and application visit http://iurd.berkeley.edu/visiting-scholars
Questions: a.fukutome@berkeley.edu

ACTION RESEARCH FOR URBAN EQUITY

Explore the use of Circles in planning processes to help

- Address diverse needs and interests
- Solve real problems in real places
- Ask and answer challenging questions

Volume discounts available • Contact us for your desk copy
Living Justice Press
livingjusticepress.org • 651.695.1008
St. Paul, MN 55105 • ljpress@aol.com

DOING DEMOCRACY WITH CIRCLES

Engaging Communities in Public Planning

JENNIFER BALL
WAYNE CALDWELL
KAY PRANIS

Foreword by John Forester

PEACEMAKING CIRCLES FROM GRAPHS TO COMMUNITY
Kay Purchase, Tara Simon, Marc Hudge

PEACEMAKING CIRCLES & URBAN YOUTH
Carolyn Reznik-Wilson, PhD

Circle Forward
Building a Restorative Justice Community

енн
URBAN PLANNING at the Price School

Issues related to sustainability, economic development, human health, and democratic governance challenge cities across the globe. The Price School leads the way with cutting-edge programs in urban planning. Price urban planning graduates go on to shape our world as leaders in government, nonprofit agencies, and the private sector.

CONGRATULATIONS

Elizabeth Currid-Halkett, Professor, on her appointment as James Irvine Chair in Urban and Regional Planning

Richard Green, Professor; Director of the USC Lusk Center for Real Estate, on his election as a global trustee to the Urban Land Institute, the only academic among the institute’s 48 new trustees

Lisa Schweitzer, Associate Professor, on receiving the Association of Collegiate Schools of Planning 2016 Margarita McCoy Award for advancing women in planning at institutes of higher education

The USC Price School, ranked 4th nationwide among 372 public affairs schools, has defined excellence in urban planning education and research for nearly 90 years.

The Price School consistently ranks among the top 10 graduate programs in urban planning, in the Planetizen Guide.

The Price School Master of Planning program offers concentrations in five areas:
- Economic Development
- Preservation and Design of the Built Environment
- Social and Community Planning
- Sustainable Land Use Planning
- Transportation and Infrastructure Planning

Price Urban Planning Research Centers:
- Center for Economic Development
- Center for Sustainable Cities
- Lusk Center for Real Estate
- METRANS Transportation Center
- Sol Price Center for Social Innovation
- Population Dynamics Research Group
- National Center for Risk and Economic Analysis of Terrorism Events (CREATE)

priceschool.usc.edu/mpl
Video Training for Planning and Urban Design

PLANETIZEN Courses

courses.planetizen.com

Learn Practical Skills
Earn Continuing Education Credits
Stay on the Cutting Edge

Including these popular courses:
Urban Design for Planners
Healthy Urban Food Systems
SketchUp for Planners
Tactical Urbanism
GIS Fundamentals
Adobe PhotoShop for Planners
Form-Based Codes 101
Planning Ethics
Defensible Sign Regulations
AutoCAD 101
Elsevier publishes a range of planning journals including:

- Landscape and Urban Planning
- Progress in Planning
- Cities
- Land Use Policy
- City, Culture and Society
- Computers, Environment and Urban Systems

Find out more, including how to get published and author benefits at elsevier.com/geography
THURSDAY, 8:00AM-9:30AM

PAPER SESSIONS & ROUNDTABLES

APA ACADEMIC MEMBERSHIP TASK FORCE MEETING
Room: Broadway V

1.1 ADVANCES IN DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS: FOSTERING PARTICIPATION EQUITY AND PLANNING
Room: Parlor A

Moderator/Discussant: Riggs, William [California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo] wriggs@calpoly.edu

CAN DIGITAL SERIOUS GAMES FOSTER PUBLIC PARTICIPATION IN URBAN PLANNING?
ID #179
Poplin, Alenka [Iowa State University] apoplin@iastate.edu, presenting author

ANALYZING ATTRACTIVE ECOTOURISM SITES USING GEOTAGGED SOCIAL MEDIA DATA
ID #535
Nam, Yunwoo [University of Nebraska-Lincoln] ynam2@unl.edu, presenting author

CIVIC CROWDFUNDING: INTERNET MOBILIZATION FOR NEIGHBORHOOD COLLECTIVE ACTION
ID #4660
Goodspeed, Robert [University of Michigan] rgoodspe@umich.edu, presenting author

SOCIAL DIVIDE OF URBAN MOBILITY: EVIDENCE FROM MOBILE PHONE DATA
ID #1410
Jiang, Shan [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] shanjiang@mit.edu, presenting author

2.3 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION - EXAMINING THE ENTREPRENEURIAL ECOSYSTEM
Proposal ID 8
Room: Parlor B

Moderator: Resnik, Henry [University of Massachusetts] hresnik@larp.umass.edu

Discussant: Drucker, Joshua [University of Illinois Chicago] jdrucker@uic.edu

NEW FIRM ENTRY AND REGIONAL ADJUSTMENT
ID #519
Resnik, Henry [University of Massachusetts Amherst] hresnik@larp.umass.edu, presenting author

SUPPLY PUSH OR DEMAND PULL? METRO-LEVEL ANALYSIS OF STARTUPS IN THE USA
ID #520
Motoyama, Yasuyuki [Kauffman Foundation] ymotoyama@kauffman.org, presenting author
Malizia, Emil [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] malizia@email.unc.edu, primary author

INNOVATION FROM THE EDGE: UNIVERSITIES, ENTREPRENEURSHIP, AND THE LIMITS OF REGIONALISM
ID #522
Donegan, Mary [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] mdonegan@live.unc.edu, presenting author

JOBS AND HIGH GROWTH FIRMS IN METROPOLITAN AREAS
ID #1233
Mack, Elizabeth [Michigan State University] lizmack287@gmail.com, presenting author

3.1 ACCESSING THE COMMONS: ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE AND GENTRIFICATION IN URBAN GREEN SPACE
Room: Parlor C

Moderator/Discussant: Santiago, Luis [University of Puerto Rico] luis.santiago47@upr.edu

*BRINGING MORE PEOPLE TO PARKS: OPEN SPACE ENVIRONMENT AND VISITATION PATTERNS IN TOKYO
ID #163
Song, Jinhoon [Harvard University] jsong21@gwd.harvard.edu, presenting author

SHIBASAKI, Ryo (University of Tokyo) shiba@cis.u-tokyo.ac.jp

*URBAN PARK ACCESS AND ENVIRONMENTAL EQUITY: LESSONS FROM NEW YORK CITY’S LONG-TERM SUSTAINABILITY PLAN
ID #1124
Shi, Xiao [Cornell University] xs88@cornell.edu, presenting author

CAN CAP PARKS OVERCOME THE ENVIRONMENTAL INJUSTICES OF URBAN FREEWAYs?
ID #1157
Zuniga, Michelle [University of California, Irvine] mzuniga@uci.edu, presenting author

Houston, Douglas [University of California, Irvine] houston@uci.edu, primary author

4.1 "ILLEGALITY" AND PLANNING REGULATIONS
Room: Galleria I

Moderator/Discussant: Sandoval, Gerardo [University of Oregon] gsandoval@uoregon.edu

*PATHWAYS INTO 'ILLEGAL' ENTERPRISE: ASIAN IMMIGRANT WOMEN WORKING IN SEXUALLY ORIENTED MASSAGE PARLORS IN NEW YORK CITY AND LOS ANGELES COUNTY
ID #71
Takahashi, Luis [University of California, Los Angeles] takahashil@ucla.edu, presenting author

Chin, John [Hunter College] jchin@hunter.cuny.edu

Baik, Yeonsoo [University of California, Los Angeles] ybaik10@gmail.com

Zhang, Jennifer [University of California, Los Angeles] jenniferzhang92@rg.ucla.edu

INFORMALITY IN GUATEMALA. A CASE STUDY. LESSONS LEARNED
ID #731
Giusti, Cecilia [Texas A&M University] cggiusti@arch.tamu.edu, presenting author

Perez, Maria [Texas A&M University] mmperez@tamu.edu

Perez, Irayda [Independent Consultant] iraydarui@ymail.com

LIVING IN THE SHADOWS: THE COMPLICATED ROLE OF INFORMAL APARTMENTS IN NEW YORK CITY’S IMMIGRANT COMMUNITIES
ID #779
DeVlin, Ryan [John Jay College, CUNY] rdevlin@jjay.cuny.edu, presenting author

FOSTERING UNDOCUMENTED POLITICAL PARTICIPATION: INSTITUTIONAL MECHANISMS TO OVERCOME THE FEAR OF DEPORTATION
ID #1465
Ericksen, Emily [University of California, Los Angeles] emilyericksen@gmail.com, presenting author

5.22 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION - REVISITING THE LEGACY OF HOPE VI: THE IMPLEMENTATION AND IMPACT OF MIXED-INCOME HOUSING
Proposal ID 15
Room: Galleria II

Moderator: Reid, Carolina [University of California, Berkeley] c Reid@berkeley.edu

Discussant: Bierbaum, Ariel [University of California, Berkeley] ariel.bierbaum@berkeley.edu

THE IMPACT OF HOPE VI REDEVELOPMENT ON NEIGHBORHOOD CHANGE
ID #159
Reid, Carolina [University of California, Berkeley] c Reid@berkeley.edu, presenting author

BROKEN PROMISES? A NATIONAL PICTURE OF HOPE VI PLANS AND REALITIES
ID #161
Vale, Lawrence [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] ljvale@mit.edu, presenting author

Shamsuddin, Shomon [Tufts University] shonon.shamsuddin@tufts.edu

Kelly, Nicholas [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] nkelly@mit.edu
6.1 ACCOMMODATING THE POOR IN CITIES
Room: Galleria III
Moderator/Discussant: USHER, Kareem [The Ohio State University] usher.21@osu.edu
*INSTITUTIONAL BARRIERS TO PLANNING FOR URBAN RESIDENTS IN THE KUMASI METROPOLIS OF GHANA
ID #609
DIKIO, Stephen [University of Cincinnati] dikosk@mail.uc.edu, presenting author
PALAZZO, Danilo [University of Cincinnati] palazzod@ucmail.uc.edu

THE POLITICS OF ZONING AND ARCHITECTURAL GUIDELINES IN GEORGE TOWN, MALAYSIA
ID #1003
RUGKAPAN, Napong Tao [University of Michigan] r agli @ umich.edu, presenting author

RESUSCITATING DESIGN IN SHELTER POLICY FOR THE POOR: LESSONS FROM AND FOR SURABAYA, INDONESIA
ID #1302
DAS, Ashok [University of Hawaii at Manoa] ashokdas@hawaii.edu, presenting author

7.1 CALIBRATING FOR CLIMATE CHANGE: STATE AND LOCAL LAND USE STRATEGIES
Room: Broadway I
Moderator/Discussant: WHEELER, Stephen [University of California, Davis] swheeler@ucdavis.edu

TRANSLATING CLIMATE CHANGE KNOWLEDGE TO LAND USE PLANNING: ADDRESSING CHALLENGES IN QUY NHON CITY, CENTRAL VIETNAM
ID #935
GHIMIRE, Jiwani [University of Hawaii at Manoa] jiwani@hawaii.edu, presenting author

STATE LAND USE RESPONSES TO SEA LEVEL RISE: A COMPARATIVE STUDY
ID #983
ALL, Amal [Salisbury University] akali@salisbury.edu, presenting author

EXAMINING THE IMPACT OF BUILT ENVIRONMENT ON FLOOD LOSSES IN SEOUL, KOREA
ID #1055
LEE, Yoonjeong [Texas A&M University] yoonlee@tamu.edu, presenting author
BRODY, Samuel [Texas A&M University] sbrody@tamu.edu

LINKING CLIMATE CHANGE, URBAN LAND USE PLANNING, AND WATER RESOURCES IN CALIFORNIA
ID #1373
BLANCO, Hilda [University of Southern California] hhblanco@usc.edu, presenting author

*ARE WE REDUCING VULNERABILITY TO COASTAL HAZARDS AND SEA LEVEL RISE? EVALUATION OF PLAN INTEGRATION IN SIX CITIES
ID #1516
BERKE, Phillip [Texas A&M University] philip.berke@gmail.com, presenting author
LEE, Jaekyung [Texas A&M University] pberke@tamu.edu

8.1 BUILT ENVIRONMENT AND PHYSICAL ACTIVITY
Room: Broadway II
Moderator/Discussant: IROZ-ELARDO, Nicole [Urban Design 4 Health, Inc] ir oz elardo@gmail.com

ACTIVE BUILT ENVIRONMENT: FORM-BASED CODES OR CONVENTIONAL ZONING REGULATIONS?
ID #974
NOH, Soowoong [University of Florida] nwscott@gmail.com, presenting author

THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT AND HEALTH: THE ROLE OF PLACE-MAKING IN PHYSICAL ACTIVITY
ID #426
SPAHR, Christopher [University of Wisconsin-Madison] spaahr2@wisc.edu, presenting author

NO SUBSTITUTION EFFECT BETWEEN CHANGES IN WALKING AND CHANGES IN TOTAL PHYSICAL ACTIVITY
ID #498
KANG, Bumjoon [University at Buffalo] bumj@buffalo.edu, presenting author
MOUDON, Anne [University of Washington] moudon@uw.edu
HURVITZ, Philip [University of Washington] phhurvitz@uw.edu
SAELENS, Brian [Seattle Children’s Research Institute] brian.sae lens@seattlechildrens.org

INTEGRATING REGIONAL AND NEIGHBORHOOD-LEVEL DECISIONS ON INFRASTRUCTURE INVESTMENTS FOR HEALTHY, LIVABLE COMMUNITIES
ID #1087
NOSTIKASARI, Dian [University of Texas at Arlington] diann@uta.edu, presenting author
CASEY, Colleen [University of Texas at Arlington] callee@uta.edu
RAHMAN, Ziaur [University of Texas at Arlington] ziaur.rahman@ms.vu.edu
MADAMU, Sunil [University of Texas at Arlington] sunil.madamu@ms.vu.edu
MATTINGLY, Stephen [University of Texas at Arlington] mattingly@uta.edu

9.2 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION - (UN)LEARNING PLANNING COMPETENCIES: EXPERIENCES OF SERVICE-LEARNING IN THE CITY
Room: Broadway III
Moderator: BARRY, Janice [University of Manitoba] janice.barry@umanitoba.ca
Discussant: SCHLOSSBERG, Marc [University of Oregon] schlossb@uoregon.edu

HEALTH AND PLACE: FOSTERING A MULTIDISCIPLINARY STUDENT PERSPECTIVE
ID #491
EDWARDS, Mary [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] mnedwards@illinois.edu, presenting author

ALLYSHIP AS A LEARNING OBJECTIVE: TECHNIQUES FROM TRANSFORMATIONAL LEARNING THEORY
ID #492
WILSON, Barbara [University of Virginia] bbw5w@eservices.virginia.edu, presenting author

THE CITY AS TEXT: SERVICE-LEARNING AS A WAY TO RE-PLAN THE URBAN LANDSCAPE
ID #493
CARRIERE, Michael [Milwaukee School of Engineering] carriere@msoe.edu, presenting author

11.1 ACROSS BOUNDARIES: COLLABORATION, COMPLEXITY, AND DIFFERENCE
Room: Broadway IV
Moderator: QUICK, Kathryn [University of Minnesota] ksquick@umn.edu
Discussant: There will not be a discussant for this session.

BUILDING LEGITIMACY FOR COLLABORATION IN THE TRANSITION FROM PLANNING TO IMPLEMENTATION: INFORMALITY, INCLUSION AND CONSENSUS
ID #116
BUTLER, William [Florida State University] wbutter@fsu.edu, presenting author

PLANNING ACROSS SCALES: ADAPTING NEGOTIATION THEORY TO MULTIPARTY COLLABORATIVE PROCESSES
ID #211
KAUFMAN, Sonda [Cleveland State University] s.kaufman@csuohio.edu, presenting author
SHMUELI, Deborah [University of Haifa] deborah@geo.haifa.ac.il
OZAWA, Connie [Portland State University] ozawac@pdx.edu

WHAT’S SPECIAL ABOUT ROADWAY SAFETY IN AMERICAN INDIAN RESERVATIONS?
ID #497
QUICK, Kathryn [University of Minnesota] ksquick@umn.edu, presenting author
12.3 ALTERNATIVE EPISTEMOLOGIES: POST-COLONIALITY AND HIDDEN PUBLICS
Room: Executive Suite
Moderator: INCH, Andy [University of Lisbon]
a.inch@sheffield.ac.uk
Discussant: VISWANATHAN, Leela [Queen's University]
leela.viswanathan@queensu.ca

*MAKING HOPE POSSIBLE? THE CHALLENGES OF PLAYING WITH PLANNING'S FUTURE ORIENTATION
ID #398
INCH, Andy [University of Lisbon] a.inch@sheffield.ac.uk, presenting author
CROOKES, Lee [University of Sheffield] l.crookes@sheffield.ac.uk

HOW FAR CAN WE GO? REFLECTIONS ON THE AGENCY OF PLANNERS IN SETTLER CONTEXTS
ID #655
UGARTE, Magdalena [University of British Columbia] mugarte@interchange.ubc.ca, presenting author

WHAT WOULD A DECOLONIAL CITY BE LIKE? SPECULATIONS ON PLANNING THEORY, SOVEREIGNTY, AND INDIGENIST URBANISM
ID #811
DORRIES, Heather [Carleton University] heather.dorries@carleton.ca, presenting author

*KINKEEPERS, CULTURAL WORKERS, AND ASSET BUILDERS: IDENTIFYING AND TRANSLATING INSURGENT PLANNING PRACTICES
ID #1149
ROBERTS, Andrea [University of Texas at Austin] roberta318@gmail.com, presenting author

*UNDERSTANDING EMERGING PLANNING DISPUTES AT THE INTERSECTION OF RACE AND CLIMATE VULNERABILITY: LESSONS PRIOR TO AMERICA'S FIRST INDIGENOUS CLIMATE CHANGE RELOCATION PROJECT
ID #1184
SAND, Melanie [Cornell University] mgs257@cornell.edu, presenting author

13.1 REGIONAL MORPHOLOGY AND SPATIAL STRUCTURE
Room: Senate Suite
Moderator: WILSON, Saul [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] saulkrigerwilson@gmail.com
Discussant: There will not be a discussant for this session.

*THE EVOLUTION OF BUILT LANDSCAPE OF DUBAI'S REGION: MAPPING URBAN CHANGE AND TRANSFORMATION
ID #111
ALMULLA, Ahmed [Masdar Institute of Science and Technology] aalmulla@masdar.ac.ae, presenting author
ALAWADI, Khaled [Masdar Institute of Science and Technology] khaled.alawadi@gmail.com, primary author
KHANAL, Assem [Masdar Institute of Science and Technology] akhanal@masdar.ac.ae

*HOW CITIES SHRINK: COMPLEX PATHWAYS TO POPULATION DECLINE
ID #212
HARTT, Maxwell [University of Waterloo] mhartt@uwaterloo.ca, presenting author

14.2 ANALYZING CONNECTIONS BETWEEN TRANSPORT AND URBAN FORM
Room: Forum Suite
Moderator: MACHLER, Leonard [University of British Columbia] leonard.machler@alumni.ubc.ca
Discussant: There will not be a discussant for this session.

PARTIAL LEAST SQUARES STRUCTURAL EQUATION MODELING FOR AN ANALYSIS OF THE MEDIATING AND MODERATING EFFECTS OF RESIDENTIAL SELF-SELECTION ON INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL VALIDITY
ID #15
GIM, Tae-Hyoung “Tommy” [Seoul National University] taehyoung.gim@snu.ac.kr, presenting author

*DOES COMPACT DEVELOPMENT MAKE PEOPLE WALK AND USE TRANSIT?
ID #418
STEVENS, Mark [University of British Columbia] mark.stevens@ubc.ca, presenting author

*STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS ON TRIP CHAINING, JOINT TRAVEL, AND TRAVEL DEMAND: EVIDENCE FROM CLEVELAND METROPOLITAN AREA
ID #458
CHEN, Yu-Jen [The Ohio State University] chen.1571@osu.edu, presenting author
AKAR, Gulsah [The Ohio State University] akar.3@osu.edu

ID #765
HA, Jaehyun [Hanyang University] jaehyunha@hanyang.ac.kr, presenting author
LEE, Sugie [Hanyang University] sugielee@hanyang.ac.kr
KWON, Sung Moon [Korea Housing Institute] k2580g@gmail.com

RETROSPECTIVE ADJUSTMENT OF NEIGHBORHOOD AND TRAVEL PREFERENCES AND ATTITUDES: EVIDENCE FROM A LONGITUDINAL STUDY OF MOVERS
ID #1152
MACHLER, Leonard [University of British Columbia] leonard.machler@alumni.ubc.ca, presenting author
FRANK, Lawrence [University of British Columbia] lawrence.frank@ubc.ca
**14.14 INTERNATIONAL ANALYSES OF TRAVEL AND THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT**
Room: Council Suite

Moderator: WANG, Shuning [Cornell University]
sw793@cornell.edu

Discussant: There will not be a discussant for this session.

*URBAN FORM AND TRAVEL OUTCOMES IN MEXICO’S 100 LARGEST URBAN AGGLOMERATIONS*  
**ID #639**
GUERRA, Erick [University of Pennsylvania] erickg@design.upenn.edu, presenting author
CAUDILLO, Camilo [CentroGeo] caudillo@centrogeo.org.mx
MONTEJANO, Jorge [CentroGeo] jmontejano@centrogeo.edu.mx
MONKKONEN, Paavo [University of California, Los Angeles] paavo@luskin.ucla.edu

**THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT AND WALKING BEHAVIOR: ADDRESSING RESIDENTIAL SORTING THROUGH MATCHING IN THE CARDIA STUDY**  
**ID #921**
BRAUN, Lindsay [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] maurerbraun@unc.edu, presenting author
RODRIGUEZ, Daniel [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] danrod@email.unc.edu
SING, Yan [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] yys@email.unc.edu
MEYER, Katie [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] kmeyer@email.unc.edu
LEWIS, Cora [University of Alabama at Birmingham] celewis@uabmc.edu
GORDON-LARSEN, Penny [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] pglarsen@unc.edu

**THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT DETERMINANTS OF ACTIVITY PARTICIPATION AND WALKING NEAR THE WORKPLACE**  
**ID #999**
GEHRKE, Steven [Portland State University] jbroach@pdx.edu
WelCH, Timothy [Georgia Institute of Technology] tim.welch@coa.gatech.edu

**14.24 THE MULTIPLE DIMENSIONS OF WALKABILITY**
Room: Studio Suite

Moderator: BROACH, Joseph [Portland State University] jbroach@pdx.edu

Discussant: There will not be a discussant for this session.

**/ IS NEIGHBORHOOD WALKABILITY GOOD FOR RETAIL BUSINESS? A FACTORIAL ANALYSIS OF URBAN FORM**  
**ID #641**
BANAI, Reza [University of Memphis] rbanai@memphis.edu, presenting author

**15.4 GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE**
Room: Directors Suite

Moderator/Discussant: LARCO, Nico [University of Oregon] nlarco@uoregon.edu

RELATION BETWEEN URBAN DESIGN CRITERIA AND EMOTIONAL RESPONSES  
**ID #995**
OZDEMIR, Burcu [Istanbul Technical University] ozdemirburu@itu.edu.tr, presenting author
OCAKÇA, Mehmet [Istanbul Technical University] mocak@itu.edu.tr

HOW GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE AFFECTS PARK USE, SOCIAL CONNECTEDNESS AND NEIGHBOURHOOD WALKABILITY: A CASE STUDY FROM GOLD COAST, AUSTRALIA  
**ID #565**
MATTHEWS, Tony [Griffith University] t.matthews@griffith.edu.au, presenting author
AMBREY, Christopher [Griffith University] c.ambrey@griffith.edu.au
BYRNE, Jason [Griffith University] jason.byrne@griffith.edu.au
PORTANGER, Chloe [Climate Planning] chloeportanger@gmail.com
Baker, Douglas [Queensland University of Technology] d2.baker@qut.edu.au

ANALYZING THE EFFECTS OF GREEN INVESTMENTS ON LOCALIZED CRIME USING A DIFFERENCE-IN-DIFFERENCES APPROACH  
**ID #678**
TROY, Austin [University of Colorado Denver] austin.troy@ucdenver.edu, presenting author

THE PUBLIC-PRIVATE CONTINUUM: PLACING PARKS IN DETROIT  
**ID #822**
COOPER-MCCANN, Patrick [University of Michigan] pcooperm@umich.edu, presenting author

**VANCOUVER GREENWAY INCREASES PHYSICAL ACTIVITY: A PRE-POST ASSESSMENT OF THE COMOX CORRIDOR**  
**ID #1144**
FRANK, Lawrence [University of British Columbia] lawrence.frank@ubc.ca, presenting author
NGO, Victor [University of British Columbia] victor.douglas.ngo@gmail.com
SCOTT, Douglas [City of Vancouver] douglas.scott@vancouver.ca
BRACEWELL, Dale [City of Vancouver] dale.bracewell@vancouver.ca

BUILT ENVIRONMENTS AND ACTIVE TRAVEL: COMPARING ROUTE-LEVEL AND AREA-BASED MEASURES FOR RESEARCH AND PRACTICE  
**ID #1266**
BROACH, Joseph [Portland State University] jbroach@pdx.edu, presenting author
DILL, Jennifer [Portland State University] jdill@pdx.edu
2.4 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION - EXAMINING THE ENTREPRENEURIAL ECOSYSTEM 1: STRATEGY AND PERFORMANCE

**Proposal ID 8**
Room: Parlor B

**Moderator:** DRUCKER, Joshua [University of Illinois Chicago]
jdruck@uic.edu

**Discussant:** RENSKI, Henri [University of Massachusetts]
hrenski@larp.umass.edu

**EXAMINING INNOVATION DISTRICTS IN SAN DIEGO AND SAINT LOUIS**

**ID #126**

DRUCKER, Joshua [University of Illinois Chicago]
jdruick@uic.edu, presenting author

KASS, Amanda [University of Illinois Chicago]
akass6@uic.edu

**REGIONAL MAKER-ENTREPRENEURIAL ECOSYSTEMS: EVOLUTIONARY DYNAMICS AND “SELF-SUPPLY”**

**ID #404**

SCHROCK, Greg [Portland State University]
gschrock@pdx.edu, presenting author

DOUSSARD, Marc [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign]
m douss1@illinois.edu

WOLF-POWERS, Laura [City University of New York]
lwoolfowers@gc.cuny.edu

HEYING, Charles [Portland State University]
heyimgc@pdx.edu

EISENBURGER, Maximilian [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign]
meisen4@illinois.edu

MAROTTA, Stephen [Portland State University]
smarotta@pdx.edu

**DOWN THE BRAIN DRAIN: CHALLENGES AND COMPLICATIONS IN IMPLEMENTING DETROIT’S INNOVATION DISTRICT**

**ID #405**

KAYANAN, Carla Maria [University of Michigan]
kayanan@umich.edu, presenting author

**CULTURE, CAPITAL, AND INSTITUTIONS: COMPARATIVE METRICS FOR ENTREPRENEURIAL ECOSYSTEMS**

**ID #1174**

CREDIT, Kevin [Michigan State University] cre ditke@msu.edu, presenting author

MACK, Elizabeth [Michigan State University] emack@msu.edu, primary author

MAYER, Heike [University of Bern] mayer@iub.unibe.ch

HOUGH, Grace [Michigan State University] houghgra@msu.edu

SUANDI, Matthew [Michigan State University]
suandima@msu.edu

**COMMUNITY SOCIAL CAPITAL AND REGIONAL VARIATIONS IN ENTREPRENEURSHIP: A COMPLEXITY SCIENCE APPROACH**

**ID #940**

CHO, Jae Beum [Cornell University] jc2664@cornell.edu, presenting author

**3.2 ANTICIPATING UNCERTAINTY FROM THE OCEAN TO THE UPLAND: PROACTIVE OCEAN AND COASTAL ADAPTATION PLANNING**

**Room: Parlor C**

**Moderator:** NORTON, Richard [University of Michigan]
rknoton@umich.edu

**MARINE SPATIAL PLANNING ALONG THE GULF COAST IN ALABAMA: DATA NEEDS AND A PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS**

**ID #270**

RETZLAF, Rebecca [Auburn University]
rct0001@auburn.edu, presenting author

LEBLEU, Charlene [Auburn University]
leblecm@auburn.edu

**UNLEASHING THE POWER OF PLANNING: A MEASUREMENT OF THE EFFECTIVENESS AND EFFICIENCY OF PRE-DISASTER DEBRIS MANAGEMENT PLANS**

**ID #873**

CROWLEY, Julia [University of Hawaii at Manoa]
crowleyj@hawaii.edu, presenting author

**IMPACT OF LAND USE MANAGEMENT AND ZONING REGULATIONS ON COMMUNITY EXPOSURE TO RISKS FROM CLIMATE CHANGE IN COASTAL COMMUNITIES**

**ID #1089**

GROVER, Himanchu [University of Washington]
groverh@uw.edu, presenting author

**4.3 AGING, ACCESSIBILITY, AND INCLUSIVE PLANNING**

**Room: Gallery I**

**Moderator:** MILGROM, Richard [University of Manitoba]
richard.milgrom@umanitoba.ca

**Discussant:** There will not be a discussant for this session.

**ALABAMA ELDERLY POPULATION GROWTH AND THE DRIVING FACTORS, 1970-2010**

**ID #621**

GABBE, Teshome [Alabama A&M University]
teshome.gabbe@aanu.edu, presenting author

STEWARD, Lakesha [Alabama A&M University]
lakeshastewart0815@yahoo.com

**PLANNING FOR THE SOCIAL INCLUSION AND COMMUNITY SUPPORT OF LGBT OLDER ADULTS**

**ID #821**

RANAHAN, Molly [SUNY University at Buffalo]
r ranahan@buffalo.edu, presenting author

**YOUR MOTHER’S SUBURB: AGING AS A DRIVER OF GENDER SENSITIVE PLANNING**

**ID #979**

MICKLOW, Amanda [Cornell University]
acm325@cornell.edu, presenting author

**QUARTER OF A CENTURY LATER AND STILL WAITING: THE SOCIAL PRODUCTION OF DISABILITY SPACES**

**ID #1377**

VANIK, Leonor [University of Illinois at Chicago]
vlanik1@uic.edu, presenting author

**AGE-FRIENDLY REGIONS: SUPPORTING UNEVEN GROWTH AND DECLINE**

**ID #1473**

MILGROM, Richard [University of Manitoba]
richard.milgrom@umanitoba.ca, presenting author

**5.7 FACTORS AFFECTING HOUSING AFFORDABILITY**

**Room: Gallery III**

**Moderator:** HAMIDI, Shima [University of Texas at Arlington]
shima.hamidi@uta.edu

**Discussant:** There will not be a discussant for this session.

**FROM IDEA TO MODEL AND BACK AGAIN: COMMUNITY LAND TRUSTS AND TRADE-OFFS OF AFFORDABILITY AND PERMANENCY IN MAJOR CITIES**

**ID #449**

SHIFFER-SEBBA, Doron [Columbia University]
sdoron1@gmail.com, presenting author

**AN INDEX OF GENERATIONAL CONGESTION: MEASURING THE EFFECT OF COHORT SIZE ON YOUNG ADULT HOUSING AFFORDABILITY CONCERNS**

**ID #633**

HENRY, Jeff [University of Waterloo]
jeff.henry@uwat erloo.ca, presenting author

MOOS, Markus [University of Waterloo]
mmoos@uwat erloo.ca
7.11 REGULATIONS AND HOUSING MARKETS

Moderator: Broadway I

7.11A REGULATIONS AND HOUSING MARKETS: UNDERSTANDING GENTRIFICATION RISK: NEW INSIGHTS FROM THE WASHINGTON, DC, METROPOLITAN AREA

ID #136

MCSHARRY MCGRATH, Moriah [Pacific College of the CUNY] laxmi.hunter@gmail.com

Moderator/Discussant: RAMASUBRAMANIAN, Laxmi [Hunter College of the CUNY] laxmi.hunter@gmail.com

SUB-COUNTY SPRAWL AND PUBLIC HEALTH IN WISCONSIN URBAN AREAS

ID #540

VARGO, Jason [University of Wisconsin-Madison] javargo@wisc.edu, presenting author

GRABOW, Maggie [University of Wisconsin-Madison] grabow@wisc.edu

MALERCK, Kristen [University of Wisconsin-Madison] kmalerck@wisc.edu

PATZ, Jonathan [University of Wisconsin-Madison] patz@wisc.edu

SOLVING ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH Conflicts by Adaptive and Co-Evolutionary PLANNING APPROACHES: LESSONS FROM GHENT (BELGIUM)

ID #572

VERBEEK, Thomas [Ghent University] thomas.verbeek@ugent.be, presenting author

THE IMPACT OF RESIDENTIAL SEGREGATION ON OBESITY

ID #680

YU, Chia-Yuan [University of Central Florida] chiaiyuan@gmail.com, presenting author

WOO, Ayoung [Texas A&M University] urbanarunas@gmail.com

SPATIAL CLUSTERING OF HEALTH OUTCOMES AND ITS RELATION TO URBAN FORM: FLORIDA CASE STUDY

ID #827

YOO, Sulhee [University of Florida] sulhees777@ufl.edu, presenting author

BEIJERI, Ilir [University of Florida] ilir@ufl.edu

STEINER, Ruth [University of Florida] rsteiner@fcp.ufl.edu

PRIORITIZING INVESTMENTS IN NEIGHBORHOOD REVITALIZATION FOR IMPROVING REGIONAL Health OUTCOMES: A LONGITUDINAL STUDY OF ATLANTA AND ITS SUBURBS

ID #1461

KOO, Bon Wook [Georgia Institute of Technology] presenting author

BOTEHKEY, Nisha [Georgia Institute of Technology] nisha.botehkey@coa.gatech.edu

GUHATHAKURTA, Subhrajit [Georgia Institute of Technology] Subhro.Guha@coa.gatech.edu

JONES, Carla [Georgia Institute of Technology] carlajones@gatech.edu
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11.2 CLEANING UP BEFORE AND AFTER: MITIGATION, RECOVERY, REMEDIATION

Room: Parlor A

Moderator/Discussant:

BUILDING INTEGRATED PLANNING FOR ENVIRONMENTAL REMEDIATION AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IN LOCAL BROWNFIELD REVITALIZATION PRACTICE
ID #877
SHIN, Jennifer [University of Florida]
jennifer830@utf.edu, presenting author

FIVE FINGERPRINTS: CITY REBUILDING AND PROPERTY RIGHT RECOVERY IN POST-QUAKE YUSHU CITY ON THE TIBETAN PLATEAU
ID #976
DENG, Dong [China Academy of Urban Planning and Design]
deng9393@sina.com, presenting author
HUANG, Shuo [China Academy of Urban Planning and Design]
alex7hs@foxmail.com

PHOTOVOICE ENGAGEMENT AND EMPOWERMENT IN BROWNFIELD AREA WIDE PLANNING
ID #995
MANDARANO, Lynn [Temple University]
lynn.mandarano@temple.edu, presenting author

12.4 COMPLEXITY, RELATIONALITY, AND ASSEMBLAGES IN INTERNATIONAL PLANNING
Room: Executive Suite

Moderator: LIETO, Laura [Federico II University Napoli]
lieto@unina.it

Discussants: SLETTO, Bjorn [University of Texas at Austin]
bjorn@utexas.edu

PLANNING IN FAVELAS AND SQUATTER SETTLEMENTS IN RIO DE JANEIRO: PRACTICE, PEDAGOGY, AND AUTONOMY
ID #6
COUTINHO-SILVA, Rachel [Federal University of Rio de Janeiro]
rachelc@ufrj.br, presenting author

URBAN INFORMALITY AS A MATERIAL AFFAIR
ID #409
LIETO, Laura [Federico II University Napoli]
lieto@unina.it, presenting author

*INVISIBLE INFORMALITY: A VISIBLE APPROACH THROUGH GEOTECHNOLOGY
ID #963
COSTA LIMA, Mariana [Universidade Federal do Ceará]
marianaqu@gmail.com, presenting author
FREITAS, Clarissa [Universidade Federal do Ceará]
urbcia@gmail.com

12.15 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION - THINKING REAL ESTATE, HOUSING AND CRISIS BEYOND NEOLIBERALISM
Proposal ID 55
Room: Senate Suite

Moderator: WADE, Matt [University of California, Berkeley]
actionmatt@gmail.com

Discussants: GOH, Kian [University of California, Los Angeles]
kiango@ucla.edu

PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION AS A SITE FOR CRISIS AND COLLABORATION: THE JOLTS TO PUBLIC TRANSIT IN QUITO, ECUADOR
ID #830
Gamble, Julie [Independent Researcher]
jcgamble@gmail.com, presenting author

MEGA-PROJECTS, AT THE SCALE OF FAMILY: CHINESE FORTUNES AND MIDDLE CLASS FUTURES IN JAKARTA
ID #831
WADE, Matt [University of California, Berkeley]
actionmatt@gmail.com, presenting author

THE MARKET IS ALWAYS SHIFTING: UNDERSTANDING THE FINANCING OF THE CURRENT REAL ESTATE BOOMS IN BOSTON AND SAN DIEGO
ID #840
WISSOKER, Peter [Cornell University]
wissoker@lightlink.com, presenting author

14.25 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION - THE RECENT GROWTH OF HIGH SPEED RAIL IN CHINA CAN BE A DRIVING FORCE IN PROMOTING COORDINATED METROPOLITAN DEVELOPMENT
Proposal ID 53
Room: Studio Suite

Moderator: XIA, Haishan [Beijing Jiaotong University]
xiahaishan@163.com

Discussant: WANG, Xin Hao [University of Cincinnati]
xin.hao.wang@uc.edu

HIGH SPEED RAIL LEADING TO URBAN FORM CHANGES: CASE STUDY OF BEIJING-TIANJIN-HEBEI REGION
ID #706
XIA, Haishan [Beijing Jiaotong University]
xiahaishan@163.com, presenting author
ZHANG, Chun [Beijing Jiaotong University]
zhang@cjtu.edu.cn

XIA, Haishan [Beijing Jiaotong University]
xiahaishan@163.com, presenting author
ZHANG, Chun [Beijing Jiaotong University]
zhang@cjtu.edu.cn

SHEN, Chen [Beijing Jiaotong University]
593254179@qq.com

CHANGING TRAVEL TRENDS AMONG MILLENNIALS IN PHILADELPHIA, 2000-2012
ID #214
KLEIN, Nicholas [Columbia University]
n.klein@columbia.edu, presenting author
GUERRA, Erick [University of Pennsylvania]
erick@design.upenn.edu
SMART, Michael [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey]
mike.smart@rutgers.edu

WE’RE MULTIMODAL, AREN’T YOU? HOW ANCHORING BASED ON PERSONAL EXPERIENCE BIASES EXPERTS’ PERCEPTIONS OF TRAVEL PATTERNS
ID #277
RALPH, Kelcie [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey]
kelcie.ralph@rutgers.edu, presenting author
DELBOSS, Alexa [Monash University]
alexa.delboss@monash.edu

14.15 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION - MILLENNIAL TRAVEL TRENDS AND PLANNING IMPLICATIONS
Proposal ID 21
Room: Council Suite

Organizer: KLEIN, Nicholas [Columbia University]
n.klein@columbia.edu
Moderator/Discussant: SMART, Michael [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey]
msmart@ejb.rutgers.edu

WHAT IS YOUR MOST COMMON MODE OF TRANSPORT FOR GETTING TO [INSERT DESTINATION HERE]? MOTILITY CAPITAL, MODE FLEXIBILITY AND YOUNG ADULT’S CHANGING TRANSPORTATION PATTERNS
ID #512
PRAITINO, Khairunnabila [University of Waterloo]
kpraitino@uwaterloo.ca, presenting author
MOOS, Markus [University of Waterloo]
markus.moos@uwaterloo.ca, primary author
REVINGTON, Nicholas [University of Waterloo]
nicholas.revington@uwaterloo.ca

UNDERSTANDING MILLENNIALS’ BEHAVIOR: LIFESTYLES, MOBILITY CHOICES AND FUTURE ASPIRATIONS TO PURCHASE A VEHICLE OF YOUNG ADULTS IN CALIFORNIA
ID #1088
CIRCILLA, Giovanni [Georgia Institute of Technology, and University of California, Davis]
gcircilla@ucdavis.edu, presenting author
MOHTARIAN, Patricia [Georgia Institute of Technology]
patmokhi@gatech.edu
HANDY, Susan [University of California, Davis]
shandy@ucdavis.edu
TIEDEMANN, Kate [University of California, Davis]
kmtdiedeman@ucdavis.edu
ALEMI, Farzad [University of California, Davis]
falemi@ucdavis.edu
BERLNER, Rosaria [University of California, Davis]
aberliner@ucdavis.edu
LEE, Yongsun [Georgia Institute of Technology]
yongsun.lee@gatech.edu
FULTON, Lew [University of California, Davis]
lmfulton@ucdavis.edu

NICHOLAS REISINGER, Nicholas [University of Waterloo]
nicholas.reisinger@uwaterloo.ca
THURSDAY, 9:45AM-11:15AM

PAPER SESSIONS & ROUNDTABLES

15.14 INNOVATIVE METHODS IN HOUSING AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT ANALYSIS
Room: Director's Suite

Moderator: JOHNISON, Michael [University of Massachusetts Boston] michael.johnson@umb.edu

Discussant: There will not be a discussant for this session.

A COMBINATION OF GEOGRAPHICAL MAPPING AND SPATIAL STATISTICAL MODELING TO ASSESSING BUILT ENVIRONMENT EFFECTS ON COMMUNITY OPPORTUNITY
ID #115
WANG, Chih-Hao [California State University, Fresno] cwang@csufresno.edu, presenting author
CHEN, Na [The Ohio State University] chen.2572@osu.edu

ACCORDING TO THE PLAN: TESTING PLAN QUALITY ON LOW INCOME HOUSING PRODUCTION
ID #863
RAMSEY-MUSOLF, Darrel [University of Massachusetts Amherst] darrel@larp.umass.edu, presenting author

THE IMPACT OF SCALE IN REGIONAL PLANNING FOR FAIR HOUSING: THE KANSAS CITY CASE
ID #1139
FRISCH, Michael [University of Missouri Kansas City] frischm@umkc.edu, presenting author

THURSDAY, 11:30AM – 1:00PM

GPEIG ANNUAL BUSINESS MEETING AND LUNCHEON
(Tickets required. Wear your name badge!)
Room: Grand Ballroom II

ACSP ANNUAL BUSINESS MEETING AND LUNCHEON
(Reservations and tickets required. Wear your name badge!)
Sponsored by PolicyMap
Room: Grand Ballroom I

PolicyMap
#reinvestmentfund
A NEW NORMAL? FISCAL SPACE AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT INCENTIVES AFTER THE RECESSION
ID #685
HINKLEY, Sara [University of California, Berkeley]
hinkley@berkeley.edu, presenting author
WEBER, Rachel [University of Illinois at Chicago]
rachelw@uiuc.edu

*TOWARD A NEW POLITICS OF ECONOMIC COMPETITIVENESS? ACCOUNTABILITY, IDEOLOGICAL COMPETITION, AND INCENTIVE GRANTING IN NORTH CAROLINA
ID #686
FREYER, Allan [UNC Chapel Hill/NC Justice Center]
allan@ncjustice.org, presenting author

DOUBLE DISADVANTAGE: ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT POLICY AND PRACTICE IN STAGNANT AND SHRINKING PLACES
ID #687
NELSON, Marla [University of New Orleans]
mnelson@uno.edu, presenting author

STATE AUSTERITY AND PRAGMATIC MUNICIPALISM IN UPSTATE NEW YORK
ID #688
KIM, Yunji [Cornell University]
ykim34@cornell.edu, presenting author

LOCAL HOST SESSION 1 – MORE THAN A ONE-OFF: CLASSROOMS MOVING OREGON COMMUNITIES FORWARD
Room: Broadway III
Moderator: SCHLOSSBERG, Marc [University of Oregon]
schloss@uoregon.edu

AN ADAPTIVE/ADAPTED PLAN QUALITY METRIC FOR RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
ID #954
DYCKMAN, Caitlin [Clemson University]
dckyma@clemson.edu, presenting author

ECO-EVOLUTIONARY DYNAMICS IN URBANIZING REGIONS: EMPIRICAL OBSERVATIONS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR PLANNING
ID #1057
ALBERTI, Marina [University of Washington]
malberti@u.washington.edu, presenting author

URBANIZED ECOSYSTEMS: THE FLUX AND CYCLIC METABOLIC PROCESSES OF CITIES
ID #1343
IVERSEN, Michael [University of Illinois at Chicago]
miversen@uic.edu, presenting author

ON TREES AND TIME: WHAT SUSTAINABILITY PLANNING CAN LEARN FROM URBAN FORESTRY
ID #1452
LAURIAN, Lucie [University of Iowa]
lucie-laurian@uiowa.edu, presenting author

3.18 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION - SPATIAL POLITICS OF URBAN CLIMATE CHANGE PLANNING
Proposal ID 32
Room: Parlor A
Moderator: GOH, Kian [University of California, Los Angeles]
kiangoh@ucla.edu

CITIES IN THE GLOBAL CLIMATE MARKETPLACE: TRANSNATIONAL ACTORS AND THE SOCIO-SPATIAL POLITICS OF ADAPTATION PLANNING IN INDIA
ID #898
CHU, Eric [University of Amsterdam] e.k.chu@uva.nl, presenting author

URBAN ADAPTATION IS EXTRALOCAL: RESCALING THE POLITICAL ECOLOGIES OF CLIMATE CHANGE PLANNING
ID #899
GOH, Kian [University of California, Los Angeles]
kiangoh@ucla.edu, presenting author

ADAPTIVE GRADIENTS: A FRAMEWORK FOR RESILIENCY CHOICES ALONG THE TRANSECT
ID #900
HAMIN, Elisabeth [University of Massachusetts]
emhamin@larp.umass.edu, presenting author

ADAPTIVE CAPACITIES ALONG THE TRANSECT
ID #901
SHI, Linda [Massachusetts Institute of Technology]
lindashi@mit.edu, presenting author

TOWARDS CLIMATE-READY CITIES? THE OPPORTUNITIES AND CONTRADICTIONS OF MULTIScalar POLITICS AND PLANNING IN PHILADELPHIA
ID #902
ROSAN, Christina [Temple University]
cdrosan@temple.edu, presenting author
PAPER SESSIONS & ROUNDTABLES
THURSDAY, 1:00PM-2:30PM

5.4 COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT IN THE AGES OF NEO-LIBERALISM: THE CASE OF THE PENNSYLVANIA FRESH FOOD FINANCING INITIATIVE
ID #1098
DOSHNA, Jeffrey [Temple University] doshna@temple.edu, presenting author
GETTING THE NEIGHBORHOOD BACK: THE KSC/CRP COMMUNITY/UNIVERSITY PARTNERSHIP IN MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
ID #1178
RACITI, Antonio [The University of Memphis] araciti@memphis.edu, presenting author
THE SCALE QUESTION IN COMMUNITY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT: NEIGHBORHOODS, SOCIOSPATIAL INEQUALITY AND THE CHALLENGE FOR PLANNING ACTION
ID #1500
KAMIZAKI, Kuni [University of Toronto] kuni.kamizaki@utoronto.ca, presenting author
RANKIN, Katharine [University of Toronto] k.r.rankin@utoronto.ca

5.5 CONSTRUCTED SEARCH FOR HOUSING
Room: Galleria II
Moderator: ANTHONY, Jerry [University of Iowa] jerry-anthony@uiowa.edu
Discussant: There will not be a discussant for this session.
HOUSING CHOICE VOUCHER HOUSEHOLDS AND THEIR NEIGHBORHOOD QUALITY: A CASE OF HARRIS COUNTY, TEXAS
ID #442
PARK, Han [Texas A&M University] hpark@tamu.edu, presenting author
*WHAT RENTERS NEED FOR HOUSING STABILITY: A LONGITUDINAL ANALYSIS OF INVOLUNTARY RESIDENTIAL MOBILITY IN THE UNITED STATES
ID #594
KANG, Seungbeom [The Ohio State University] svenkang@gmail.com, presenting author
*SOURCE OF INCOME DISCRIMINATION AND FAIR HOUSING POLICY
ID #773
TIGHÉ, J. Rosie [Cleveland State University] jltighé@cseohio.edu, presenting author
HATCH, Megah [Cleveland State University] m.e.hatch@cseohio.edu
MEAD, Joseph [Cleveland State University] j.mead@cseohio.edu

FINDING HOME: HOW MENTAL MAPS AND HOUSING SEARCH RESOURCES IMPACT VOUCHER HOLDERS’ NEIGHBORHOOD OUTCOMES
ID #1114
WEBB, Michael [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] mdwebb@unc.edu, presenting author
ROHE, William [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] brohe@unc.edu
FRESCOLIN, Kirstin [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] kirstin@live.unc.edu

ESTIMATING THE RELATIVE IMPACT OF SOURCE OF INCOME DISCRIMINATION IN HOUSING CHOICE VOUCHERS RECIPIENTS
HOUSING SEARCH PROCESS
ID #1192
ANTHONY, Jerry [University of Iowa] jerry-anthony@uiowa.edu, presenting author

5.6 EVICTION AND DISPLACEMENT: THE INTERNATIONAL EXPERIENCE
Room: Senate Suite
Moderator: GOLDMAN, Laurie [Tufts University] laurie.goldman@tufts.edu
Discussant: There will not be a discussant for this session.
*FORCIBLE EVICTIONS PRECEDING THE 2016 RIO DE JANEIRO OLYMPICS
ID #61
REDDEN, Tyeshia [University of Florida] tredden@ufl.edu, presenting author
SUSTAINABILITY AND DISPLACEMENT: ASSESSING THE SPATIAL PATTERN OF RESIDENTIAL MOVES NEAR RAIL TRANSIT IN LOS ANGELES COUNTY
ID #643
SANTIAGO-BARTOLOMÉ, Raul [University of Southern California] rausant@usc.edu, presenting author
BOARNET, Marlon [University of Southern California] boarnet@usc.edu, primary author
BOSTIC, Raphael [University of Southern California] bostic@price.usc.edu
RODNYANSKY, Seva [University of Southern California] rodnianski@usc.edu
WILLIAMS, B. Danielle [University of Southern California] bdwillia@usc.edu
PROHOFSKY, Allen [California Franchise Tax Board] allen.prohofsky@ftb.ca.gov
THE SOCIAL IMPACTS OF URBAN REDEVELOPMENT - A CASE STUDY IN BEIJING, CHINA
ID #749
KOU, Yongxia [China Academy of Urban Planning and Design] yongxiakou@yahoo.com, presenting author
DISPLACEMENT CONSEQUENCES: STUDYING THE IMPACTS OF EVICTIONS ON JOBS, HEALTH, AND HOUSING IN SAN MATEO COUNTY, CA
ID #991
ZUK, Mimir [University of California, Berkeley] mzuk@berkeley.edu, presenting author
RESIDENTS’ EXPERIENCES OF GENTRIFICATION IN ANTICIPATION OF TRANSIT ORIENTED DEVELOPMENT
ID #1300
GOLDMAN, Laurie [Tufts University] laurie.goldman@tufts.edu, presenting author
5.17 NEW FRONTIERS IN HOUSING RESEARCH
Room: Galleria III
Moderator/Discussant: RONGERUDE, Jane [Iowa State University] jron@iastate.edu

*INTEGRATING TINY HOUSES INTO THE AMERICAN URBAN FABRIC: A COMPARATIVE CASE STUDY OF LAND USE POLICY CHANGE IN THE CAROLINAS
ID #116
EVANS, Krista [Clemson University] kmevans@clemson.edu, presenting author

SHARED URBANISM? INTERNET ENABLED ACCOMMODATION SHARING AND URBAN PLANNING
ID #1145
GURRAN, Nicole [University of Sydney] nicole.gurran@sydney.edu.au, presenting author
PHIBBS, Peter [University of Sydney] peter.phibbs@sydney.edu.au

GETTING TO GROUNDBREAKING: DON'T CALL IT HOUSING AFFORDABILITY
ID #1230
STURGEON, Daniel [Simon Fraser University] dsa63@sfu.ca, presenting author
HOLDEN, Meg [Simon Fraser University] mholden@sfu.ca, presenting author

INCOME, LOCATION EFFICIENCY, AND VMT: AFFORDABLE HOUSING AS A CLIMATE STRATEGY
ID #1409
NEWMARK, Gregory [Kansas State University] gnewmark@ksu.edu, presenting author
HAAS, Peter [Center for Neighborhood Technology] pmh@cnt.org

7.15 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION - UNDERSTANDING PUBLIC PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS: GOVERNANCE, URBAN DEVELOPMENT AND SPATIAL JUSTICE
Proposal ID 17
Room: Broadway I
Moderator/Co-Organizer: SCHALLER, Susanna [City College of New York] sschaller@ccny.cuny.edu
Co-Organizer: GUINAND, Sandra [Lausanne University] guinands@yahoo.fr

PUBLIC PRIVATE SYNERGIES: RECONCEIVING URBAN REDEVELOPMENT IN TUEBINGEN, GERMANY TO PRODUCE A MORE JUST CITY?
ID #237
SCHALLER, Susanna [The City College of New York] sschaller@ccny.cuny.edu, presenting author

STATE DOMINATION IN SINGAPORE'S PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS
ID #238
FAINSTEIN, Susan [Harvard University] sfainstein@aol.com, presenting author

SEAPORT DISTRICT (NEW YORK) HOWARD HUGHES'S OLDEST NEW NEIGHBORHOOD
ID #239
GUINAND, Sandra [Lausanne University] guinands@yahoo.fr, presenting author

PUBLIC PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS, AFFORDABLE HOUSING POLICY AND THE RIGHT TO HOUSING IN BRAZIL: THE CASE OF THE CASA PAULISTA PROGRAM IN THE CITY OF SÃO PAULO
ID #240
IZAR, Priscila [Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University] izarpris@vt.edu, presenting author

CREATING SOCIAL VALUE THROUGH INNOVATIVE PUBLIC PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS: THE CASE OF THE RED DOOR SHELTER IN TUEBINGEN
ID #335
SIEMIATYCKI, Matti [University of Toronto] siemiatycki@geog.utoronto.ca, presenting author

8.6 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION - HAZARDS IN REGIONAL PLANNING: PRE-ACTIONS BEFORE POST-DISASTERS
Proposal ID 27
Room: Broadway II
Moderator: WUERZER, Thomas [Nova Southeastern University] twuerzer@nova.edu
Discussant: AFFREY, Christopher [University of Cincinnati] affrec@ucmail.ac.edu

*STRATEGY RESEARCH OF IMPROVING CITY RESILIENCE IN URBAN COMPREHENSIVE DISASTER PREVENTION AND REDUCTION
ID #720
MA, Chao [Tianjin University] tsyymc@hotmail.com, presenting author

THINK BIGGER: STATEWIDE WILDFIRE RISK PERCEPTIONS IN IDAHO
ID #546
WUERZER, Thomas [Boise State University] thomaswuerez@boisestate.edu, presenting author

CONNECTING DISASTER RESILIENCE WITH HOUSING NEEDS AND SOCIAL VULNERABILITY IN OKLAHOMA
ID #547
WIETERS, K. Meghan [University of Oklahoma] kmeghanwieters@ou.edu, presenting author

WHY PLANS FAIL: IMPLEMENTATION AND THE ROLE OF EXPERIENCE, EXPECTATIONS, AND EXTERNALITIES IN POST-KATRINA GULFPORT, MISSISSIPPI
ID #548
KENITZER, Zachary [The Ohio State University] zkenitzer@gmail.com, presenting author

FROM DISASTER RESEARCH TO RESILIENCE PEDAGOGY - EDUCATING NEW ZEALAND’S FIRST ‘MASTERS OF DISASTER’
ID #549
COMBS, Tabitha [Lincoln University, New Zealand] tabithacombs@lincoln.ac.nz
RENNIE, Hamish [Lincoln University, New Zealand] hamish.rennie@lincoln.ac.nz, presenting author
VALLANCE, Suzanne [Lincoln University, New Zealand] suzanne.vallance@lincoln.ac.nz

12.10 LEARNING FROM PLANNING PRACTICE 1: PLANS, POWER, AND THE POLITICS OF IMPLEMENTATION
Room: Executive Suite
Moderator/Discussant: TAUFEN WESSELLS, Anne [University of Washington, Tacoma] atw5@uw.edu

*TRANSFORMATIVE INCREMENTALISM- A GROUNDED THEORY: IMPLICATIONS FOR PLANNING CURRICULA
ID #17
BUCHAN, Robert [University of Victoria] rbuchan@shaw.ca, presenting author

WHEN PLANNERS SLEEP
ID #191
BEAUREGARD, Robert [Columbia University] rab48@columbia.edu, presenting author

VAIN FORESIGHT: AGAINST THE IDEA OF IMPLEMENTATION
ID #377
KAZA, Nkikhil [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] nkaza@unc.edu, presenting author
HOPKINS, Lewis [University of Illinois] ldhopkins@sbcglobal.net
KNAAP, Gerrit [University of Maryland] gknaap@umd.edu

*FRACTURING CONSENSUS: EXAMINING THE DISRUPTIVE POLITICS OF CONSENSUS IN TRANSPORT PLANNING
ID #308
LEGACY, Crystal [RMIT University] crystal.legacy@rmit.edu.au, presenting author

HOW PLAN AIDVICE WORKS: CROSSING THRESHOLDS FOR PRACTICAL JUDGMENT
ID #980
HOCH, Charles [University of Illinois at Chicago] chashoch@uic.edu, presenting author
14.4 AUTOMOBILITY AND THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT
Room: Council Suite

Moderator: MOODY, Joanna [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] jcmoody@mit.edu
Discussant: There will not be a discussant for this session.

TESTING THE THEORIES OF NEWMAN AND KENWORTHY
ID #51
EWING, Reid [University of Utah] ewing@arch.utah.edu, presenting author
HAMIDI, Shima [University of Texas at Arlington] shima.hamidi@uta.edu
TIAN, Guang [University of Utah] guang.tian@utah.edu

*MANAGING AUTOMOBILE USE IN A UNIVERSITY SETTING: DOES IMPROVING ALTERNATIVES REALLY MATTER?
ID #56
SWEET, Matthias [Ryerson University] matthias.sweet@ryerson.ca, presenting author
KANAROGLOU, Pavlos [McMaster University] pavlos@mcmaster.ca
FERGUSON, Mark [McMaster University] ferguson@mcmaster.ca

*BICYCLING OUT OF BOUNDS: MODELS OF BICYCLING IN RURAL, SMALL, AND LOW-DENSITY PLACES
ID #93
MCANDREWS, Carolyn [University of Colorado Denver] carolyn.mcandrews@ucdenver.edu, presenting author
LITT, Jill [University of Colorado Boulder] jill.litt@ucdenver.edu

UNDERSTANDING THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN BUILT ENVIRONMENTS AND BIKE CHECKOUTS AT BIKE SHARING STATIONS IN AUSTIN, FORT WORTH, HOUSTON AND SAN ANTONIO
ID #789
JIAO, Junfeng [University of Texas at Austin] jiaojunfung20@gmail.com

14.17 NEW APPROACHES TO UNDERSTANDING BICYCLING, SESSION 1
Room: Studio Suite

Moderator: JIAO, Junfeng [University of Texas at Austin] jiaojunfung20@gmail.com
Discussant: There will not be a discussant for this session.

*WHAT TRIPS DO PEOPLE USE BIKESHARING FOR? AN ANALYSIS OF ORIGIN AND DESTINATION PAIRS USING NEW YORK CITY BIKE DATA
ID #5
NOLAND, Robert [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] ronald.noland@rutgers.edu, presenting author
SMART, Michael [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] mike.smart@rutgers.edu
GUO, Ziyi [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] yizhi2019@gmail.com

BICYCLING OUT OF BOUNDS: MODELS OF BICYCLING IN RURAL, SMALL, AND LOW-DENSITY PLACES
ID #93
MCANDREWS, Carolyn [University of Colorado Denver] carolyn.mcandrews@ucdenver.edu, presenting author
LITT, Jill [University of Colorado Boulder] jill.litt@ucdenver.edu

UNDERSTANDING THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN BUILT ENVIRONMENTS AND BIKE CHECKOUTS AT BIKE SHARING STATIONS IN AUSTIN, FORT WORTH, HOUSTON AND SAN ANTONIO
ID #789
JIAO, Junfeng [University of Texas at Austin] jiaojunfung20@gmail.com

15.8 POLICY TRANSFER
Room: Director's Suite

Moderator/Discussant: BRODY, Jason [Kansas State University] jjbrody@ksu.edu

*THE CONCEPTUALIZATION AND TRANSATLANTIC TRANSFER OF PEDESTRIANIZATION IN THE POST-WAR NORTH AMERICAN PLANNING ERA
ID #1183
GREGG, Kelly [University of Toronto] kelly.gregg@mail.utoronto.ca, presenting author

A SENSE OF PLACE FOR WHOM? PLACE-BRANDING OF SMART GROWTH COMMUNITIES IN ONTARIO, CANADA
ID #1201
DEAN, Jennifer [University of Waterloo] jennifer.dean@uwaterloo.ca, presenting author

THURSDAY, 1:00PM – 2:30PM
PAPER SESSIONS & ROUNDTABLES
THURSDAY, 3:00PM – 4:00PM
MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY
INFORMATION SESSION FOR URBAN PLANNING POSITION
Room: Boardroom East, 3rd Floor
THURSDAY, 2:45PM-4:00PM

PAPER SESSIONS & ROUNDTABLES

PAB PROGRAM ADMINISTRATOR ORIENTATION
Room: Parlor A

GPEIG ROUNDTABLE — PLANNING FOR A GLOBAL FUTURE: RE-IMAGINING GLOBAL PLANNING EDUCATION FOR THE 21ST CENTURY
Room: Broadway IV
Organizer/Moderator: Tewari, Meenu [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] mtewari@email.unc.edu
ACEY, Charisma [University of California, Berkeley] charisma.acey@berkeley.edu
DE OLIVIERA, Eupedres [University Of Massachusetts] edeolive@larp.umass.edu
KUDVA, Neema [Cornell University] kudva@cornell.edu
PERERA, Nihal [Ball State University] nrperera@bsu.edu
RUKMINA, Deden [Savannah State University] rukmanad@savannahstate.edu
SANYAL, Bish [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] sanyal@mit.edu
SMOKE, Paul [New York University] paul.smoke@nyu.edu
TUCKER, Jennifer [University Of California, Berkeley] jennifertucker@berkeley.edu

1.4 DATA MINING AND METHODS FOR FORCASTING AND TRANSPORTATION PLANNING
Room: Broadway III
Moderator/Discussant: Wang, Liming [Portland State University] Irmwang@pdx.edu

CLUSTERING URBAN STREETS: AN APPLICATION OF DATA MINING THROUGH AFFINITY PROPAGATION
ID #1142
WANG, Xiaoguang [Central Michigan University] wang9x@cmich.edu, presenting author
HEUMANN, Benjamin [Central Michigan University] heumannb1@cmich.edu
LIU, Chao [University of Maryland] liuxiaobnu112@gmail.com
SHEN, Qing [University of Washington] qs@uw.edu
KOSTYNIUK, Lidia [University of Michigan Transportation Research Institute] lidakost@umich.edu

GROUNDSCENARIOSS AND PROBABILISTIC POPULATION PROJECTIONS
ID #1221
DRUMMOND, William [Georgia Institute of Technology] bill.drummond@coa.gatech.edu, presenting author
KRAFT, Benjamin [Georgia Institute of Technology] bkrft70@gmail.com

FEASIBILITY AND EFFECTIVENESS OF REFERENCE CLASS FORECASTING FOR AIRPORT PLANNING
ID #1252
SUH, Daniel [University of Pennsylvania] dansuh@design.upenn.edu, presenting author

*PLANNING FOR URBAN RESILIENCE: ADAPTIVE BUILT ENVIRONMENT IN THE FACE OF CLIMATE-CHANGE-INDUCED HAZARDS
ID #1494
BEHESHTIAN, Arash [Cornell University] ab2348@cornell.edu, presenting author

3.4 DELIBERATE VERSUS UNINTENTIONAL ZONING AND LAND USE IMPACTS: GREENING CHOICES, URBAN HEAT ISLAND, AND MICROCLIMATE MANIFESTATIONS
Room: Parlor C
Moderator/Discussant: Haines, Anna [University of Wisconsin – Stevens Point] ajhaines@uwsp.edu

URBAN HEAT ISLANDS AND URBAN HETEROGENEITY: BUILT-ENVIRONMENT VULNERABILITY AND SOCIOECONOMIC VULNERABILITY OF INDIANAPOLIS, IN THE EYES OF URBAN PLANNERS
ID #589
YOO, Sanglim [Ball State University] syoo@bsu.edu, presenting author

TRANSLATING THE SCIENCE OF URBAN MICROCLIMATE INTO PLANNING THEORY AND PRACTICE: AN EVOLUTION IN URBAN POLICY ANALYSIS
ID #661
HERIS, Mehdi [University of Colorado Denver] mehdi.heris@gmail.com, presenting author

TEMPORAL VARIATION OF URBAN HEAT ISLANDS: THE CASE STUDY OF DOHA, QATAR
ID #1416
SHANDAS, Vivek [Portland State University] vshandas@pdx.edu, presenting author

3.17 RENEWABLE ENERGY IMPACTS FROM THE HOUSE TO THE GRID
Room: Parlor A
Moderator/Discussant: Wheeler, Stephen [University of California, Davis] smwheeler@ucdavis.edu

INTEGRATING RENEWABLE ENERGY WITH TIME VARYING PRICING
ID #699
COFFMAN, Makena [University of Hawaii at Manoa] makena.coffman@hawaii.edu, presenting author

MODELING THE IMPACTS OF DISTRIBUTED SOLAR POWER PRODUCTION ON THE ELECTRICAL GRID
ID #781
PITT, Damian [Virginia Commonwealth University] dpitt@vcu.edu, presenting author

EXPLORING THE IMPACT OF RENEWABLE ENERGY DEVELOPMENT ON REGIONAL ECONOMIC COMPETITIVENESS
ID #868
ZHENG, Junjun [University of Illinois at Chicago] jzheng25@uic.edu, presenting author
AI, Ning [University of Illinois at Chicago] ain@uic.edu

4.2 ADVOCATING FOR GENDER ACCESS IN PLANNING
Room: Galleria I
Moderator/Discussant: DEAN, Jennifer [University of Waterloo] jenniferdean@uwwaterloo.ca

PLANNING FROM BELOW: WOMEN PLANNING THE NIGHT THROUGH FEMINIST PARTICIPATORY ACTION RESEARCH
ID #75
ORTIZ ESCALANTE, Sara [University of British Columbia] saraortiz78@gmail.com, presenting author

*IMPLICATIONS OF THE GREAT RECESSION ON TRANSPORTATION SPENDING DISTRIBUTION OF POOR AND MIDDLE INCOME HOUSEHOLD: A GENDER ANALYSIS
ID #593
KEITA, Yaye [University of Illinois at Chicago] ykeita2@uic.edu, presenting author

*ON PEDAGOGY AND PRACTICE: LESSONS LEARNED CONDUCTING SOCIAL MEDIA RESEARCH
ID #1234
Flores, Nina M. [University of California, Los Angeles] nina.flores@gmail.com, presenting author

5.3 CAUSES AND CONSEQUENCES OF RESIDENTIAL MOBILITY
Room: Galleria II
Moderator/Discussant: Wegmann, Jake [University of Texas] jakewegmann@gmail.com

*DO YOUNGER CHILDREN BENEFIT MORE WHEN MOVING TO GOOD NEIGHBORHOODS? EVIDENCE FROM A PUBLIC HOUSING NATURAL EXPERIMENT IN DENVER
ID #103
Galster, George [Wayne State University] aa3571@wayne.edu, presenting author
SantiaGo, Anna [Michigan State University] santia63@msu.edu

IMPACT OF BUYOUT AND RELOCATION ON LOW-INCOME HOMEOWNERS AFTER FLOODS IN AUSTIN, TEXAS
ID #428
Seong, Kijin [Texas A&M University] urscseong@tamu.edu, presenting author
Van Zandt, Shannon [Texas A&M University] svanzandt@tamu.edu

WHO MOVES TO OPPORTUNITY? RESIDENTIAL SORTING MODELS FROM A UNIQUE HOUSING VOUCHER PROGRAM IN BALTIMORE
ID #1333
Knaap, Eli [University of Maryland] eknaap@umd.edu, presenting author
5.20 PROMOTING COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT: WHAT HAVE WORKED?
Room: Senate Suite
Moderator: GANAPATI, Sukumar [Florida International University] ganapati@fiu.edu

Discussant: There will not be a discussant for this session.

COMMUNITY BENEFITS AGREEMENTS AND IMPLEMENTATION: WHO ACTUALLY BENEFITS?
ID #611
ROSEN, Jovanna [University of Southern California] jovannar@usc.edu, presenting author

COMMUNITY COLLABORATORY: LAYERING COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT TECHNIQUES TO INFLUENCE LOCAL POLICY
ID #1116
SPURLOCK, Danielle [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] dspurloc@email.unc.edu, presenting author

PLANNING SPACES AND LEARNING PLACES: NEIGHBORHOOD PLANNING AS A FRAMEWORK FOR COMMUNITY AND SCHOOL TRANSFORMATION
ID #1345
RONGERUDE, Jane [Iowa State University] jrong@iastate.edu, presenting author
BRUNA, Katherine [Iowa State University] krbuna@iastate.edu
MCNELLY, Carla [Iowa State University] mcnelly@iastate.edu
BIVENS, Glenda [Iowa State University] glenda@iastate.edu

HEALTH IMPACT OF CHOICE NEIGHBORHOODS PROGRAM
ID #1284
GANAPATI, Sukumar [Florida International University] ganapati@fiu.edu, presenting author
ALL, Susannah [Florida International University] sali@fiu.edu

6.19 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION - SPLINTERED PLANNING: INTERNATIONAL CAPITAL'S ROLE IN DEVELOPING COUNTRY CITIES (GPEIG)
Proposal ID 25
Room: Galleria III
Moderator: POTTER, James [Korea University] traffic@czuproduces.com

*MITIGATING RISK IN THE RISK SOCIETY: AN UNCONVENTIONAL MEGAPROJECT FOR THE ASPIRING ‘GLOBAL CITY’ ISTANBUL
ID #1383
AY, Deniz [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] denizay1@illinois.edu, presenting author
DEMIRES-02KUL, Basak [Istanbul Technical University] basakdemires@gmail.com

CONTEMPORARY CONCESSIONS: PLANNING EMPIRE IN MYANMAR
ID #242
POTTER, James [Korea University] traffic@czuproduces.com, presenting author

GROWTH DEFIES THE PLAN, THE INFRASTRUCTURE FOLLOWS GROWTH: INFRASTRUCTURE AND GROWTH IN YANGON
ID #243
PERERA, Nihal [Ball State University] npeera@bsu.edu, presenting author

THE CHARITABLE-INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX IN KABUL: A FAILED ATTEMPT AT AID-LED DEVELOPMENT
ID #244
CALOGERO, Pietro [Xi’an Jiaotong-Liverpool University] pietro.calogero@xjtlu.edu.cn, presenting author

7.5 NEW MODELS IN PARTICIPATION AND PLANNING
Room: Broadway II
Moderator: PORTER, Libby [RMIT University] libby.porter@rmit.edu.au

*THE ROLE OF LEADERSHIP AND ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE IN COORDINATING LAND USE PLANNING
ID #59
GRANT, Jill [Dalhousie University] jill.grant@dal.ca, presenting author
TAYLOR, Amanda [Ta’an Kwäch’än Council] ataylor@taan.ca
WHEELER, Christina [Dalhousie University] christinakwheeler@gmail.com

*DEEPENING DEMOCRACY: PLANNING FOR DIFFERENTIATED SOLIDARITY
ID #1232
BOYLE, Robin [Wayne State University] rboyle@wayne.edu, presenting author

7.8 PROCESS AND THE PLAN
Room: Broadway I
Moderator/Discussant: SCHMIDT, Stephan [Cornell University] sj08@cornell.edu

REMAKING LEGACY REGIONS - A COMPARISON OF STRATEGIC ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING IN THE RUHR, GERMANY AND SOUTHEAST MICHIGAN, USA
ID #1232
LOH, Carolyn [Wayne State University] cgloh@wayne.edu, presenting author

12.5 CONFLICT, SOLIDARITY AND JUSTICE IN INTERNATIONAL PLANNING
Room: Executive Suite
Moderator: NEMETH, Jeremy [University of Colorado Denver] jenem@gmail.com

Discussant: PORTER, Libby [RMIT University] libby.porter@rmit.edu.au

*DEEPENING DEMOCRACY: PLANNING FOR DIFFERENTIATED SOLIDARITY
ID #31
NEMETH, Jeremy [University of Colorado Denver] jenem@gmail.com, presenting author

SESSION CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE ...
14.1 ACTIVE TRAVEL AND SAFETY
Room: Forum Suite
Moderator: GU, Zongni [University of Florida] gznleo@ufl.edu
Discussant: There will not be a discussant for this session.

BICYCLIST INJURY RISKS IN DIFFERENT BUILT ENVIRONMENTS
Proposal ID 134
CHEN, Peng [University of Washington] chenp5@uw.edu, presenting author
SHEN, Qing [University of Washington] qshen@uw.edu

BICYCLIST BEHAVIOR IN SAN FRANCISCO: A BEFORE-AND-AFTER STUDY OF THE IMPACT OF INFRASTRUCTURE INVESTMENT
Proposal ID 207
FITCH, Dillon [University of California, Davis] dfitch.ucdavis.edu, presenting author
THIGPEN, Calvin [University of California, Davis] cthigpen@ucdavis.edu
CRUZ, Antonio [University of California, Irvine] ancruz@uci.edu
HANDY, Susan [University of California, Davis] slhandy@ucdavis.edu

14.11 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION - DEEPENING UNDERSTANDINGS OF TRANSPORTATION EQUITY
Proposal ID 44
Room: Council Suite
Moderator/Discussant: GOLUB, Aaron [Portland State University] agolub@pdx.edu

WHAT MOTIVATES BICYCLING? RELATIVE INFLUENCES OF THE INDIVIDUAL, SOCIAL, AND BUILT ENVIRONMENTS AMONG IMMIGRANTS AND NON-IMMIGRANTS
Proposal ID 513
BARAJAS, Jesus M. [University of California, Berkeley] jmbarajas@berkeley.edu, presenting author

THE BURDEN OF CHOICE: ASSESSING THE IMPACT OF CHARTER SCHOOL OPTIONS ON HOUSEHOLD TRAVEL BEHAVIOR IN PHILADELPHIA
Proposal ID 514
BIERBAUM, Ariel [University of California-Berkeley] ariel@berkeley.edu, presenting author
BARAJAS, Jesus [University of California-Berkeley] jmbarajas@berkeley.edu

IS HIGH TRANSPORTATION ACCESSIBILITY ASSOCIATED WITH GREATER WELL-BEING?
Proposal ID 515
MAKAREWICZ, Carrie [University of Colorado Denver] carrie.makarewicz@ucdenver.edu, presenting author
NEMETH, Jeremy [University of Colorado Denver] jeremy.nemeth@ucdenver.edu

ASSESSING HOUSING AFFORDABILITY IN THE CONTEXT OF REGIONAL RAIL TRANSIT
Proposal ID 516
LUCKEY, Kara [University of Colorado-Denver] kara.luckey@gmail.com, presenting author

14.18 NEW APPROACHES TO UNDERSTANDING BICYCLING, SESSION 2
Room: Studio Suite
Moderator: DUNCAN, Michael [Florida State University] mdduncan@fsu.edu
Discussant: There will not be a discussant for this session.

*FROM URBAN SPRAWL TO INCLUSIVE COMMUNITIES: BICYCLE FRIENDLY COMMUNITY AND SOCIAL MOBILITY IN AMERICAN CITIES
Proposal ID 151
LI, Ziming [University of Florida] liizzling@ufl.edu, presenting author
ALAKSHENDRA, Abhinav [University of Florida] alakshendra@calp.uci.edu

TOWARD A UTILITY-BASED BICYCLE TRAVEL SPEED CHOICE MODEL
Proposal ID 538
BIGAZZI, Alexander [University of British Columbia] alex.bigazzi@ubc.ca, presenting author

THE DECISION TO COMMUTE BY BICYCLE TO CAMPUS: THE INTERPLAY OF INDIVIDUAL ATTITUDES AND NEIGHBORHOOD ENvironments
Proposal ID 536
PARK, Yujin [The Ohio State University] park.2329@osu.edu, presenting author
AKAR, Gulsah [The Ohio State University] akar.3@osu.edu

CORRELATES OF BIKE AND PEDESTRIAN PLAN ADOPTION
Proposal ID 1264
DUNCAN, Michael [Florida State University] mdduncan@fsu.edu, presenting author

15.12 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION - URBAN DESIGN AND STREETS
Proposal ID 50
Room: Directors Suite
Moderator/Discussant: RYAN, Brent [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] bdr@mit.edu

THE DEATH AND LIFE OF THE GROUND FLOOR - MAPPING THE HISTORY OF DOWNTOWN AT EYE LEVEL
Proposal ID 595
KICKERT, Conrad [University of Cincinnati] kickertcd@ucmail.uc.edu, presenting author

EMPTYING AND REFILLING US SIDEWALKS: PROBLEMS AND PROSPECTS
Proposal ID 598
LOUKAITOU-SIDERIS, Anastasia [University of California, Los Angeles] siders@ucla.edu, presenting author

*URBAN DESIGN AND STREET TYPOLOGY: EVALUATING THE SUITABILITY FOR BIKING AND WALKING
Proposal ID 703
GILDERBLOOM, John [University of Louisville] jjgilder@louisville.edu, presenting author
RIGGS, William [California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo] wriggs@calpoly.edu, primary author
SETHI, Menka [California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo] msethi@calpoly.edu

THURSDAY, 4:15PM – 5:30PM
OPENING PLENARY WITH KEYNOTE RICK LOWE & ACSP STUDENT PAPER AWARD CEREMONY
Sponsored By APA-AICP
Room: Grand Ballroom I
PAPER SESSIONS & ROUNDTABLES
THURSDAY, 5:45PM – 6:45PM

3.22 ROUNDTABLE ON THE FOOD-ENERGY-WATER (FEW) NEXUS AND ITS RELEVANCE TO PLANNING
ID #1056
Room: Parlor C
Organizer: FELKNER, John [Florida State University] jfelkner@fsu.edu
Moderator: SPENCER, James [Clemson University] jhspenc@clemson.edu
RAJA, Samina [State University of New York, Buffalo] srja@buffalo.edu
CAROLINI, Gabriella [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] carolini@mit.edu

5.2 ROUND TABLE - AN ASSESSMENT OF URBAN POLICY IN THE OBAMA ADMINISTRATION
ID #1110
Room: Galleria II
Organizer/Moderator: DELI FILPPUS, James [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] jde filipp@rci.rutgers.edu
LAKE, Robert [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] rlake@rutgers.edu
SILVER, Hilary [Brown University] hilary_silver@brown.edu
IMMERGLUCK, Daniel [Georgia Institute of Technology] daniel.immergluck@coa.gatech.edu
MARTIN, Nina [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] ninam@email.unc.edu

3.21 ROUNDTABLE - BEYOND ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY: EMERGING PARADOXES OF PLANNING FOR CLIMATE RESILIENCE IN CITIES
ID #4598
Room: Studio Suite
Organizer: CHU, Eric [University of Amsterdam] e.k.chu@uva.nl
Moderator: SCHENK, Todd [Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University] tschenk@vt.edu
KLEIN-ROSENTHAL, Joyce [Columbia University] jk438@columbia.edu
ROSAN, Christina [Temple University] clrosan@temple.edu
SHI, Linda [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] lindashi@mit.edu

6.5 ROUNDTABLE - HOUSING AND SHELTER LESSONS FROM THE GLOBAL SOUTH
ID #357
Room: Galleria III
Organizer/Moderator: MCCARTNEY, Shelagh [Ryerson University] shelagh.mccartney@ryerson.ca
MUKHIA, Vinith [University of California, Los Angeles] vmukhia@ucla.edu
MIRAFIAB, Faranak [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] faranak@illinois.edu
DEVLIN, Ryan [John Jay College of Criminal Justice, CUNY] rdevlin@jjay.cuny.edu

7.10 ROUNDTABLE - RECLAIMING VANCOUVER CHALLENGES OF RESTRUCTURING, RESILIENCE AND SUSTAINABILITY IN THE TRANSNATIONAL METROPOLIS
ID #316
Room: Broadway I
Organizer/Moderator: GURSTEIN, Penelope [University of British Columbia] penny.gurstein@ubc.ca
FRAK, Larry [University of British Columbia] lawrence.franks@ubc.ca
HONEY-ROSES, Jordi [University of British Columbia] jhoney@ubc.ca
LaMONTAGNE, Neal [University of British Columbia] nlamontagne@ucl. ca
SENBEL, Maged [University of British Columbia] maged.senbel@ubc.ca

6.25 ROUNDTABLE - SETTING THE NEXT AGENDA FOR FEDERAL POLICY ON AFFORDABLE HOUSING
ID #629
Room: Council Suite
Organizer/Moderator: SHAMSUDDIN, Shomom [Tufts University] shomom.shamsuddin@tufts.edu
BASOLO, Victoria [University of California, Irvine] basolo@uw.edu
GOETZ, Edward [University of Minnesota] egoetz@umn.edu
SCHWARTZ, Alex [The New School] schwartz@newschool.edu

5.25 ROUNDTABLE - SETTING THE NEXT AGENDA FOR FEDERAL POLICY ON AFFORDABLE HOUSING
ID #629
Room: Council Suite
Organizer/Moderator: SHAMSUDDIN, Shomom [Tufts University] shomom.shamsuddin@tufts.edu
BASOLO, Victoria [University of California, Irvine] basolo@uw.edu
GOETZ, Edward [University of Minnesota] egoetz@umn.edu
SCHWARTZ, Alex [The New School] schwartz@newschool.edu

7.10 ROUNDTABLE - RECLAIMING VANCOUVER CHALLENGES OF RESTRUCTURING, RESILIENCE AND SUSTAINABILITY IN THE TRANSNATIONAL METROPOLIS
ID #316
Room: Broadway I
Organizer/Moderator: GURSTEIN, Penelope [University of British Columbia] penny.gurstein@ubc.ca
FRAK, Larry [University of British Columbia] lawrence.franks@ubc.ca
HONEY-ROSES, Jordi [University of British Columbia] jhoney@ubc.ca
LaMONTAGNE, Neal [University of British Columbia] nlamontagne@ucl. ca
SENBEL, Maged [University of British Columbia] maged.senbel@ubc.ca

9.9 ROUNDTABLE - THE (WALKING) TOUR AS A PEDAGOGICAL TOOL AND AS PLANNING INTERVENTION
ID #1231
Room: Broadway IV
Organizer/Moderator: VÁZQUEZ CASTILLO, María Teresa [Universidad Autónoma de Ciudad Juárez] ma.tere.vazquez@gmail.com
IRAZÁBAL-ZURITA, Clara [University of Missouri-Kansas City] irazabalzuritac@umkc. ca
KEMPER, Rebecca [The Ohio State University] rebecca@futureurban.org
PERERA, Nihal [Ball State University] nperera@bsu.edu
VÁZQUEZ CASTILLO, María Teresa [Universidad Autónoma de Ciudad Juárez] ma.tere.vazquez@gmail.com

4.9 ROUNDTABLE - FROM OREGON TO EPIC: THE DIFFUSION OF INNOVATION OF A UNIVERSITY-COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIP MODEL FOR CHANGE
ID #279
Room: Broadway III
Organizer/Moderator: SCHLOSSBERG, Marc [University of Oregon] schlossb@uoregon.edu
KNOX-BUSCH, Courtney [City of Salem, OR] cbusch@cityofsalem.net
VARGO, Jason [University of Wisconsin] javargo@wisc.edu
KNAAP, Gent [University of Maryland] gknaap@umd.edu
BORN, Branden [University of Washington] bloom@uw.edu

9.9 ROUNDTABLE - THE (WALKING) TOUR AS A PEDAGOGICAL TOOL AND AS PLANNING INTERVENTION
ID #1231
Room: Broadway IV
Organizer/Moderator: VÁZQUEZ CASTILLO, María Teresa [Universidad Autónoma de Ciudad Juárez] ma.tere.vazquez@gmail.com
IRAZÁBAL-ZURITA, Clara [University of Missouri-Kansas City] irazabalzuritac@umkc.ca
KEMPER, Rebecca [The Ohio State University] rebecca@futureurban.org
PERERA, Nihal [Ball State University] nperera@bsu.edu
VÁZQUEZ CASTILLO, María Teresa [Universidad Autónoma de Ciudad Juárez] ma.tere.vazquez@gmail.com
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12.1 Roundtable - "Unsettling" Planning Theory
ID #399
Room: Executive Suite
Organizers:
TAUFEN WESSELLS, Anne [University of Washington, Tacoma] atw5@uw.edu
BARRY, Janice [University of Manitoba] janice.barry@umanitoba.ca
LEGACY, Crystal [RMIT] crystal.legacy@emlt.edu.au
INCH, Andy [University of Lisbon] a.inch@sheffield.ac.uk

12.7 Roundtable - Insurgencies and Revolutions: Reflections on John Friedmann's Contributions to Planning as a Vocation
ID #780
Room: Senate Suite
Organizer: NG, Mee Kam [The Chinese University of Hong Kong] meekng@cuhk.edu.hk
Moderator: RANGAN, Haripriya [University of Melbourne] haripriyarangan22@gmail.com
FRIEDMANN, John [University of British Columbia] jrpj@mail.ubc.ca
SANYAL, Bish [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] sanyal@mit.edu
CHASE, Jacque [California State University] jchase@csuchico.edu
LEHRER, Ute [York University] lehleri@yorku.ca
SIEMIATYCKI, Matti [University of Toronto] siemiatyckii@geog.utoronto.ca
DANDEKAR, Hemalata [California Polytechnic State University] hdandeka@calpoly.edu

14.30 Transportation and Aging: Examination of Travel Patterns and Options for Older Adults, Session 2
Room: Forum Suite
Moderator: HAKIM, Nahal [University of Florida] nahalhakim@ufl.edu
Discussant: There will not be a discussant for this session.

*Investigating Bicycling Behaviors and Crash Prevalence in a Florida Active Retirement Community
ID #813
STEINER, Ruth [University of Florida] rsteiner@dcf.ufl.edu, presenting author
BROWN, Les [University of Florida] les.brown@ufl.edu

*Assessing Transit Oriented Development for Older Adults: MSA Size, Transit Mode, and Walk Score Factors Associated with Aging Populations' Growth from 2000 to 2010
ID #1296
WOOD, Brittany [Florida State University] bow05@fsu.edu, presenting author
HORNER, Mark [Florida State University] mhorner@fsu.edu
DUNCAN, Michael [Florida State University] mdduncan@fsu.edu
VALDEZ-TORRES, Yazmin [Florida State University] yjv11@my.fsu.edu

An Analysis of Driver Residence Proximity to Traffic Crash Locations: Focus on Older Drivers
ID #1323
HAKIM, Nahal [University of Florida] nahalhakim@ufl.edu, presenting author
BEJLERI, Ilir [University of Florida] ilir@ufl.edu

15.2 Roundtable - Emergent Pedagogy in Urban Design
ID #852
Room: Directors Suite
Organizer: CIDRE, Elisabete [University College London] e.cidre@ucld.ac.uk
Moderator: WHITE, James [University of Glasgow] JamesT.White@glasgow.ac.uk
NEUMAN, Michael [University of New South Wales] barnasailor@gmail.com
BANERJEE, Tridib [University of Southern California] trbanerje@price.usc.edu
MACDONALD, Elizabeth [University of California] emacdon@berkeley.edu

Thursday, 7:30PM – 9:30PM
Opening Reception at the Oregon Museum of Science & Industry
(Tickets required. Public transportation necessary. Name badge required. Tri-Met ticket in your registration envelope.)
PAPER SESSIONS & ROUNDTABLES
FRIDAY MORNING, 7:00AM – 7:50AM

BREAKFAST ROUNDTABLE – CROWD-OR-OPEN SOURCING A QUANT METHODS TEXTBOOK
Room: Broadway I
HSU, David [Massachusetts Institute of Technology]
ydh@mit.edu

BREAKFAST ROUNDTABLE – PLANNING IN THE MIDST OF MOVEMENT: PEDAGOGY, PRACTICE, POLICING AND PLACE
Room: Broadway II
DUNN, Rosie [Cleveland State University]
GOLDSMITH, William [Cornell University] wwg1@cornell.edu
GRAHAM, Leigh [John Jay College of Criminal Justice]
HUERTA, Alvaro [California State Polytechnic University, Pomona] amhuerta@cpp.edu
LOWE, Jeffrey [Texas Southern University] lowe@tsu.edu
OLIVER, Devin [University of Texas at Austin] oliver.251@utexas.edu
SPENCER, James [Clemson University] jhsper@clemson.edu

BREAKFAST ROUNDTABLE – GPEIG ROUNDTABLE ON SMART CITIES, JUST CITIES (UN HABITAT REPORT)
Room: Broadway III
TEWARI, Meenu [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] mtewari@unc.edu

BREAKFAST ROUNDTABLE – SMART CITY VIENNA – RESHIFTING PLACE-BASED URBAN INNOVATION THROUGH DIGITAL SYSTEMS
Room: Broadway IV
FREY, Oliver [University of Wien] oliver.frey@tuwien.ac.at
BLAIMSCHNEIDER, Esther [University of Wien]

PAPER SESSIONS & ROUNDTABLES
FRIDAY, 8:00AM – 9:30AM

LOCAL HOST SESSION 2 – HOUSING SOS? CAN ANYBODY HEAR ME?
Room: Parlor B
Organizer/Moderator: ZAPATA, Marisa [Portland State University] mazapata@pdx.edu
Participants:
BATES, Lisa [Portland State University] lbates@pdx.edu
GEBHARDT, Matthew [Portland State University] mfg@pdx.edu

1.6 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION - MICROSIMULATION MODELS AS PLANNING SUPPORT SYSTEMS
Proposal ID 29
Room: Parlor A
Moderator: MANSURY, Yuri [Illinois Institute of Technology] ymansury@iit.edu
Discussant: WANG, Liming [Portland State University] lwangle@pdx.edu

VENDING THE CITY: USING ADMINISTRATIVE DATASETS TO MAP INEQUITY IN POLICING OF STREET VENDING IN NEW YORK CITY
ID #9
QADRI, Rida [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] nqadri@mit.edu, presenting author

SAGE GROUSE CONSERVATION PLANNING AND POLICY IMPLEMENTATION WITH INTEGRATED PLANNING SUPPORT TECHNOLOGIES
ID #206
HAMERLINK, Jeffrey [University of Wyoming]
jeff.hamerlink@uwyo.edu, presenting author
GRAF, Nicholas [University of Wyoming] ngraf@uwyo.edu

INTEGRATING BEHAVIORAL INSIGHTS FROM SURVEY INTO A SPATIAL AGENT-BASED MODEL OF HOUSING PRICE DYNAMICS IN BEIJING
ID #361
ZHANG, Ziye [Cornell University] zz396@cornell.edu, presenting author

* NATURAL BURIAL AS A LAND CONSERVATION TOOL
ID #117
BASMAJIAN, Carlton [Iowa State University]
carlton@iastate.edu, presenting author
COUTTS, Christopher [Florida State University]
coutts@fsu.edu, primary author

PREDICTING VOLUNTARY RESIDENTIAL GREEN STORMWATER INFRASTRUCTURE PARTICIPATION GROWTH UNDER VARYING PHYSICAL AND SOCIAL NEIGHBORHOOD CHARACTERISTICS
ID #323
LIM, Theodore [University of Pennsylvania] tlim@design.upenn.edu, presenting author

*SAGE GROUSE CONSERVATION PLANNING AND POLICY IMPLEMENTATION WITH INTEGRATED PLANNING SUPPORT TECHNOLOGIES
ID #206
HAMERLINK, Jeffrey [University of Wyoming]
jeff.hamerlink@uwyo.edu, presenting author
GRAF, Nicholas [University of Wyoming] ngraf@uwyo.edu

PUBLIC SUPPORT FOR OPEN SPACE PLANNING IN THE US
ID #1067
HINNERS, Sarah [University of Utah]
sarah.hinners@utah.edu, presenting author
SWANER, Summer [Ecological Planning Center]
summer.swaner@gmail.com

3.8 FROM NATURAL BURIAL TO CONSERVATION EASEMENTS: MOTIVATIONS FOR AND MAINTENANCE OF GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
Room: Parlor C
Moderator/Discussant: VAN MAASAKKERS, Matthijs [The Ohio State University] vanmaasakkers.1@osu.edu

PREDICTING VOLUNTARY RESIDENTIAL GREEN STORMWATER INFRASTRUCTURE PARTICIPATION GROWTH UNDER VARYING PHYSICAL AND SOCIAL NEIGHBORHOOD CHARACTERISTICS
ID #323
LIM, Theodore [University of Pennsylvania] tlim@design.upenn.edu, presenting author

*STUDYING THE CHALLENGES OF MAINTAINING GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
ID #934
WINSLOW, Jane Futrell [The University of Texas at Austin]
jfutrell@utexas.edu, presenting author

5.10 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION - HOUSING AND NEIGHBORHOODS IN FLUX: ACCOMODATING URBAN AND SUBURBAN CHANGE
Proposal ID 52
Room: Galleria II
Moderator: MAWHORSTER, Sarah [University of California, Berkeley]
sarah.mawhorker@gmail.com
Discussant: PFEIFFER, Deirdre [Arizona State University]
Deirdre.pfeiffer@asu.edu

BREAKING THE DOUBLE IMPASSE: SECURING AND SUPPORTING DIVERSE HOUSING TENURES IN THE UNITED STATES
ID #606
SCHAFFRAN, Alex [University of Leeds]
a.schaffran@leeds.ac.uk, presenting author
WEGMANN, Jake [University of Texas]
jake.wegmann@gmail.com, primary author
PFEIFFER, Deirdre [Arizona State University]
Deirdre.pfeiffer@asu.edu

STRUCTURE AND FLOW: HOUSING CONSTRAINTS AND POPULATION SHIFTS IN LOS ANGELES NEIGHBORHOODS
ID #649
MAWHERSTER, Sarah [University of California, Berkeley]
sarah.mawhorker@gmail.com, presenting author

SESSION CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE ...
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FRIDAY, 8:00AM – 9:30AM

LEGACY CITY NEIGHBORHOODS: TYPES AND TRANSITION PATTERNS, 1970-2010
ID #650
KINAHAN, Kelly [University of Louisville]
kelly.kinahan@gmail.com, presenting author

DECLINE AND REDEVELOPMENT IN CLEVELAND’S SUBURBS
ID #651
AIGOOD-OBRYCKI, Whitney [The Ohio State University]
aiGood-Obrycki.1@osu.edu, presenting author
HANLON, Bernadette [The Ohio State University]
hanlon.42@osu.edu

*ANALYZING ACCESSORY DWELLING UNITS ON LONG ISLAND THROUGH SURVEYS OF LOCAL OFFICIALS
ID #652
ANACKER, Katrin B. [George Mason University]
kanacker@gmu.edu, presenting author
NIEDT, Christopher [Hofstra University]
christopher.niedt@hofstra.edu

5.21 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION - RENTAL SHORTAGES AND HOMEBUYING DIFFICULTIES: THE GROWING POWER OF MARKET-BASED INEQUALITIES
Proposal ID 13
Room: Galleria III
Moderator: IMMERMGLUCK, Dan [Georgia Institute of Technology] dan.immerrgluck@coa.gatech.edu
Discussant: SCHWARTZ, Alex [The New School] schwartz@newschool.edu

*GENERATIONING HOUSING: THE ROLE OF INTERGENERATIONAL WEALTH TRANSFER AND LIVING ARRANGEMENTS IN YOUNG ADULTS’ HOUSING OUTCOMES
ID #118
MOOS, Markus [University of Waterloo] mmoos@uwwaterloo.ca, presenting author

*LOSSES OF LOW-COST RENTALS IN SOUTHERN CITIES
ID #152
IMMERGLUCK, Dan [Georgia Institute of Technology] dan.immerrgluck@coa.gatech.edu, presenting author
CARPENTER, Ann [Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta] ann.carpenter@atl.frb.org
LUEDERS, Abram [Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta] abram.lueders@atl.frb.org

A COMPARISON OF HOUSING WEALTH INEQUALITY BETWEEN URBAN REGIONS DURING THE RECOVERY: THE IMPACT OF RACIAL SEGREGATION, INCOME SORTING AND RISK BASED MORTGAGE PRICING
ID #154
RAYMOND, Elora [Georgia Institute of Technology] elora.raymond@gatech.edu, presenting author

RENTAL SHORTAGES, MILLENNIAL GROWTH, AND REDISTRIBUTION OF HOUSING OPPORTUNITY IN LOS ANGELES
ID #158
PARK, Jungho [University of Southern California] junghopa@usc.edu, presenting author
MYERS, Dowell [University of Southern California] dowell@usc.edu, primary author

5.24 SENIOR HOUSEHOLD LIVING, DO THEY VARY ACROSS COUNTRIES?
Room: Broadway I
Moderator: KIM, Yuseung [University of Southern Maine] yuseung.kim@maine.edu
Discussant: There will not be a discussant for this session.

UNDERSTANDING THE RESIDENTIAL LOCATION CHOICES OF OLDER ADULTS
ID #167
BEGLEY, Jadene [Ryerson University] jbegley@ryu.edu, presenting author
CHAM, Sewin [New York University] sewin.chan@nyu.edu

*THE AGED SUITABLE EVALUATION RESEARCH ON COMMUNITY SERVICE FACILITIES IN CHINA BASED ON WALK SCORE METHOD: A CASE STUDY OF YANJI COMMUNITY IN SHANGHAI
ID #431
HU, Gangyu [Shanghai Tongji Urban Planning and Design Institute] huangyu1991@163.com, presenting author
HUANG, Jianzhong [Tongji University] hjz03213@126.com, primary author
LI, Min [Tongji University] elsielee2008@yeah.net

*INDIVIDUAL AND COMMUNITY DETERMINANTS OF AGING IN PLACE: THE CASE OF CINCINNATI AND ITS PLANNING IMPLICATIONS FOR AN AGING-FRIENDLY CITY
ID #495
KIM, Jongwoong [University of Cincinnati] kimjw@mail.uc.edu, presenting author

INDEPENDENCE IN THE ELDERLY GROUP LIVING IN JAPAN
ID #990
DOHARA, NATSUE [Keio Research Institute at SFC] natsue@sfc.keio.ac.jp, presenting author

HOUSING MARKET IMPLICATIONS OF AN AGING SOCIETY: AN AGENT-BASED MODEL OF HOUSING LOCATIONS IN NORTHERN NEW ENGLAND
ID #1028
KIM, Yuseung [University of Southern Maine] yuseung.kim@maine.edu, presenting author

6.16 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION - PLANNING FOR GLOBAL TOURISM: COMMUNITY, CULTURE AND CAPITAL
Proposal ID 66
Room: Broadway V
Moderator/Discussant: SPENCER, James [Clemson University] jsppencer@clemson.edu

THE ROLE OF INTERNATIONAL PLANNING EXPERTS: ENVISIONING A SOUTH KOREAN RIVER DEVELOPMENT MODEL IN RED RIVER, HANOI VIETNAM
ID #1382
JUNG, Suje [Rutgers University] jung.suzy@gmail.com, presenting author

THE ROLE OF SOCIAL CAPITAL IN ACCESS TO POWER AND CAPITAL IN DONG VAN, VIETNAM
ID #1010
NGUYEN, Mai [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] mai@unc.edu, presenting author
SPENCER, James [Clemson University] jsppencer@clemson.edu
POWELL, Robert [Clemson University] rpj@clemson.edu
GREEN, Timothy [Clemson University] tgreen8@clemson.edu
LUONG, Thao [Hanoi Architecture University] thanhluong2000@gmail.com

RE-FORMING “THE TOURIST GAZE”? HERITAGE PRESERVATION AND LOCAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IN NORTHERN VIETNAM
ID #1011
DAS, Priyam [University of Hawai‘i at Manoa] priyam@hawaii.edu, presenting author

SOURCES OF CAPITAL FOR SMALL AND MEDIUM SIZED ENTERPRISES IN TOURISM-BASED DEVELOPMENT IN NORTHERN VIETNAM
ID #1012
GREEN, Timothy [Clemson University] tggreen8@clemson.edu

FRIDAY, 8:00AM – 10:00AM

JAPA EDITORIAL BOARD MEETING
Room: Heathman Hotel, 1001 SW Broadway, Portland
7.9 RECONSTRUCTING PLACE: REDEVELOPMENT AND LAND USE
Room: Broadway III
Moderator/Discussant: RAMSEY-MUSOLF, Darrel [University of Massachusetts Amherst] darrel@larp.umass.edu

VACANT LAND AND STRUCTURAL ABANDONMENT IN LARGE AMERICAN CITIES
ID #261
NEWMAN, Galen [Texas A&M University] gnewman@arch.tamu.edu, presenting author
O’M BOWMAN, Ann [Texas A&M University] annbowman@tamu.edu
LEE, Ryun Jung [Texas A&M University] ryunjunglee@gmail.com
KIM, Bo Ah [Texas A&M University] boah.kim@gmail.com
THE FATE OF FORMER MAJOR LEAGUE SPORTS FACILITIES
ID #1248
LONG, Judith [University of Michigan] jglong@umich.edu, presenting author
RECONSTRUCTION ALONG THE SANIRIKU COAST OF TOHOKU, JAPAN: FIVE YEARS AFTER THE ‘3.11’ DISASTER
ID #1312
EDINGTON, David [University of British Columbia] David.Edgington@ubc.ca, presenting author

7.13 TOPICS IN GROWTH MANAGEMENT
Room: Broadway II
Moderator/Discussant: LANDIS, John [University of Pennsylvania] jlandis@design.upenn.edu

WILL URBAN GROWTH BOUNDARIES WORK IN CHINESE CITIES? A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF UGB ADOPTION IN PORTLAND OR AND FOUR CITIES IN CHINA
ID #864
YANG, Yizhao [University of Oregon] yizhao@uoregon.edu, presenting author
TANG, Peng [Chengdu Institute of Planning and Design] swanytang@hotmail.com
EXAMINING INTERACTION EFFECTS AMONG THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT FACTORS ON REDUCTION IN AUTOMOBILE USE
ID #1188
CHOI, Kwangyul [The University of Texas at Austin] kwangyulcha@utexas.edu, presenting author
PATRICK, Robert [The University of Texas at Austin] rfgp@utexas.edu
PLANNING PARTNERSHIPS OR PIECEMEAL PROJECTS? AN EVALUATION OF THE FLORIDA COMMUNITIES TRUST PROGRAM
ID #1205
SCHINDewolf, Jamie [Florida State University] jrs11e@my.fsu.edu, presenting author
CAN CEDING LAND USE REGULATIONS DELIVER METROPOLITAN PLANNING GOALS? A SURVEY OF 82 MAJOR DEVELOPMENTS IN THE SYDNEY METROPOLITAN REGION
ID #558
GILBERT, Catherine [University of Sydney] catherine.gilbert@sydney.edu.au, presenting author
GURRAN, Nicole [University of Sydney] nicole.gurran@sydney.edu.au

9.12 ROUNDTABLE - COMMUNITY-ENGAGED TEACHING AND LEARNING: PERSPECTIVES FROM NORTHERN THIRD WARD, HOUSTON, TEXAS
ID #826
Room: Galleria I
Organizer/Moderator: LOWE, Jeffrey [Texas Southern University] jlowe@tsu.edu
Buckley, James [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] buckley@mit.edu
LOWE, Rick [Project Row Houses] rlowe@projectrowhouses.org

10.1 PARKS, RURAL PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENTAL HISTORIES
Room: Studio Suite
Moderator/Discussant: COOPER-MCCANN, Patrick [University of Michigan] coopperm@umich.edu
EXAMINING RURAL PLANNING IN CITY-CLUSTER AREAS FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF URBAN-RURAL RELATIONSHIPS: EVIDENCE FROM SUZHOU, CHINA
ID #574
YU, Xiaoyang [Tongji University] xiaoy@tongji.edu.cn, presenting author
FAN, Lingyun [Suzhou University of Science and Technology] Yun1223@163.com
*EVOLUTION OF OPEN SPACE IN STEIN AND WRIGHT’S COMMUNITIES – EXAMINING IDENTITY AND PROTECTIONS THEN AND NOW
ID #375
LARSEN, Kristin [University of Florida] klarsen@ufl.edu, presenting author
*FROM SALT MARSH TO CITY NEIGHBORHOOD: LESSONS FOR PLANNING FROM AN ENVIRONMENTAL HISTORY OF EAST HARLEM
ID #1298
MOGA, Steven [Smith College] smoga@smith.edu, presenting author
OLMSTED PLANS FOR PARK SYSTEMS IN ESSEX COUNTY AND UNION COUNTY, NEW JERSEY
ID #1428
PANGALLOZZI, Laura [NYC College of Technology] laura@pangallozzi.org, presenting author

11.4 COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT IN CITY PLANNING
Room: Broadway IV
Moderator/Discussant: CURRIE, Melissa [University at Albany SUNY] mcurrie@albany.edu
THE SOCIAL UTILITY OF HISTORIC DISTRICTING: PRESERVATION IN ACTION IN BROOKLYN, NEW YORK
ID #170
GOLDMAN, Emily [Cornell University] eap53@cornell.edu, presenting author
*WHO MAKES DECISIONS AROUND HOUSING FORM?: BRINGING THE NEIGHBOURS INTO INFILL THROUGH COLLABORATIVE, DELIBERATIVE PLANNING PROCESSES IN METRO VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA
ID #173
THUMM, Alex [Simon Fraser University] athumm@sfu.ca, presenting author
HOLDEN, Meg [Simon Fraser University] mholden@sfu.ca
STAKEHOLDER PERCEPTIONS OF THE DESIGN REGULATORY PROCESS: AN ANALYSIS OF SOUTH CAROLINA HISTORIC OVERLAY DISTRICTS
ID #790
GRUNNINGER BONNEY, Courtney [Clemson University] cgrunni@clemson.edu, presenting author
BENEDICT, Robert [Clemson University] benedic@clemson.edu
BARGAINING FOR DEVELOPMENT: DO COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENTS ENABLE DEVELOPERS TO AVOID ENVIRONMENTAL LITIGATION IN CALIFORNIA?
ID #1444
SWAYNE, Madison [University of Southern California] swayne@usc.edu, presenting author
ROSEN, Jovanna [University of Southern California] jovannar@usc.edu
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Presenter(s)</th>
<th>Email(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>Pre-Organized Session - Epistemologies Touching Ground: Planning Assumptions and Their Practical Consequences</td>
<td>ZITCER, Andrew (Drexel University) <a href="mailto:awzitcer@gmail.com">awzitcer@gmail.com</a>; SFAINSTEIN, Susan (Harvard University) <a href="mailto:sfainstein@aol.com">sfainstein@aol.com</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>Planning for Transportation and Land Use with the Environment in Mind</td>
<td>SUNG, Sangwooo (Ewha Womans University) <a href="mailto:sungs16@ece.ac.kr">sungs16@ece.ac.kr</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Potential Impacts of Urban Runoff Pollutant on Vulnerable Population in the Southern California Region: Integrating EPAs Basins PLOAD Module and SCAG Land Use Dataset Within GIS Framework</td>
<td>VO, Tom (Southern California Association of Governments) <a href="mailto:choi@scag.ca.gov">choi@scag.ca.gov</a>; WEN, Frank (Southern California Association of Governments) <a href="mailto:weni@scag.ca.gov">weni@scag.ca.gov</a>; WANG, Ping (Southern California Association of Governments) <a href="mailto:wangp@scag.ca.gov">wangp@scag.ca.gov</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Do Environmental Laws Encourage Smart Growth? Transporation Agency Response to Regional Conservation Initiatives</td>
<td>LEDERMAN, Jaimee (University of California, Los Angeles) <a href="mailto:jaimeel@ucla.edu">jaimeel@ucla.edu</a>; AMBORSKI, David (Ryerson University) <a href="mailto:ambo@ryerson.ca">ambo@ryerson.ca</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The 10 Year Review of the Growth Plan for the Greater Toronto Area: What Needs to Be Included in the Revised Plan?</td>
<td>ZHANG, Hyeon-Shic (Morgan State University) <a href="mailto:hyeonshic.shin@morgan.edu">hyeonshic.shin@morgan.edu</a>; GUHATHAKURTA, Subhrajit (Georgia Institute of Technology) <a href="mailto:Subhrajit.Guha@coa.gatech.edu">Subhrajit.Guha@coa.gatech.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>Autonomous Vehicles: What Are the Planning and Policy Ramifications</td>
<td>SCHECHTMAN-ROSENMAN, Judd (New York University) <a href="mailto:judds@rutgers.edu">judds@rutgers.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Driverless Vehicles’ Influence on Bicyclist Facility Preferences</td>
<td>AKAR, Gulsah (The Ohio State University) <a href="mailto:akar.3@osu.edu">akar.3@osu.edu</a>; BLAU, Michael (The Ohio State University) <a href="mailto:mblau001@gmail.com">mblau001@gmail.com</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Smart Mobility Policy Strategies to Address Technology Divide - Strategies for a Faster Diffusion of Connected Autonomous Vehicles</td>
<td>SHIN, Hyeon-Shic (Morgan State University) <a href="mailto:hyeonshic.shin@morgan.edu">hyeonshic.shin@morgan.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Residential Location Choices in the Era of Shared Autonomous Vehicles: A Discrete Event Simulation Model</td>
<td>RIVERQ, Juan (The State University of New Jersey) <a href="mailto:jj.rivero@yahoo.com">jj.rivero@yahoo.com</a>; RECHTSCHAFFEN, Hannah (Drexel University) <a href="mailto:hannah.rechtschaffen@drexel.edu">hannah.rechtschaffen@drexel.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>Planning for Transportation and Land Use with the Environment in Mind</td>
<td>SUNG, Sangwooo (Ewha Womans University) <a href="mailto:sungs16@ece.ac.kr">sungs16@ece.ac.kr</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Potential Impacts of Urban Runoff Pollutant on Vulnerable Population in the Southern California Region: Integrating EPAs Basins PLOAD Module and SCAG Land Use Dataset Within GIS Framework</td>
<td>VO, Tom (Southern California Association of Governments) <a href="mailto:choi@scag.ca.gov">choi@scag.ca.gov</a>; WEN, Frank (Southern California Association of Governments) <a href="mailto:weni@scag.ca.gov">weni@scag.ca.gov</a>; WANG, Ping (Southern California Association of Governments) <a href="mailto:wangp@scag.ca.gov">wangp@scag.ca.gov</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Do Environmental Laws Encourage Smart Growth? Transporation Agency Response to Regional Conservation Initiatives</td>
<td>LEDERMAN, Jaimee (University of California, Los Angeles) <a href="mailto:jaimeel@ucla.edu">jaimeel@ucla.edu</a>; AMBORSKI, David (Ryerson University) <a href="mailto:ambo@ryerson.ca">ambo@ryerson.ca</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The 10 Year Review of the Growth Plan for the Greater Toronto Area: What Needs to Be Included in the Revised Plan?</td>
<td>ZHANG, Hyeon-Shic (Morgan State University) <a href="mailto:hyeonshic.shin@morgan.edu">hyeonshic.shin@morgan.edu</a>; GUHATHAKURTA, Subhrajit (Georgia Institute of Technology) <a href="mailto:Subhrajit.Guha@coa.gatech.edu">Subhrajit.Guha@coa.gatech.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Residential Location Choices in the Era of Shared Autonomous Vehicles: A Discrete Event Simulation Model</td>
<td>RIVERQ, Juan (The State University of New Jersey) <a href="mailto:jj.rivero@yahoo.com">jj.rivero@yahoo.com</a>; RECHTSCHAFFEN, Hannah (Drexel University) <a href="mailto:hannah.rechtschaffen@drexel.edu">hannah.rechtschaffen@drexel.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PAPER SESSIONS & ROUNDTABLES**

**FRIDAY, 8:00AM – 9:30AM**
### 14.12 EQUITY AND TRANSPORTATION

**Room:** Forum Suite

**Moderator:** ROSENBLUM, Jeffrey [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] jeffreyr@mit.edu

**Discussant:** There will not be a discussant for this session.

*EVALUATING THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SOCIAL (DIS)ADVANTAGE AND CUSTOMER SATISFACTION OF BUS USERS IN LONDON, UK

**ID #1053**

GRISE, Emily [McGill University] emily.grise@mail.mcgill.ca, presenting author

EL-GENEIDY, Ahmed [McGill University] ahmed.elgeneidy@mcgill.ca

JOBS, SOCIAL EQUITY AND GROWING TRANSIT SYSTEMS: A NATIONAL, EMPIRICAL INQUIRY

**ID #1064**

GUTHRIE, Andrew [University of Minnesota] guth0064@umn.edu, presenting author

FAN, Yingling [University of Minnesota] yingling@umn.edu

ACCESS TO TAXICABS FOR UNBANKED HOUSEHOLDS: AN EXPLORATORY ANALYSIS IN NEW YORK CITY

**ID #1080**

KING, David [Arizona State University] david.a.king@asu.edu, presenting author

SALDARRIAGA, Juan Francisco [Columbia University] juan.saldarriaga@columbia.edu

MOBILITY FOR TRANSPORTATION DISADVANTAGED: DEVELOPING A COMPOSITE TRANSPORTATION ACCESSIBILITY INDEX

**ID #1395**

BEJLERI, Ilir [University of Florida] ilir@ufl.edu, presenting author

NOH, Soowoong [University of Florida] mswscott@ufl.edu

GU, Zongni [University of Florida] gznleo@ufl.edu

EQUITY DISPARITY IN ACCESS TO REAL-TIME BUS ARRIVAL INFORMATION VIA SMARTPHONE?

**ID #1486**

ROSENBLUM, Jeffrey [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] jeffreyr@mit.edu, presenting author

### 15.5 MEASURING URBAN FORM

**Room:** Directors Suite

**Moderator/Discussant:** RYAN, Brent [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] bdr@mit.edu

**BRAIN RESPONSES TO URBAN DESIGN: A NEURO-ASSESSMENT OF THE PEDESTRIAN EXPERIENCE IN BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS**

**ID #137**

FOSTER, Veronica [Tufts University] veronica.foster@tufts.edu, presenting author

HOLLANDER, Justin [Tufts University] justin.hollander@tufts.edu

*CAMPUS SCORE: MEASURING UNIVERSITY CAMPUS QUALITIES

**ID #181**

HAJRA SOULIHA, Amir [California Polytechnic University, San Luis Obispo] ahjra@calpoly.edu, presenting author

**LINK BETWEEN SUSTAINABLE URBAN FORM AND THE CREATIVE CLASS: INSIGHTS FROM SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA**

**ID #1363**

NATEKAL, Asiya [University of California, Irvine] anatekal@uci.edu, presenting author

**MEASURED VISUALIZATIONS OF URBAN FORM AND PUBLIC PERCEPTION OF RESIDENTIAL DENSITY**

**ID #1367**

SENBEL, Maged [University of British Columbia] maged.senbel@ubc.ca, presenting author

**AN EXPLORATION OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DENSITY AND BUILDING ENERGY PERFORMANCE**

**ID #1381**

QUAN, Steven Jige [Georgia Institute of Technology] stevenchuan6656@gmail.com, presenting author

YANG, Perry Pei-Ju [Georgia Institute of Technology] perry.yang@coa.gatech.edu
1.3 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION - CLICK DECISIONS: NEW FRONTIERS IN PLANNING AND TECHNOLOGY
Proposal 47
Room: Broadway I
Moderator: STIPHANY, Kristine [University of Texas]
kstiphany@utexas.edu
Discussant: MINNER, Jennifer [Cornell University]
j.minner@cornell.edu

*URBAN PLANNING: IS THERE AN APP FOR THAT?
ID #981
ROBINSON, Pamela [Ryerson University]
pamela.robinson@ryerson.ca, presenting author

*TEACHING QUANTITATIVE METHODS IN A SELF-ORGANIZED LEARNING ENVIRONMENT
ID #615
RIGGS, William [California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo]
wriggs@calpoly.edu, presenting author
STEUINZ, Chris [Urban Insight, Inc.], steins@urbaninsight.com
BRASUELL, James [Urban Insight, Inc.], james@planetizen.com

*LESSONS FROM TECHNOLOGY: FROM CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT FOR A NEW EQUITY APP TO A NATIONAL SURVEY OF EDUCATORS
ID #616
MINNER, Jennifer [Cornell University], j.minner@cornell.edu, presenting author
MICKLOW, Amanda [Cornell University], acm325@cornell.edu

THE PARTICIPATORY CREATION OF URBAN DESIGN METRICS FOR INFORMAL SETTLEMENT REDEVELOPMENT: CASES OF SCENARIO PLANNING IN SAO PAULO, BRAZIL
ID #617
STIPHANY, Kristine [The University of Texas at Austin]
kstiphany@utexas.edu, presenting author
BRIGMON, Nathan [University of Texas Austin]
nbrigmon@texastexas.edu, primary author
LARSON, Kirsten [University of California, Berkeley]
kirsten.mary.larson@gmail.com

*FIGHTING POVERTY SPRAWL: A PLANNING TOOL TO IDENTIFY STRATEGIC OPPORTUNITIES FOR AFFORDABLE HOUSING PRESERVATION
ID #618
HILDE, Thomas [The University of Texas at Austin]
thildev@utexas.edu, presenting author
MUELLER, Elizabeth [The University of Texas at Austin]
ejmueller@austin.utexas.edu, primary author
TORRADO, Marla [The University of Texas at Austin]
mjtorrad@gmail.com

1.7 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION - MICROSIMULATION MODELS AS PLANNING SUPPORT SYSTEMS II
Proposal ID 35
Room: Parlor B
Moderator/Discussant: MANSURY, Yuri [Illinois Institute of Technology], ymansury@iit.edu
THE LOCATION, ACTIVITY, AND ENVIRONMENTAL EXPOSURE (LAEX) FRAMEWORK
ID #684
YANG, Dongwoon [Southern California Association of Governments], dongwooyang@outlook.com, presenting author
HOUSTON, Douglas [University of California, Irvine]
houston@uci.edu

*MODELING PATTERN OF LAND USE IN CHINESE CITIES USING INTEGRATED CELLULAR AUTOMATION MODEL
ID #634
FENG, Yanlei [Cornell University], y2767@cornell.edu, presenting author
QI, Yi [Nanjing University], jnjn@163.com

EXPLORING RECIPROCAL INTERACTIONS BETWEEN CLIMATE, GROUNDWATER AND LAND COVER DECISIONS IN AGRICULTURAL AREAS
ID #635
ZELLNER, Moira [University of Illinois at Chicago]
mzellner@uic.edu, presenting author
BERT, Federico [University of Buenos Aires]
fbert@agro.uba.ar, primary author
MASSEY, Dean [University of Illinois at Chicago]
dmassey@uic.edu
PODESTA, Guillermo [University of Miami]
gpodesta@rsmas.miami.edu

3.9 FROM THE INDIVIDUAL TO THE REGION: POST-DISASTER RECOVERY AND RESILIENCE
Room: Broadway IV
Moderator/Discussant: OLSHANSKY, Rob [University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign], rob@illinois.edu

PERCEIVED PERSONAL RESILIENCE AND EXPECTED RESPONSE TO ENVIRONMENTAL DISASTERS
ID #628
ROGERS, George [Texas A&M University]
grogers@tamu.edu, presenting author

WHAT DRIVES HOUSEHOLD RECOVERY AFTER CATASTROPHIC DISASTERS? LESSONS FROM NEW YORK CITY AFTER THE 2012 HURRICANE SANDY
ID #656
XIAO, Yu [Texas A&M University], yuxiao@tamu.edu, presenting author
CHANDRADEKHAR, Divya [University of Utah]
D.Chandrasekhar@utah.edu
FINN, Donovan [Stony Brook University]
Donovan.Finn@stonybrook.edu
ROTHFEDER, Robin [University of Utah], r.rothfeder@utah.edu
**PAPER SESSIONS & ROUNDTABLES**  
FRIDAY, 9:45AM – 11:15AM

*An asterisk means a final paper is available.*

---

**5.16 NEIGHBORHOOD LIVABILITY AND RESIDENTIAL SATISFACTION**

Room: Galleria II

**Moderator:** LEE, Jae-Su [Kangwon National University]  
jllee25@kangwon.ac.kr

**Discussant:** There will not be a discussant for this session.

**Is a Fixer-Upper Actually a Downer? Home Ownership, Home Maintenance, and Life Satisfaction**  
**ID #274**

MORRIS, Eric [Clemson University]  
emorn7@clemson.edu, presenting author

**Gangnam-Style Residential Satisfaction? Comparing Determinants of Residential Satisfaction in Housing Sub-Markets in Seoul**  
**ID #417**

JUN, Hee-Jung [Sungkyunkwan University]  
primary author

**Social Mix Policy and Residential Satisfaction of Public Housing Residents**  
**ID #417**

JUN, Hee-Jung [Sungkyunkwan University]  
hjyun@skku.edu, presenting author

**Community Social Capital as a Predictor of Perceived Neighborhood Livability: An Analysis of the American Housing Survey National Data**  
**ID #775**

LI, Yanmei [Florida Atlantic University]  
yli22@fau.edu, presenting author

**The Structural Effects of Objective and Subjective Factors of Residential Environment on Housing Price: A Study of Small-Sized Urban Housing in Seoul, Korea**  
**ID #911**

LEE, Jae-Su [Kangwon National University]  
jllee25@kangwon.ac.kr, presenting author

HAN, Jin [Kangwon National University]  
greenby72@gmail.com

---

**5.26 SHRINKING CITIES AND SHRINKING SUBURBS: WHAT DO WE KNOW?**

Room: Galleria III

**Moderator/Discussant:** SEYMOUR, Eric [University of Michigan]  
eseymour@umich.edu

**MARTIN LUTHER KING JR. NEIGHBORHOOD DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVE: THE CHALLENGE OF RENTERS AND HOMEOWNERS IN A SHRINKING, UNDERDEVELOPED NEIGHBORHOOD**  
**ID #413**

MILLER, Camden [University at Buffalo, State University of New York]  
camdenmi@buffalo.edu, presenting author

**The Political Economy of Shrinking Suburbs**  
**ID #798**

VICINO, Thomas [Northeastern University]  
t.vicino@neu.edu, presenting author

SARZYNSKI, Andrea [University of Delaware]  
asarzyn@udel.edu

---

**WHAT DO WE KNOW ABOUT LOCATION AFFORDABILITY IN U.S. SHRINKING CITIES?**  
**ID #896**

GANNING, Joanna [University of Utah]  
joanna.ganning@utah.edu, presenting author

TIGHE, Rosie [Cleveland State University]  
j.tighe@csuohio.edu

**THE SPATIAL AND SOCIAL MORPHOLOGY OF AGING SUBURBS IN U.S. METROPOLITAN AREAS**  
**ID #1197**

PARK, Yunmi [Auburn University]  
park.yunmi@hotmail.com, presenting author

HONG, Saheum [Korea Research Institute for Human Settlements]  
saheum@irihs.re.kr

LEE, Jaekyung [Texas A&M University]  
jaekyunglee@tamu.edu

KIM, Hyunwoo [Texas A&M University]  
kim723@tamu.edu

---

**SESSION CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE ...**

---

**4.6 IMMIGRATION INTEGRATION IN RECEIVING COMMUNITIES**

Room: Senate Suite

**Moderator:** BUDGE, Juliette [University of Hawaii, Manoa]  
jbudge@hawaii.edu

**Discussant:** There will not be a discussant for this session.

**The Fantasy and Reality of Selling Diversity: Using Immigration to Manage Global Insecurities**  
**ID #1093**

LEE, Sang [University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign]  
sanglee7@illinois.edu, presenting author

**An Initial Assessment of Community’s Adaptive Capacity in Post-Disaster Relocation in Tacloban City After 2013 Typhoon Yolanda**  
**ID #359**

NAMGUNG, Mi [Pusan National University]  
ngm119@pusan.ac.kr, presenting author

---

**5.32 THE ROLE OF ARTS IN COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT**

Room: Parlor A

**Moderator:** CHOO, Soyooun [University of Southern California]  
soyooun@usc.edu

**The Arts as a Catalyst for Neighborhood Revitalization**  
**ID #434**

KEATING, William [Cleveland State University]  
w.keating@csuohio.edu, presenting author

**Art Everywhere: An Alternative Creative City in an Age of Placemaking**  
**ID #670**

SLOANE, David [University of Southern California]  
dsloane@usc.edu, presenting author

SHANNON, Brettany [University of Southern California]  
bskhan@usc.edu

---

**YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD MEDIA ARTS ORGANIZATION: THE INTERSECTION OF MEDIA ARTS, ORGANIZATIONAL MISSION AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT IN THE UNITED STATES**  
**ID #673**

SHANNON, Brettany [University of Southern California]  
bskhan@usc.edu, presenting author

SLOANE, David [University of Southern California]  
dsloane@price.usc.edu

---

**Developing Which Community? How Urban Economic Climate and Institutional Politics Determine Who Benefits from Art Institution-Led Community Development.**  
**ID #703**

MEYER, Justin [University of Michigan]  
justrm@umich.edu, presenting author

**Social Practice as Art: Implications to Planning and Planning Education**  
**ID #1190**

CHOO, Soyooun [University of Southern California]  
soyooun@usc.edu, presenting author

---

**SESSION CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE ...**
11.3 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION – COLLABORATIVE PLANNING: ASSESSMENT, EVALUATION, AND INNOVATION
Proposal ID 65
Room: Parlor C
Moderator/Discussant: RUMORE, Danya [University of Utah]
danya.rumore@law.utah.edu

*CITIZEN PARTICIPATION IN SOCIAL MEDIA: A CASE STUDY IN LA PAZ, MEXICO
ID #839
YERENA, Anaid [University of Washington Tacoma]
yerena@uw.edu, presenting author
BASOLO, Victoria [University of California, Irvine]
baso@uw.edu

COOPERATIVE AND URBAN SUSTAINABILITY PLAN IMPLEMENTATION: A COMPARATIVE CASE STUDY
ID #1255
KINZER, Kirsten [University of North Carolina, Wilmington]
kinzer@uncw.edu, presenting author

*FINDING THE FACTS ABOUT JOINT FACT-FINDING: CRITERIA AND APPROACHES FOR RIGOROUS EVALUATION
ID #1016
SCHENK, Todd [Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University]
tschenk@vt.edu, presenting author
CZAIIKA, Ellen [Massachusetts Institute of Technology]
cezaika@mit.edu
RUMORE, Danya [University of Utah]
danya.rumore@law.utah.edu

ASSESSING THE SITUATION TO SUPPORT COLLABORATIVE PLANNING IN THE WESTERN ZION CORRIDOR AND OTHER GATEWAY REGIONS
ID #1017
RUMORE, Danya [University of Utah]
danya.rumore@law.utah.edu, presenting author
CHANDRASEKHAR, Divya [University of Utah]
chandrasekhar.arch.utah.edu
HINNERS, Sarah [University of Utah] sarah.hinners@utah.edu

OVERCOMING PERCEPTUAL BARRIERS TO COASTAL FLOOD RESILIENCE
ID #1018
RUSSO, Michael [Tufts University] michaelrusso@gmail.com,
presenting author

12.9 LEARNING FROM PLANNING PRACTICE 2: UNDERSTANDING COLLABORATION AND PARTNERSHIPS
Room: Executive Suite
Moderator: GIBSON, Huston [Kansas State University]
hgibson@ksu.edu
Discussant: FORESTER, John [Cornell University]
john.forester@cornell.edu
THE “OUGHT” OF PLANNING: COMPARING PRACTITIONER AND ACADEMIC PERSPECTIVES
ID #541
JOHNSON, Bonnie [University of Kansas] bojojohn@ku.edu,
presenting author
SWEARINGEN WHITE, Stacey [University of Kansas]
sswhite@ku.edu

THE CONTEXT OF PLANNING: FROM OZ TO OZ
ID #641
GIBSON, Huston [Kansas State University]
hgibson@ksu.edu, presenting author
VILLA, Karen [Queensland University of Technology]
karen.villa@qut.edu.au
DEDEKORKUT-HOWES, Aysin [Griffith University]
a.dedekorkut@griffith.edu.au
SIFE, Neil [University of Queensland] n.sife@uq.edu.au

THE CLUE OF CLUDS: CONCEPTUALIZING COMMUNITY-LINKED INCREMENTAL URBAN DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES
ID #1150
JANSEN-JANSEN, Leonie [Wageningen University]
leonie.janssen-jansen@wur.nl, presenting author
TAN, Wendy [University of Groningen] w.g.z.tan@rug.nl
RIJCKENBERG, Annemiek [RASODD] a.rijckenberg@planet.nl

THEORIZING FROM PLANNING PRACTICE: THOUGHTS ON METHODOLOGICAL AND CONCEPTUAL IMPLICATIONS
ID #1240
ZANOTTO, Julian [University of California, Irvine]
zanotto@uci.edu, presenting author

13.3 CONSEQUENCES OF INSTITUTIONAL DESIGN AND GOVERNANCE FOR REGIONAL OUTCOMES
Room: Council Suite
Moderator: WEINREICH, David [University of Michigan]
dpwein@umich.edu
Discussant: There will not be a discussant for this session.
*SUING A REGION TO CREATE A REGION: THE CITY OF DES MOINES WATER WORKS LAW SUIT FOR WATER QUALITY
ID #573
CONNERLY, Charles [University of Iowa] charles-connerly@uiowa.edu, presenting author

*COMPREHENDING INDIA’S CONTEMPORARY REGIONAL PLANNING APPROACH: LEARNING FROM ONGOING PLANNING EFFORTS IN THE COUNTRY’S NCR AND COMPARATIVE US EXPERIENCE
ID #893
VIDYARTH, Sanjeev [University of Illinois at Chicago]
svidy@uic.edu, presenting author

THE LIMITS OF NEW SPATIAL IMAGINARIES IN REGION-BUILDING: CORRIDORS, NODES AND NEW TERRITORIES OF GOVERNANCE IN ENGLAND’S NORTHERN POWERHOUSE
ID #930
DEAS, lain [University of Manchester]
lain.deas@manchester.ac.uk, presenting author
HINCKS, Stephen [University of Manchester]
stephen.hincks@manchester.ac.uk
HAUGHTON, Graham [University of Manchester]
gra_haughton@manchester.ac.uk

GETTING TO WORK OR NOT: ASSESSING THE IMPORTANCE OF REGIONAL GOVERNMENTAL AUTONOMY IN METROPOLITAN TRANSPORTATION POLICY: A COMPARISON OF TWO US REGIONS
ID #1341
WEINREICH, David [University of Michigan]
dpwein@umich.edu, presenting author

15.1 DESIGN GOVERNANCE
Room: Directors Suite
Moderator/Discussant: WHITE, James [University of Glasgow]
james.white@glasgow.ac.uk

*LESSONS IN SOCIAL EQUITY FROM BOGOTA’S “PUBLIC SPACE” MAYORS
ID #1059
BERNEY, Rachel [University of Washington]
rberney@uw.edu, presenting author

ASSESSING THE ROLE OF THE COMPREHENSIVE DESIGN REVIEW BOARD IN PROTECTING THE PUBLICNESS OF PRIVATELY OWNED PUBLIC SPACE IN TAIWAN
ID #1153
CHANG, Hsiutzu [National Cheng Kung University]
hchang@ncku.edu.tw, presenting author
DO, Chia-Hui [National Cheng Kung University]
sally5128369@gmail.com
PAPER SESSIONS & ROUNDTABLES
FRIDAY, 9:45AM – 11:15AM

POSTER SESSION
Room: Broadway II / III

PREDICTING ACCESSIBILITY: A HIERARCHICAL ADDITIVE APPROACH
Track 14 - ID #113
AL QAHTANI, Anoud [Masdar Institute] aqahtani@masdar.ac.ae, presenting author
MAHGEHL, Praveen [Masdar Institute] pmahgehl@masdar.ac.ae

*EXPOSURE TO RISK AND THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT, AN EMPIRICAL STUDY OF BICYCLE CRASHES IN MINNEAPOLIS
Track 14 - ID #174
WANG, Yueyu [University of Minnesota] wang9931@umn.edu, presenting author
HANKEY, Steve [Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University] hankey@vt.edu

DO YOU SEE WHAT I SEE? PERSPECTIVES ON PUBLIC TRANSPORT IN COLOMBIA AND BOLIVIA
Track 14 - ID #269
KASH, Gwen [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] gwenkash@email.unc.edu, presenting author

PERCEPTION OF MILLENNIALS ON AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES: IS TECH FLUENCY AFFECT POSITIVE VIEW?
Track 14 - ID #292
WOLDEAMANUEL, Minesot [California State University, Northridge] munesot.woldeammanuel@csun.edu, presenting author

A PLANNING RESPONSE TO THE DWINDLING NUMBER OF MANHATTAN’S GAS STATIONS: ADVANCING AN ANALYTICAL APPROACH TO AN ADAPTIVE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
Track 14 - ID #297
BEHESHITIAN, Araz [Cornell University] ab2348@cornell.edu, presenting author

A GEOGRAPHICALLY WEIGHTED REGRESSION APPROACH TO ESTIMATE THE SPATIAL VARIATIONS IN ACTIVITY SPACE
Track 14 - ID #499
WANG, Chih-Hao [California State University, Fresno] ctwang@csufresno.edu, presenting author
CHEN, Na [The Ohio State University] chen.2572@buckeyemail.osu.edu

INFLUENCING ACTIVE TRAVEL BEHAVIOR: EXPLORING THE IMPORTANCE OF SOCIAL NORMS
Track 14 - ID #576
RIGGS, William [California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo] wriggs@calpoly.edu, presenting author

TRANSIT AS A DENSIFICATION TOOL: THE CASE OF BORDEAUX, FRANCE
Track 14 - ID #634
MAHATO, Binita [University of Cincinnati] mahato@ucmail.uc.edu, presenting author
CHIFOS, Carla [University of Cincinnati] chifos@ucmail.uc.edu

THE INFLUENCE OF PAVEMENT MACROTTEXTURE AND ROUGHNESS ON BICYCLE RIDE QUALITY
Track 14 - ID #657
THIGPEN, Calvin [University of California, Davis] cthigpen@ucdavis.edu, presenting author
LI, Hui [University of California, Davis] hli@ucdavis.edu, primary author
HARVEY, John [University of California, Davis] jtharvey@ucdavis.edu

CYCLING BY CHOICE OR NECESSITY? EXPLORING THE GENDER GAP IN BICYCLING IN OREGON
Track 14 - ID #672
SINGLETON, Patrick [Portland State University] patrick.singleton@pdx.edu, presenting author
GODDARD, Tara [Portland State University] goddard@pdx.edu

KEEP PEOPLE IN CLIMATE-JUST SETTLEMENTS IN MEXICO CITY
Track 14 - ID #694
REYES-SANCHEZ, Ariadna [University of Texas at Austin] ariadna.reyes@utexas.edu, presenting author

THE ROLE OF BIKE INFRASTRUCTURE ON BICYCLE USE: AN ANALYSIS BASED ON PORTLAND BIKE COUNTS DATA
Track 14 - ID #701
SHI, Wei [Portland State University] shiwei@pdx.edu, presenting author

WOULD MILLENIALS STAY IN CITIES AND LIVE WITHOUT CARS? AN ANALYSIS OF CURRENT AND FUTURE CHOICES OF RESIDENTIAL LOCATION AND TRAVEL BEHAVIOR
Track 14 - ID #782
LEE, Yongsoo [Georgia Institute of Technology] yongsoo.lee@gatech.edu, presenting author
CIRCELLA, Giovanna [Georgia Institute of Technology] giovanna.ciricella@coa.gatech.edu

EXPOSING THE RISK AND THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT, AN EMPIRICAL STUDY OF BICYCLE CRASHES IN MINNEAPOLIS
Track 14 - ID #174
WANG, Yueyu [University of Minnesota] wang9931@umn.edu, presenting author
HANKEY, Steve [Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University] hankey@vt.edu

THE ROLE OF BIKE INFRASTRUCTURE ON BICYCLE USE: AN ANALYSIS BASED ON PORTLAND BIKE COUNTS DATA
Track 14 - ID #701
SHI, Wei [Portland State University] shiwei@pdx.edu, presenting author

* An asterisk means a final paper is available.
GLOBAL PATTERNS OF URBAN SPRAWL  
Track 14 - ID #1053  
MILLARD-BALL, Adam [University of California, Santa Cruz] adammb@ucsc.edu, presenting author  
BARRINGTON-LEIGH, Chris [McGill University] chris.barrington-leigh@mcgill.ca

EXPLORING THE LINK BETWEEN SUBJECTIVE WELL-BEING AND INFRASTRUCTURE: INTERVIEWS IN DELHI, INDIA  
Track 14 - ID #601  
DAS, Kriti [University of Minnesota] dasxx054@umn.edu, presenting author  
FAN, Yingling [University of Minnesota] yingling@umn.edu

ACCESS TO Federally QUALified HEALTH CENTERS USING DDOT BUSES IN DETROIT: THE CHALLENGES OF LIVING IN POOR NEIGHBORHOODS  
Track 14 - ID #948  
MOHAMED, Rayman [Wayne State University] rayman.mohamed@wayne.edu, presenting author

SUBWAYS AND SOCCER MOMS: GENDER AND COMMUTING IN THE NEW YORK METROPOLITAN AREA  
Track 14 - ID #996  
MICKLOW, Amanda [Cornell University] acm325@cornell.edu, presenting author

COMMUTER’S PARADOX: DOES SWITCHING TO GREEN TRANSPORTATION HELP US BREATHE CLEAN AIR?  
Track 14 - ID #1106  
HONG, Andy [University of Southern California] esokhong@usc.edu, presenting author

Track 14 - ID #1186  
CURRANS, Kristi [Portland State University] curransk@gmail.com, presenting author

DEVELOPMENT OF SAFETY PERFORMANCE FUNCTION FOR THE RURAL TWO-WAY TWO-LANE ROADWAY SEGMENTS FOR THE STATE OF MARYLAND  
Track 14 - ID #1195  
SHIN, Hyeon-Shic [Morgan State University] hyeonshic.shin@morgan.edu, presenting author  
BHARTI, Shilpi [Morgan State University] fnshilpi1@morgan.edu

UNDERSTANDING THE IMPACTS OF SUBWAY’S SYSTEM INTERRUPTIONS ON SURFACE TRANSIT SYSTEM PERFORMANCE  
Track 14 - ID #1216  
DIAB, Eb [University of Toronto] ehab.diab@utoronto.ca, presenting author  
SHALABY, Amer [University of Toronto] amer@ecf.utoronto.ca

WHAT MAKES TRAVELERS USE UBER: EXPLORING THE LATENT CONSTRUCTS BEHIND THE USE OF ON-DEMAND RIDE SERVICES IN CALIFORNIA  
Track 14 - ID #1239  
ALEMI, Farzad [University of California, Davis] falemi@ucdavis.edu, presenting author  
CIRCELLA, Giovanni [University of California, Davis; Georgia Institute of Technology] gciircella@ucdavis.edu  
HANDB, Susan [University of California, Davis] slhandby@ucdavis.edu  
MOHTARIAN, Patricia [Georgia Institute of Technology] pattmokh@gatech.edu

A COMPARISON ANALYSIS OF NEIGHBORHOOD CHANGE ALONG THE METRO GOLD LINE THROUGH AN EQUITY LENS: TOD FOR WHOM?  
Track 14 - ID #1295  
SUNG, Seoyung [Portland State University] seyoung@pdx.edu, presenting author

TRADEOFF BETWEEN EFFICIENCY AND EXPERIENCE IN RIDE-SHARING: A PREFERENCE-BASED RIDE-SHARING MODEL  
Track 14 - ID #1403  
ZHANG, Hongmou [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] hongmou@mit.edu, presenting author  
ZHAI, Linhua [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] jinhua@mit.edu, primary author

HOW AND WHY DOES THE NONRESIDENTIAL MARKET VALUE PUBLIC RAIL TRANSPORT? A QUALITATIVE STUDY OF METROPOLITAN AREAS IN CALIFORNIA  
Track 14 - ID #1414  
XU, Ruoying [University of California, Berkeley] xuruoying@berkeley.edu, presenting author  
LE, Kim [University of California, Berkeley] kim.le@berkeley.edu, primary author  
PARK, Janice [University of California, Berkeley] janice.park@berkeley.edu  
CHATMAN, Dan [University of California, Berkeley] dgci@berkeley.edu

DREDGING TRANSPORTATION AND LAND USE CHANGE IN THE SAVANNAH PORT GEOGRAPHY  
Track 14 - ID #1471  
RAMOS, Stephen [University of Georgia] sramos@uga.edu, presenting author

FRIDAY, 9:45AM – 11:15AM

FRIDAY, 11:30AM – 1:30PM  
FWIG ANNUAL LUNCHEON  
(Ticket required. Wear your name badge!)  
Room: Grand Ballroom II

FRIDAY, 12:00PM – 1:00PM  
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT URBANA CHAMPAIGN INFORMATION SESSION FOR ASSISTANT OR ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR SPECIALIZING IN TRANSPORTATION PLANNING  
Room: Broadway V

FRIDAY, 1:00PM – 2:00PM  
UNIVERSITY OF CINCINNATI INFORMATION SESSION  
NEW TENURED TRACK FACULTY POSITION ON RESEARCH, TEACHING AND SERVICE TO IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF LIFE FOR RESIDENTS OF DISADVANTAGED URBAN COMMUNITIES  
Room: Broadway V
PAPER SESSIONS & ROUNDTABLES
FRIDAY 1:30PM – 3:00PM

FWIG & POCIG JOINT WORKSHOP
Room: Broadway IV
Workshop: 1:30pm – 3:00pm
Small Groups: 3:00pm – 6:00pm
Facilitator: WU, D Pei [Portland Jobs with Justice] d@jwjdpdx.org
Facilitator: LEMOINS, Andrea [Portland Jobs with Justice] andrea@jwjdpdx.org

PAB STANDARDS AND OUTCOMES ASSESSMENT TRAINING
Room: Parlor A

WORKSHOP FOR BOOK LENGTH MANUSCRIPT ACQUISITIONS
Room: Broadway II
Training Session: 1:30pm – 3:00pm
Private Appointments: 3:00pm – 6:00pm (Please contact Nicole Smith, nicole@acsp.org to schedule)
Facilitators:
MCGINTY, Patrick [SAGE Publishing] patrick.mcginty@sagepub.com
SCHELL, Kate [Planning and Urban Design, Routledge] kathryn.schell@taylorandfrancis.com
POPPER, Frank [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] f/popper@rci.rutgers.edu

SCENARIO PLANNING TOOLS “PILOT” TRAINING WORKSHOP – SPAN AND LINCOLN INSTITUTE FOR LAND POLICY (BY INVITATION ONLY)
Room: Broadway I
Facilitator: PATERSO, Robert Paterson [University of Texas at Austin] rgfp@austin.utexas.edu
Trainer: JOYCE, Alex [Fregonese and Associates]
Trainer: STEINBERGER, Alex [Fregonese and Associates]

WEST COAST PREMIERE OF “RUBBERTOWN”
Room: Broadway III
Moderator: GILDERBLOOM, John [University of Louisville] jgilderbloom@louisville.edu

FRIDAY, 1:30PM – 3:00PM
PLANNING THEORY EDITORIAL BOARD MEETING
Room: Senate Suite

FRIDAY, 1:30PM – 3:00PM
TOWN PLANNING REVIEW EDITORIAL BOARD MEETING
Room: Forum Suite

FRIDAY, 1:30PM – 3:00PM
HOUSING POLICY DEBATE EDITORIAL BOARD MEETING
Room: Council Suite

FRIDAY, 2:30PM – 3:30PM
JOURNAL OF PLANNING LITERATURE EDITORIAL BOARD MEETING
Room: Studio Suite

FRIDAY, 6:00PM – 7:30PM
ACSP GLOBAL PLANNING TASK FORCE MEETING
Room: Boardroom East

FRIDAY, 6:00PM – 9:30PM
IACP ANNUAL BUSINESS MEETING & WORKSHOP
Room: Council Suite

FRIDAY, 6:00PM – 7:00PM
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII INFORMATION SESSION FOR THE POSITION OF HCRC DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR IN HOUSING POLICY AND AFFORDABILITY
Room: Directors Suite
FRIDAY ALUMNI RECEIPTIONS

**FRIDAY, 7:30PM**
COLUMBIA, CORNELL, HARVARD, MIT, NYU, RUTGERS & UPENN ALUMNI RECEPTION
Room: Grand Ballroom I

**FRIDAY, 7:30PM**
UCI, UCLA AND USC JOINT RECEPTION
Room: Grand Ballroom II

**FRIDAY, 7:30PM**
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY ACSP RECEPTION
Room: Broadway I

**FRIDAY, 7:30PM**
The Texas Schools Reception
Room: Broadway II

**FRIDAY, 7:30PM**
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS, CHICAGO; GEORGIA TECH; UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN TAUBMAN COLLEGE; AND UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA RECEPTION
Room: Urban Studio, 935 NW Davis Street, Portland, OR 97209

**FRIDAY, 7:30PM**
PLANNING THEORY & PRACTICE AND THE JOURNAL OF URBAN DESIGN ROUTLEDGE RECEPTION
Room: Broadway V

**FRIDAY, 7:30PM - 8:30PM**
JAPA RECEPTION
Room: Broadway III
**STUDENT AWARD WINNING PAPER SESSION**
Room: Parlor B

Moderator: FRISCH, Michael [University of Missouri Kansas City] frischm@umkc.edu

**EQUITY IN THE TIME OF PRECARITY: INCLUSIVE LOCAL ECONOMY PROJECTS IN TORONTO’S NEIGHBORHOOD IMPROVEMENT AREAS**
Winner: ACP/FGWC Marsha Ritzdorf Award for the Best Student Work on Diversity, Social Justice and the Role of Women in Planning
SHARPE ZAYAS, Mercedes [University of Toronto] mercedes.sharpezayas@mail.utoronto.ca

**DRAWING OUTSIDE THE LINES: PARTICIPATORY DESIGN IN UNINCORPORATED COMMUNITIES**
Winner: ACP/MIT Don Schön Award for Excellence in Learning from Practice
JACOBSON, Lillian [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] lillyj22@gmail.com

**LOCAL HOST SESSION 3 – PULLING BACK THE CURTAIN ON STATEWIDE PLANNING IN OREGON AND WASHINGTON: EMERGING STATEWIDE CHALLENGES**
Room: Galleria I

Moderator: LEWIS, Rebecca [University of Oregon] rlewis9@uoregon.edu

Participants:
MACLAREN, Carrie [Department of Land Conservation and Development]
LIBERTY, Robert [Portland State University Urban Sustainability Accelerator]
HORST, Megan [Portland State University] mhorst@pdx.edu

**1.5 METHODOLOGIES FOR ADVANCED INFRASTRUCTURE AND DISASTER PLANNING**
Room: Parlor A

Moderator/Discussant: HAMERLINCK, Jeff [University of Wyoming] jhamerlinck@uwyo.edu

**BUILDING RESILIENT CITIES WITH CUSTOMER SIDE SMART GRID THROUGH HUMAN-CYBERINFRASTRUCTURE INTEGRATION**
ID #129
HOSTOVSKY, Charles [Catholic University of America] hostovsky@cua.edu, presenting author

**USING THE SLEUTH URBAN GROWTH MODEL TO SIMULATE THE IMPACTS OF SEA LEVEL RISE ENHANCED FLOODING ON DIFFERENT SCENARIOS OF FUTURE URBAN LAND USE**
ID #588
SONG, Jie [University of Florida].songjiescu@ufl.edu, presenting author
PENG, Zhong-Ren [University of Florida] zpeng@ufl.edu

**SYSTEM DYNAMICS MODELING FOR WATER RESOURCES MANAGEMENT IN CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA**
ID #1046
ROTHFEDER, Robin [University of Utah] r.rothfeder@u.edu, presenting author

**INFORMING WITH REALISM: COMBINING VIRTUAL AND PHYSICAL 3D MODELS TO VISUALIZE STORM SURGE AND SEA LEVEL RISE**
ID #1140
FRANK, Kathryn [University of Florida] kfrank@ufl.edu, presenting author
BEJLERI, Ilir [University of Florida] ilir@ufl.edu
HYLTON, Morris [University of Florida] mhylton@ucf.edu

**2.9 THE SPATIAL STRUCTURES OF URBANITY**
Room: Parlor C

Moderator/Discussant: LEE, Hyojung [University of Southern California] urbanblues@gmail.com

**A GEOGRAPHICAL WEIGHTED REGRESSION APPROACH TO THE SPATIAL VARIATION OF RETAIL LOCATION CHOICE NEAR RAPID TRANSIT IN LOS ANGELES**
ID #691
OLVERT, Craig [California State University, Northridge] craigolvert@csum.edu, presenting author
WANG, Chih-Hao [California State University, Fresno] cwang@cufresno.edu

**MEASURING THE FORGOTTEN INDICATORS: INVESTIGATION OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN URBAN COMPACTNESS AND REGIONAL INNOVATIVE CAPACITY**
ID #732
ZANDIATASHBAR, Ahoura [University of Texas at Arlington] ahoura.zandiatashbar@gmail.com, presenting author
HAMID, Shima [University of Texas at Arlington] Shima.hamidi@gmail.com

**WHICH KIND OF URBAN SPATIAL STRUCTURE BENEFITS ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE: MONO-CENTRIC OR POLYCENTRIC? EVIDENCE FROM CHINA**
ID #994
SUN, Bindong [East China Normal University] bdsun@re.ecnu.edu.cn, presenting author
ZHANG, Tinglin [East China Normal University] ztlbyj@126.com, primary author

**THE HOUSING CHOICE VOUCHER PROGRAM: LOCATION AND BEYOND**
Proposed ID 23
Room: Galleria III

Moderator: GREENLEE, Andrew [University of Illinois] agreen4@illinois.edu

Discussant: MCCLURE, Kirk [University of Kansas] mcclure@ku.edu

**LOCATIONAL OUTCOMES IN UNDERSTUDIED AREAS: AN EXAMINATION OF THE HOUSING CHOICE VOUCHER PROGRAM IN SMALL METROPOLITAN, MICROPOLITAN, AND RURAL AREAS**
ID #225
WALTER, Rebecca [The University of Texas at San Antonio] rebecca.walter@utsa.edu, presenting author
WANG, RuoNiu [University of Florida] wmvincent@ufl.edu

**MOVING TO OPPORTUNITY? PRE AND POST PARTICIPATION LOCATION OUTCOMES IN THE HOUSING CHOICE VOUCHER PROGRAM**
ID #226
GREENLEE, Andrew [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] agreen4@illinois.edu, presenting author

**TRACKING MOBILITY IN THE HOUSING CHOICE VOUCHER PROGRAM: A HOUSEHOLD LEVEL EXAMINATION IN THE STATE OF FLORIDA**
ID #227
WANG, RuoNiu [University of Florida] wmvincent@ufl.edu, presenting author
WALTER, Rebecca [The University of Texas at San Antonio] rebecca.walter@utsa.edu

***DIFFERENTIATING DRIVERS OF SUSTAINABLE PLANNING FOR LOCAL, REGIONAL, AND GLOBAL CHALLENGES***
ID #734
KANG, Xi Eun [Binghamton University] k.kang6@binghamton.edu, presenting author
HOMSY, George [Binghamton University] ghomsy@binghamton.edu, primary author

*PLANNERS’ AND PUBLIC OFFICIALS’ PERSPECTIVES ON ENVIRONMENTALLY SUSTAINABLE RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT*  
ID #777
GOCEMEN, Adi [University of Wisconsin - Madison] gocmen@wisc.edu, presenting author

**UN-TRASHING WASTE: FOSTERING SUSTAINABLE CONSUMPTION IN U.S. CITIES**
ID #1291
POLLANS, Lily [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] lily@mit.edu, presenting author

**LOCAL, REGIONAL, AND GLOBAL CHALLENGES DIFFERENTIATING DRIVERS OF SUSTAINABILITY PLANNING FOR**

**5.18 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION - OUTCOMES IN THE HOUSING CHOICE VOUCHER PROGRAM: LOCATION AND BEYOND**

**3.5 DO THE RIGHT THING: OFFICIAL IMPETUS (OR LACK THEREOF) TO ADOPT SUSTAINABLE PRACTICES**
Room: Galleria II

Moderator/Discussant: LURIAN, Lucie [University of Iowa] lucie-laurian@uiowa.edu

**ENERGY SUSTAINABILITY IN TEXAS - CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY AND GREEN PRACTICES**
ID #563
SHARIF, Mustafa [Texas A&M University] gmsharify@gmail.com, presenting author

**SUBSIDIZED HOUSING AND HEALTH: EVIDENCE FROM THE SURVEY OF INCOME AND PROGRAM PARTICIPATION**
ID #249
PFEIFFER, Deidre [Arizona State University] dapel24@gmail.com, presenting author

**SESSION CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE ...**
### 6.8 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION – PLANNING FOR WATER: INSTITUTIONAL CHANGE AND ORGANIZATIONAL POLITICS IN WATER SYSTEMS, PART II

**Proposal ID 63**  
**Room:** Broadway III

**Moderator/Discussant:** CAROLINI, Gabriella [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] carolini@mit.edu

**SHIFTING PROFESSIONAL IDENTITIES AND BUREAUCRATIC LEARNING IN UPGRADING TO 24x7 SUPPLY: EVIDENCE FROM AMRAVATI**  
**ID #919**  
**TEWARI, Meenu [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill]** mtewari@email.unc.edu, presenting author  

**EFFICIENCY AS A FUNCTION OF ORGANIZATIONAL FORM IN WATER SERVICES PROVISION: A COMPARISON OF INDIAN AND BRAZILIAN WATER UTILITIES**  
**ID #921**  
**ONGA, Kyle [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill]** ondaka@live.unc.edu, presenting author

**SPLINTERED URBAN WATER SUPPLY SYSTEMS: AN EXPLORATION OF POLITICAL, ECONOMIC, AND TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT PATHS**  
**ID #922**  
**ZHAO, Jane [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill]** janezhao@live.unc.edu, presenting author

### 6.18 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION - SOCIO-ECOLOGICAL RESILIENCE IN PERI-URBAN AND RURAL AREAS IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

**Proposal ID 51**  
**Room:** Broadway IV

**Organizer/Moderator/Discussant:** FELKNER, John [Florida State University] jfellner@fsu.edu

**THE STORY OF HAAKH (COLLARD): TRACING THE TRAJECTORY OF COLLARD IN THE FACE OF LAND USE CHANGE IN THE REGION OF KASHMIR**  
**ID #608**  
**JUDELSOHN, Alexandra [University at Buffalo]** jfelkner@fsu.edu, presenting author

**EAST ASIA’S RURAL DEVELOPMENT CAMPAIGNS AND SOCIAL-ECOLOGICAL RESILIENCE: LEARNING FROM KOREAN NEW VILLAGE MOVEMENT AND CHINESE NEW SOCIALIST COUNTRYSIDE CONSTRUCTION**  
**ID #780**  
**KIM, Chung Ho [University of Wisconsin Milwaukee]** jnthnlvn@umich.edu, presenting author

**COMMUNITY RESILIENCE IN THE PEDDA JALARIPETA (JP) SLUM IN VISAKHAPATNAM, INDIA**  
**ID #676**  
**ANDAVARAPU, Deepika [University of Cincinnati]** andavadi@mail.uc.edu, presenting author

**AREFI, Mahyar [University of Cincinnati]** mahyararef@gmail.com

### 6.20 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION - THE POLITICS OF LAND POLICY AND URBAN REDEVELOPMENT: A COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE ACROSS THE AMERICAS

**Proposal ID 37**  
**Room:** Broadway II

**Moderator/Discussant:** SAMPER, Jota [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] jota@mit.edu

**SOCIAL STRATIFICATION SYSTEM AND THE BUILT FORM. RESIDENTIAL SEGREGATION AND SPATIAL MISMATCH IN BOGOTÁ, COLOMBIA**  
**ID #880**  
**YUNDA, Juan [University of Texas at Austin]** juanyunda@gmail.com, presenting author

**URBAN FINANCING FOR SOCIAL BENEFITS: A CANADIAN-BRAZILIAN COMPARISON**  
**ID #881**  
**FRIENDLY, Abigail [University of Toronto]** abigail.friendly@utoronto.ca, presenting author

**RESHAPING RÁO PIEDRAS AND SANTURCE: EXPLORING NEW URBAN REDEVELOPMENT POLICIES IN SAN JUAN, PUERTO RICO**  
**ID #882**  
**ENCARNACION, Angeliza [University of Texas at Austin]** encarnacion.angeliza@gmail.com, presenting author

**DIVERGENT URBANISMS: REDISTRIBUTIVE PLANNING POLICIES AND PRIVATE DEVELOPERS’ RESPONSES IN THE CITY OF MEDELLÍN**  
**ID #1318**  
**SOTOMAYOR, Luisa [York University]** sotomay@yorku.ca, presenting author

### 8.7 PLANNING FOR POPULATIONS ACROSS THE LIFESPAN

**Room:** Forum Suite

**Moderator/Discussant:** USHER, Kareem [The Ohio State University] usher.21@osu.edu

**THE CONTRIBUTING FACTORS TO ASTHMA MORBIDITY OF ELDERLY POPULATION: A CASE STUDY OF SEOUL, KOREA**  
**ID #48**  
**KIM, Do [California State Polytechnic University, Pomona]** dohyungkim@cpp.edu, presenting author

**AHN, Yongjin [Daegu University]** dadaist21@gmail.com

**OLDER ADULTS’ PERCEPTION OF NEIGHBORHOOD WALKABILITY IN NORCS**  
**ID #723**  
**SUGUI, Vitor Hugo [Florida State University]** vrs14@my.fsu.edu, presenting author

**MILES, Rebecca [Florida State University]** rebecca.miles@fsu.edu

**IMPLEMENTING DEMENTIA-FRIENDLY LAND-USE POLICY: AN EVALUATION OF CURRENT LITERATURE AND ECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS FOR GREENFIELD DEVELOPMENT IN SUBURBAN CANADA**  
**ID #138**  
**BIGLIERI, Samantha [University of Waterloo]** sebiglie@uwwaterloo.ca, presenting author

**A TRAJECTORY FOR IMPROVED QUALITY OF LIFE: YOUTH ENGAGEMENT IN URBAN AGRICULTURE IN BUFFALO, NEW YORK**  
**ID #419**  
**MACNINCA, Elizabeth [University at Buffalo]** emacnic@buffalo.edu, presenting author

**RAJ, Subhashni [University at Buffalo]** subhashni@buffalo.edu

**RAJ, Samina [University at Buffalo]** sraja@buffalo.edu

### 14.19 NEW RESEARCH ON ACCESSIBILITY, SESSION 1

**Room:** Directors Suite

**Moderator:** LEVINE, Jonathan [University of Michigan] jnthnlvn@umich.edu

**Discussant:** There will not be a discussant for this session.

**ACCESS AND MOBILITY IN TRANSPORTATION PLANNING: A NAIROBI CASE STUDY**  
**ID #119**  
**CAMPBELL, Kayleigh [Columbia University]** krc2104@columbia.edu, presenting author

**RESING, James [University of California, Berkeley]** jrising@berkeley.edu

**KULL, Jacqueline [Columbia University]** jk2002@columbia.edu

**MBILO, Jacinta Mwikali [University of Nairobi]** jacintambilo@gmail.com

**COMPARING ALTERNATIVE MEASURES OF EMPLOYMENT ACCESSIBILITY FOR THEIR IMPACT ON UNEMPLOYMENT**  
**ID #266**  
**MERLIN, Louis [University of Michigan]** louismerlin@gmail.com, presenting author

**HU, Lingqian [University of Wisconsin Milwaukee]** hul@uw.edu

**ACCESS TO DIVERSE OPPORTUNITIES IN SEGREGATED ETHNIC NEIGHBORHOODS: THE CASE OF THE LOS ANGELES METROPOLITAN AREA**  
**ID #278**  
**SHIN, Eun Jin [University of Southern California]** eunjinsh@usc.edu, presenting author

**DETERMINANTS OF METROPOLITAN TRANSIT ACCESSIBILITY**  
**ID #435**  
**MERLIN, Louis [University of Michigan]** louismerlin@gmail.com

**GREENS, Joe [University of Michigan]** ggreens@umich.edu

**SINGER, Matan [University of Michigan]** mesinger@umich.edu
14.26 TRANSIT USE AND WALKING: WHAT ARE THE CONNECTIONS?
Room: Council Suite
Moderator: CHOIJ, Yunkyoung [Georgia Institute of Technology] yunkyoung.choij@gatech.edu
Discussant: There will not be a discussant for this session.

*HOW DOES THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT AROUND TRANSIT STOPS AFFECT WALKING DISTANCE OF TRANSIT EGRESS TRIPS IN THE TWIN CITIES?
ID #112
CAO, Jason [University of Minnesota] cao@umn.edu, presenting author
WANG, Jueyu [University of Minnesota] wang5931@umn.edu, primary author

NEIGHBORHOOD WALKABILITY: EXPLORING THE CONNECTIONS BETWEEN TRANSIT AND WALKING IN SEATTLE NEIGHBORHOODS
ID #287
MCASLAN, Devon [University of Michigan] dmcaslan@umich.edu, presenting author

WHAT DETERMINES TRAVEL DEMAND BETWEEN ORIGIN-AND-DESTINATION RAIL STATIONS? DIRECT RIDERSHIP MODEL USING MULTILEVEL ANALYSIS FOR WASHINGTON D.C. METRO SYSTEM
ID #343
ISEKI, Hiroshi [University of Maryland, College Park] hiseki@umd.edu, presenting author
LIU, Chao [University of Maryland, College Park] cliu8@umd.edu

DOES TRANSIT-ORIENTED DEVELOPMENT INDUCE MORE WALKING AND BIKING?
ID #1125
CHOI, Yunkyoung [Georgia Institute of Technology] yunkyoung.choij@gatech.edu, presenting author
GUHATHAKURTA, Subhro [Georgia Institute of Technology] subhro.guha@coa.gatech.edu

14.32 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION - TRANSPORTATION AND JUSTICE
Proposal ID 46
Room: Studio Suite
Moderator: MANSURY, Yuri [Illinois Institute of Technology] ymansury@iit.edu
Discussant: MANVILLE, Michael [University of California, Los Angeles] mmmanville@ucla.edu

*CLIMATE-SMART CAPITAL INVESTMENT PLANNING FOR RESILIENT MUNICIPALITIES
ID #286
GREVE, Adrienne [California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo] agreve@calpoly.edu, presenting author
WHITTINGTON, Jan [University of Washington] janwhit@uw.edu, primary author
YOUNG, Stephanie [University of Washington] stefanie.r.young@gmail.com
MIGLIACCIO, Giovanni [University of Washington] gianciro@uw.edu
SUN, Feiyang [University of Washington] yangfei.sun@yahoo.com

ECONOMIC IMPACT OF HIGH-SPEED RAIL ON HOUSEHOLD INCOME IN CHINA
ID #531
SUN, Feiyang [University of Washington] fs377@uw.edu, presenting author
MANSURY, Yuri [Illinois Institute of Technology] ymansury@iit.edu

PUBLIC TRANSIT AND ECONOMIC GROWTH: JOBS FOR WHOM?
ID #665
LI, Wei [Texas A&M University] wli@tamu.edu, presenting author
ROSENHEIM, Nathanial [Texas A&M University] n-rosenheim@tamu.edu
ZHONG, Hao [Texas A&M University] nutterzh123@tamu.edu

THE CO-EVOLUTION OF HIGH SPEED RAILS AND ARABLE LAND CONVERSION IN CHINA
ID #1269
YU, Meng [Cornell University] my398@cornell.edu, presenting author
MANSURY, Yuri [Illinois Institute of Technology] ymansury@iit.edu, primary author

POSTER SESSION FOR TRACKS 4, 9, 11, 12
Room: Broadway I

WE’RE FORGOTTEN: UNDERSTANDING THE ROLE OF ACTIVE DISINVESTMENT IN SHAPING PLACE ATTACHMENT AND COLLECTIVE ACTION IN DETRITOS’S 48217 ZIP CODE
Track 4 - ID #127
BERGUND, Lisa [University of California, Los Angeles] libe@ucla.edu, presenting author

*REFLECTING ON URBAN NATURE: JOURNALING AS COMPLEMENT TO LECTURE-STYLE PLANNING PEDAGOGY
Track 9 - ID #85
TRIMAN, Julia [University of Virginia] jgt2js@virginia.edu, presenting author
BEATLEY, Timothy [University of Virginia] tb6d@virginia.edu

HOW THE POWER OF COMMUNITY-UNIVERSITY PARTNERSHIPS EMPOWER COMMUNITIES TO IMPLEMENT SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
Track 9 - ID #209
LANINGA, Tamara [Western Washington University] tamara.laninga@wwu.edu, presenting author
ZAFERATOS, Nicholas [Western Washington University] nicholas.zafaratos@wwu.edu

TEACHING URBAN DESIGN STUDIO WITH LEGOS® SERIOUSLY!
Track 9 - ID #805
FRICANO, Russell [Minnesota State University Mankato] russell.fricano@mnsu.edu, presenting author

MULTI-LEVEL ASSESSMENT OF COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT PEDAGOGY
Track 9 - ID #1475
CONTANT, Cheryl [Advancing Your Strengths] cccontant@gmail.com
MUMFORD, Karen [University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire] mumforkg@uwec.edu, presenting author

THANK YOU FOR SPONSORING TODAYS BREAKFAST AND COFFEE BREAKS
**POCIG ANNUAL BUSINESS MEETING**  
Room: Parlor B

**1.9 MODELING INNOVATIONS FOR UNDERSTANDING CITIES AND REGIONS**  
Room: Parlor A  
Moderator/Discussant: LANDIS, John [University of Pennsylvania] jlan@design.upenn.edu

**EMBODIED CO2 EMISSIONS IN U.S. DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL TRADE**  
ID #1127  
FEI, Da [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] feidanju@gmail.com, presenting author

**EXPLORING VOLUMETRIC POPULATION ALLOCATION BASED ON A TREND GROWTH MODEL: A CASE STUDY OF INFILL ALLOCATION IN THE CITY OF TAMPA**  
ID #1346  
DUAN, Leilei [University of Florida] dll1989@ufl.edu, presenting author  
ZWICK, Paul [University of Florida] pdzwick@ufl.edu

**LAND USE MODELING IN THE INTEGRATED URBAN METABOLISM ANALYSIS TOOL (IUMAT)**  
ID #769  
FAZINMOGHADAM, Mohamad [University of Massachusetts Amherst] mfarzinmoghadam@larp.umass.edu, presenting author

**2.2 CONSUMPTION AND PRODUCTION IN THE AMERICAN CITY**  
Room: Senate Suite  
Moderator/Discussant: WOLF-POWERS, Laura [City University of New York] lwolfpowers@gc.cuny.edu

**WHY DO WAREHOUSES DECENTRALIZE MORE IN CERTAIN METROPOLITAN AREAS?**  
ID #111  
KANG, Sanggyun [University of Southern California] sanggyuk@usc.edu, presenting author

**VEBLEN GOODS AND METROPOLITAN “DISTINCTION”: THE ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY OF CONSPICUOUS CONSUMPTION**  
ID #488  
CURRID-HALKETT, Elizabeth [University of Southern California] currid@usc.edu, presenting author  
LEE, Hyojung [University of Southern California] urbanblues@gmail.com  
PAINTER, Gary [University of Southern California] gpainter@price.usc.edu

**SKILLS AND PRODUCTIVITY GROWTH IN U.S. METROPOLITAN MANUFACTURING SECTORS**  
ID #622  
LEE, Heonyeong [Georgia Institute of Technology] leehy@gatech.edu, presenting author  
KIM, Donghyun [Korea Environment Institute] donghynkim@kei.re.kr  
LIM, Up [Yonsei University] uplim@yonsei.ac.kr

**3.6 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION - ENERGY, CLIMATE, POLICY AND THE URBAN BUILT ENVIRONMENT**  
Proposal ID 40  
Room: Galleria I  
Moderator/Discussant: LUTZENHISER, Loren [Portland State University] llutz@pdx.edu

**THE CHANGING SOCIOECONOMIC CONTEXT OF BUILDINGS: IMPLICATIONS FOR ENERGY USE**  
ID #454  
ANDREWS, Clinton [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] cja1@rutgers.edu, presenting author

**MEASURING ENERGY SAVINGS FROM BENCHMARKING POLICIES IN NEW YORK CITY**  
ID #455  
HSU, David [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] ydh@mit.edu, presenting author  
MENG, Ting [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] tmeng@mit.edu, primary author  
HAN, Albert [University of Pennsylvania] alhan@design.upenn.edu

**SURPRISES IN ENERGY CONSUMPTION AND GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS RELATED TO URBAN INFILL**  
ID #456  
LEVENDA, Anthony [Portland State University] anthonylevenda@pdx.edu, presenting author  
LUTZENHISER, Loren [Portland State University] llutz@pdx.edu, primary author

**EFFECTS OF URBAN FORM ON RESIDENTIAL ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION: A SPATIO-STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS IN CHICAGO**  
ID #457  
LI, Chaosu [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] chaosu@live.unc.edu, presenting author  
SONG, Yan [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] ysye@mail.unc.edu  
KAZA, Nikhil [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] nkaza@unc.edu
6.13 MOBILITY AND SPACE ACROSS THE GLOBAL SOUTH
Room: Executive Suite
Moderator/Discussant: AGRAWAL, Sandeep [University of Alberta] sagrawal@ualberta.ca

USE OF A VALUE CAPTURE TOOL “SALE OF DEVELOPMENT RIGHTS” TO FUND PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION PROJECTS: INSIGHTS FROM RAJKOT, INDIA, BRTS PROJECT
ID #342
MATHUR, Shishir [San Jose State University]
shishir.mathur@sjtu.edu, presenting author

EXAMINING THE RECIPROCAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN BUS RAPID TRANSIT (BRT) AND THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT IN LATIN AMERICA
ID #997
VERGEL-TOVAR, C. Erika [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill]
vergel@live.unc.edu, presenting author

WHEN COURTS PLAN: THE GREENING OF NEW DELHI’S AUTO RICKSHAWS
ID #1371
POKHAREL, Atul [Brown University]
atul_pokharel@brown.edu, presenting author

7.6 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION - ONE HUNDRED YEARS OF ZONING IN NEW YORK CITY AND BEYOND: CAN PROGRESSIVE IDEAS SURVIVE A TIME OF GOVERNMENT AUSTERITY? PART 1 THE 1916 ORDINANCE AND ZONING IN NYC
Proposal ID 14
Room: Parlor C
Moderator: BAIRD-ZARS, Bernadette [Columbia University] bnv108@columbia.edu

CASTLES IN THE AIR: TRANSFERABLE DEVELOPMENT RIGHTS AND THE PRIVATIZATION OF ZONING IN NEW YORK CITY
ID #217
SCAR, Elliott [Columbia University] eds2@columbia.edu, presenting author

*AN UNIQUE GEOGRAPHY OF EXCEPTIONS: ZONING VARIANCES AND SPECIAL PERMITS IN NYC, 1998-2015
ID #221
STAHL, Valerie [Columbia University]
valerie.stahl@columbia.edu, presenting author
BAIRD-ZARS, Bernadette [Columbia University]
bnv108@columbia.edu, primary author
ANES FISCHER, Lauren [Columbia University]
la2153@columbia.edu

THE GERMANIFICATION OF AMERICAN ZONING
ID #264
FISCHLER, Raphael [McGill University]
raphael.fischler@mcgill.ca, presenting author

7.12 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION - RE-MAPPING RACE: CONTEMPORARY SPATIAL PATTERNS OF RACE AND ETHNICITY IN US CITIES
Proposal ID 54
Room: Galleria III
Moderator: KIM, Annette [University of Southern California] annettek@usc.edu

*IS URBAN SPRAWL ASSOCIATED WITH TRAFFIC CONGESTION?
ID #135
TIAN, Guang [University of Utah] guang.tian@uth.edu, presenting author

Making Our Mark on the City: Ethnic Group Claims to Space in Los Angeles Through City Government Endorsed Signage
ID #746
KIM, Annette [University of Southern California] annettek@usc.edu, presenting author

*Forewarned: The Use of Neighborhood Early Warning Systems for Gentrification and Displacement
ID #854
CHAPPLE, Karen [University of California, Berkeley] chapple@berkeley.edu, presenting author

ZUK, Miriam [University of California, Berkeley]
mzuk@berkeley.edu

ID #879
SMITH, Russell [Winston-Salem State University] smithr@wssu.edu, presenting author

WALDNER, Leora [Troy University] lwaldner@troy.edu

8.8 TRANSFORMING FOOD ACCESS AT THE LOCAL LEVEL
Room: Broadway II
Moderator/Discussant: COULTS, Christopher [Florida State University] ccoutts@fsu.edu

*Patronage and Access to a Legacy City Farmers’ Market: A Case Study of the Relocation of the Flint, Michigan Market
ID #76
MORCKEL, Victoria [University of Michigan—Flint] morckel@umflint.edu, presenting author

Food Trucks in Chicago and Durham, NC: How Policy Reflects and Shapes Equity Among Street Vendors
ID #614
MARTIN, Nina [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] ninam@email.unc.edu, presenting author

Lessons From the Field: The School District as Developer and Planner
ID #1307
O’NEILL, Maira [University of California, Berkeley] maironeill@berkeley.edu, presenting author
9.3 COMPASSION, JUSTICE, INCLUSION: AN EXPERIENTIAL PEDAGOGY
Room: Directors Suite
Moderator/Discussant: CHANG, Hsiutzu [National Cheng Kung University] hchangbetsy@gmail.com

CULTIVATING COMPASSION IN PLANNING: RESULTS OF COMPRESSION BUILDING PLANNING PRACTICES WITH GRADUATE STUDENTS
ID #311
LYLES, Ward [University of Kansas] wardlyles@ku.edu, presenting author

COMMUNITY COLLABORATIONS IN FOOD SYSTEMS PLANNING EDUCATION: IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE AND PEDAGOGY
ID #947
POTHUKUCHI, Kami [Wayne State University] k.pothukuchi@wayne.edu, presenting author

PEDAGOGY BUILT ON WORKING WITH COMMUNITIES: A MULTIFACETED APPROACH
ID #1274
BARON, Eve [Pratt Institute] ebaron@pratt.edu
YODER, Ayse [Pratt Institute] ayonder@pratt.edu, presenting author
NARCISO, Mercedes [Pratt Institute] mercedes_narciso@yahoo.com
OSORIO, Juan Camilo [Pratt Institute] josorio@pratt.edu

14.3 ASSESSING THE TRAVEL BEHAVIOR OF WOMEN, IMMIGRANTS AND STUDENTS
Room: Studio Suite
Moderator: LACHAPELLE, Ugo [Universite du Quebec a Montreal] lachapelle.ugo@uqam.ca

Discussant: There will not be a discussant for this session.

DO TIME CONSTRAINTS FACED BY CANADIAN WOMEN INFLUENCE THEIR TRAVEL BEHAVIOR AND MODE CHOICE DIFFERENTLY THAN MEN?
ID #870
SHIRGAOKAR, Manish [University of Alberta] shingaokar@ualberta.ca, presenting author
BENNETT, Kelly [University of Alberta] kelly6@ualberta.ca

THE DECLINE OF INTER-URBAN MIGRATION AND ITS IMPACT ON PUBLIC TRANSIT RIDERSHIP
ID #1023
CHARABARTI, Sandip [University of New Orleans] schakar@uno.edu, presenting author
PAINTER, Cary [University of Southern California] gpainter@price.usc.edu
VALDEZ, Arnold [University of Southern California] adelvaldez@usc.edu

DISCOUNTED TRANSIT PASS RESTRICTED TO YOUNGER UNIVERSITY STUDENTS: EFFECTS ON CAMPUS ACCESS TRAVEL OUTCOMES
ID #1390
LACHAPELLE, Ugo [Universite du Quebec a Montreal] lachapelle.ugo@uqam.ca, presenting author

14.7 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION - CARS VS. BIKES? RESOLVING CONFLICTS BETWEEN DIFFERENT ROAD USERS
Proposal ID 19
Room: Council Suite
Moderator: PIATKOWSKI, Daniel [University of Nebraska Lincoln] dpiatkowski82@unl.edu

Discussant: HANDE, Susan [University of California Davis] slhandy@ucdavis.edu

BICYCLE BACKLASH: A MIXED-METHODS EXAMINATION OF AGGRESSION TOWARD BICYCLISTS
ID #196
PIATKOWSKI, Daniel [University of Nebraska Lincoln] dpiatkowski82@unl.edu, presenting author
MARSHALL, Wesley [University of Colorado Denver] wesley.marshall@ucdenver.edu
JOHNSON, Aaron [University of Colorado Boulder] aaron.johnson@colorado.edu

UNDERSTANDING DRIVERS’ SUPPORT (OR LACK THEREOF) FOR BICYCLING
ID #197
SANDERS, Rebecca [Toole Design Group] rsanders@tooledesign.com, presenting author

EXPLORE DRIVERS’ ATTITUDES AND BEHAVIORS TOWARDS BICYCLISTS: EXPLICIT AND IMPLICIT ATTITUDES AND SELF-REPORTED SAFETY BEHAVIORS
ID #198
GOODARD, Tara [Portland State University] goddard@pdx.edu, presenting author

14.34 TRAVEL TIME AND DELAY: HOW MUCH DO THEY MATTER?
Room: Forum Suite
Moderator: ROSENFIELD, Adam [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] arosenso@mit.edu

Discussant: There will not be a discussant for this session.

NOT SO FAST: A STUDY OF TRAFFIC DELAYS AND ECONOMIC ACTIVITY IN LOS ANGELES AND THE SAN FRANISCO BAY AREA
ID #604
OSMAN, Taner [University of California, Los Angeles] taneren@ucla.edu, presenting author
THOMAS, Trevor [University of California, Los Angeles] tdthoma5@ucla.edu
MONDSCHEIN, Andrew [University of Virginia] mondschein@virginia.edu
TAYLOR, Brian [University of California Los Angeles] btaylor@ucla.edu

CONCEPTUALIZING AND MEASURING THE POSITIVE UTILITY OF TRAVEL
ID #666
SINGLETON, Patrick [Portland State University] patrick.singleton@pdx.edu, presenting author

ASSESS EFFECTS OF TRANSIT ON CONGESTION
ID #1389
YANG, Huajie [Portland State University] huajie@pdx.edu, presenting author
WANG, Liming [Portland State University] lmwang@pdx.edu

*MAKING THE COMMUTE COUNT: QUALITY OF PRODUCTIVE TRAVEL TIME USE
ID #1394
ROSENFIELD, Adam [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] arosenso@mit.edu, presenting author
ZHAI, Lihan [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] jinhua@mit.edu, primary author

15.9 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION - SUSTAINABLE URBAN DESIGN
Proposal ID 7
Room: Broadway IV
Moderator: LARCO, Nico [University of Oregon] nlarco@uoregon.edu

Discussant: OC, Taner [Journal of Urban Design]
toc@ucl.ac.uk

BUILT LANDSCAPE TYPES AND SUSTAINABILITY
ID #201
WHEELE, Stephen [University of California, Davis] smwheeler@ucdavis.edu, presenting author

SUSTAINABLE URBAN DESIGN: A FRAMEWORK FOR DESIGN AND EVALUATION
ID #202
LARCO, Nico [University of Oregon] nlarco@uoregon.edu, presenting author

THE PLANNING DIMENSION OF SUSTAINABLE URBAN DESIGN
ID #203
MACDONALD, Elizabeth [University of California, Berkeley] emacdon@berkeley.edu, presenting author

THE PROSPECTS OF ECOSYSTEM SERVICES IN SUSTAINABLE URBANISM
ID #204
STEINER, Fritz [University of Texas, Austin] fsteiner@Austin.utexas.edu, presenting author
POSTER SESSION FOR TRACK 5
Room: Broadway I

DISSONANCE BETWEEN FORMAL AND INFORMAL HOUSING CAPITAL IN THE ERA OF FINANCIAL CAPITALISM: THE CASE OF KOREA
Track 5 - ID #3
KIM, Jihwan [University of Illinois at Chicago]
jkim512@uic.edu, presenting author

THE PATTERNS OF VACANT LAND AND NEIGHBORHOOD CHANGE IN MINNEAPOLIS, MN
Track 5 - ID #39
LEE, Ryun Jung [Texas A&M University]
ryunjunglee@gmail.com, presenting author
NEWMAN, Galen [Texas A&M University]
gnewman@arch.tamu.edu

LOCAL RESIDENTS’ VIEW ON THEIR LIVING ENVIRONMENT OF HIGH-POVERTY URBAN NEIGHBORHOODS IN BUSAN, KOREA
Track 5 - ID #177
KWON, Tae Jung [Dong-A University]
edankwon@gmail.com, presenting author

A CENTURY OF SEGREGATION IN A SOUTHERN COSMOPOLIS: SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS IN 1910 AND 2010
Track 5 - ID #416
FOOTE, Nathan [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey]
nfoote@sbcglobal.net, presenting author
WALTER, Rebecca [The University of Texas at San Antonio]
rebecca.walter@utsa.edu, primary author
CORDERO, Hilton [University of Louisiana at Lafayette]
har9361@louisiana.edu
SPARKS, Corey [The University of Texas at San Antonio]
corey.sparks@utsa.edu

LIVING TINY – UNDERSTANDING THE MARKET FOR TINY HOUSES IN OHIO
Track 5 - ID #792
HANLON, Bernadette [The Ohio State University]
hanlon.42@osu.edu, presenting author
PRICE, Cody [The Ohio State University]
price.644@buckeyemail.osu.edu, primary author

HOUSING AFFORDABILITY IN TEXAS AND ITS MAJOR METROS
Track 5 - ID #1051
DAY, Wayne [Texas A&M University]
wayneday@yahoo.com, presenting author
TORRES, Luis [Texas A&M University]
ltorres@mays.tamu.edu, primary author

IDENTIFYING VACANT LANDS FOR STUDENT HOUSING
Track 5 - ID #1123
ROY, Arindam [Iowa State University]
arindam.roy.arch@gmail.com, presenting author

EXAMINING LOCAL HOUSING MARKETS: SUPPLY CHANGES, SPILLOVERS, AND EXISTING HOUSING PRICE CHANGES
IN SAN FRANCISCO
Track 5 - ID #1164
OLSEN, Aksel [University of California, Berkeley]
akselkolsen@gmail.com, presenting author

AND THEY ENDURE: THE CASE OF COLONIAS ALONG THE U.S. MEXICO BORDER
Track 5 - ID #1169
NEVAREZ MARTINEZ, Deyanira [University of California Irvine]
nevarezd@uci.edu, presenting author

REINVENTING THE TORONTO SUBURBS: URBAN TRANSFORMATION OR SQUISHED SUBURBAN?
Track 5 - ID #1289
PERROTT, Katherine [University of Toronto]
perrottk@geog.utoronto.ca, presenting author

HOW DOES ANYONE AFFORD TO MOVE HERE? QUANTIFYING THE ADDITION OF INFORMAL HOUSING AT THE CITY LEVEL IN CALIFORNIA
Track 5 - ID #1368
MAWHORTER, Sarah [University of California, Berkeley]
sarah.mawhorter@gmail.com, presenting author
WEGMANN, Jake [University of Texas at Austin]
jagw@utexas.edu, primary author
2.5 QUALITY OF LIFE? HUMAN CAPITAL? WHAT DRIVES ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT?
Room: Broadway II
Moderator/Discussant: CALAVITA, Nico [San Diego State University] ncalavit@mail.sdsu.edu

DO URBAN PARKS REALLY BENEFIT HOMEOWNERS ECONOMICALLY? EVIDENCE FROM A SPATIAL HEDONIC STUDY OF THE CINCINNATI PARK SYSTEM
ID #1136
VON HOPE, Rainer [University of Cincinnati] rainer.vonhofer@uc.edu, presenting author

HUMAN CAPITAL STRATEGIES AS A PART OF BUSINESS RETENTION AND EXPANSION EFFORTS
ID #1223
ANDREASON, Stuart [Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta] stuart.andreason@atl.frb.org, presenting author

QUALITY OF LIFE AND ECONOMIC VITALITY: HUNCH OR BEST PRACTICE?
ID #1286
MORSE MOOMAW, Suzanne [University of Virginia] swm2x@virginia.edu, presenting author

2.6 TECHNOLOGY, INNOVATION AND ITS LABOR MARKETS
Room: Senate Suite
Moderator/Discussant: CURRID-HALKETT, Elizabeth [University of Southern California] currid@usc.edu

ROBOTICS IN WORKFORCE AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IN THE SOUTHEASTERN U.S.
ID #401
KRAFT, Ben [Georgia Institute of Technology] Ben.Kraft@gatech.edu, presenting author
LEIGH, Nancye Green [Georgia Institute of Technology] ngleigh@gatech.edu, primary author

*WHAT PROMOTE WAGE AND EMPLOYMENT GROWTH AT SUB-CITY LEVEL?
ID #1054
SUN, Xiaohong [Cornell University] xs243@cornell.edu, presenting author

BUILDING AND SUSTAINING ECOSYSTEMS OF INNOVATION AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP: A CASE STUDY OF FIRMS AND INSTITUTIONS IN AUSTIN REGION
ID #1136
ODEN, Michael [University of Texas at Austin] odem@utaex.edu, presenting author
GIBSON, David [University of Texas] david@ic2.utexas.edu, primary author
ECHEVERRI-CARRILLO, Elsa [University of Texas at Austin] e.carrillo@mail.utexas.edu

DO CODING SKILLS LEAD TO ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT? THE FEMINIZATION OF SOFTWARE LABOR
ID #1321
MAHMOUDI, Dillon [Portland State University] dillonm@pdx.edu, presenting author

3.3 BREATHING PARTICULATES AND TOXIC FUMES: IMPLICATIONS OF ENVIRONMENTAL EXPOSURE AND DISPARATE CITY-WIDE IMPACTS
Room: Broadway I
Moderator/Discussant: PITT, Damian [Virginia Commonwealth University] dpitt@vcu.edu

*ASSESSING ENVIRONMENTAL INEQUITY IN SOUTH KOREA: AN EXAMINATION OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF TOXIC RELEASE INVENTORY (TRI) FACILITIES AND TOXIC RELEASES
ID #747
YOON, Dong Keun [Yonsei University] dkyoon@yonsei.ac.kr, presenting author
KANG, Jung Eun [Pusan National University] jekang@pusan.ac.kr, primary author
PARK, Ju Hyeon [Ulsan National Institute of Science and Technology, Korea] juhyeon92@unist.ac.kr
KIM, Young Jun [Ulsan National Institute of Science and Technology, Korea] kmijyun22@unist.ac.kr
YOON, Soyeon [Ulsan National Institute of Science and Technology, Korea] syoon@unist.ac.kr
KIM, Jeongseob [Ulsan National Institute of Science and Technology, Korea] jkim14@unist.ac.kr

THE IMPLICATIONS OF INTEGRATING POLLUTION DATA INTO PLANNING PROCESSES FOR INDUSTRIAL WATERFRONTS IN NEW JERSEY
ID #774
CAMPO, Matthew [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] mcampo@ejb.rutgers.edu, presenting author
WHYTLAW, Jennifer [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] jrovitio@ejb.rutgers.edu
HERB, Jeanne [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] jherb@ejb.rutgers.edu
GREENBERG, Michael [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] mgm@ejb.rutgers.edu

AIR POLLUTION AND ENVIRONMENTAL INEQUALITY IN URBAN CHINA: EVIDENCE FROM BEIJING
ID #4145B
LI, Wofeng [University of Hong Kong] wli@hku.hk, presenting author

EFFECTIVENESS OF TEMPORARY TRAFFIC BAN AS A LOCAL AIR POLLUTION CONTROL MEASURE: A NATURAL EXPERIMENT STUDY
ID #1182
HONG, Andy [University of Southern California] esokhong@usc.edu, presenting author
FRUIN, Scott [University of Southern California] fruin@usc.edu
RATHNAM, Suresh [California State University, Northridge] stratnam7@gmail.com

THE STUDENT WORKSHOP SESSION 2 – GETTING YOUR WORK PUBLISHED: ADVICE ON FUNDING, CO-AUTHORS, AND JOURNAL SELECTION
Room: Parlor B
Moderator: WOOD, James [Florida State University] jpw14@wmy.fsu.edu

Participants:
DUNCAN, Michael [Florida State University] mdduncan@fsu.edu
GIBSON, Huston [Kansas State University] hgibson@k-state.edu
JACKSON, April [Florida State University] ajackson5@fsu.edu

1.11 USING DRONES AND MAPPING TECHNOLOGIES TO UNDERSTAND THE INTERACTION BETWEEN ENVIRONMENT AND THE URBAN FORM
Room: Parlor A
Moderator: PENG, Zhong-Ren [University of Florida] zpeng@ufl.edu

Discussant: There will not be a discussant for this session.

*PEDESTRIAN THERMAL COMFORT MAPS FROM SYNTHETIC FISHEYES – A CASE STUDY IN PHOENIX, ARIZONA
ID #166
MIDDEL, Ariane [Arizona State University] amiddlel@asu.edu, presenting author
LUKASCZYK, Jonas [University of Kaiserslautern] j_lukasczyk@informatik.uni-kl.de

OPEN HEAT VULNERABILITY MAPPER: DATA INTEGRATION, VISUALIZATION, AND SCENARIO ANALYSIS
ID #355
WILLSON, Bep [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] bewillson@illinois.edu, presenting author
CHAKRABORTY, Arnab [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] amab@illinois.edu

DRONE APPLICATIONS IN URBAN AIR POLLUTION RESEARCH: PROGRESS AND PROSPECTIVE
ID #1387
PENG, Zhong-Ren [University of Florida] zpeng@ufl.edu, presenting author
3.7 EVOLUTION OF CLIMATE ADAPTATION PLANNING IN THE U.S.
Room: Galleria I
Moderator/Discussant: LYLES, Ward [University of Kansas]
wallyles@ku.edu

*MARRIYING CLIMATE ADAPTATION INTO HAZARD MITIGATION
ID #603
STULTS, Melissa [University of Michigan]
missy.stults@gmail.com, presenting author

*INCORPORATING HEALTH INTO LOCAL CLIMATE ADAPTATION PLANNING
ID #698
KIM, Ella [Massachusetts Institute of Technology]
ella@mit.edu, presenting author

ARE WE STEPPING UP THE ADAPTATION LADDER? RESULTS FROM A SURVEY IN COASTAL NEW ENGLAND’S SMALLER COMMUNITIES
ID #937
EMLINGER, Ana [University of Massachusetts Amherst]
amesquit@larp.umass.edu, presenting author

3.13 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION - PLANNING FOR RECOVERY AFTER DISASTERS, PART ONE
Proposal ID 6
Room: Galleria II

Moderator/Discussant: KIM, Karl [University of Hawaii]
karlk@hawaii.edu

PRE-DISASTER RECOVERY PLANNING FOR WAIKIKI: MANAGING AND GOVERNING RISK IN THE COASTAL ZONE
ID #106
KIM, Karl [University of Hawaii]
karlk@hawaii.edu, presenting author

RAPID RE-HOUSING FOR SOCIOECONOMICALLY VULNERABLE POPULATIONS: FINDINGS FROM A SOUTH TEXAS DEMONSTRATION PROJECT
ID #109
VAN ZANDT, Shannon [Texas A&M University]
vanzandt@arch.tamu.edu, presenting author
HICKS MASTERSO, Jaimie [Texas A&M University]
jmasterso@tamu.edu
BARBOUR, Katherine [Houston Housing Authority]
kbarbour15@gmail.com

RESEARCHING POST-DISASTER RECOVERY
ID #110
OLSHANSKY, Rob [University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign]
robu@illinois.edu, presenting author

BEYOND PRE-DISASTER RECOVERY PLANNING
ID #208
OZAWA, Connie [Portland State University]
zawac@pdx.edu, presenting author
Manson, Paul [Portland State University]
manson@pdx.edu

THE FACT BASIS FOR PRE- AND POST-DISASTER RECOVERY PLANNING: FACILITATING RESILIENT COMMUNITY RECOVERY
ID #108
PEACOCK, Walter [Texas A&M University]
peacock@tamu.edu, presenting author

5.23 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION - RURAL HOUSING: UNIQUE CHALLENGES, DIVERSE OPPORTUNITIES
Proposal ID 28
Room: Directors Suite

Moderator/Discussant: SCALLY, Corianne [Urban Institute]
cscally@urban.org

THE RELATIONSHIP OF ARTS VIBRANCY TO POVERTY REDUCTION IN RURAL NORTH CAROLINA
ID #1366
DELCONTE, John [University of Massachusetts]
djdelconte@umass.edu, presenting author
RENKSI, Henry [University of Massachusetts]
hrenksi@umass.edu

NATIONAL RURAL HOUSING POLICY AND PROGRAMS: OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES
ID #5318
SCALLY, Corianne [Urban Institute]
cscally@urban.org, presenting author
DABIR, Surabhi [United States Department of Agriculture]
surabhi dabir@wdc.usda.gov
LIPSETZ, David [United States Department of Agriculture]
david.lipsetz@wdc.usda.gov

THE MOBILE-HOME INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX AND A STALLED HOUSING DREAM FOR THE RURAL POOR
ID #3179
MACAVISH, Kate [Oregon State University]
kate.macavish@oregonstate.edu, presenting author
SALAMON, Sonya [University of Illinois]
ssalamon@illinois.edu, primary author

5.33 THE UNEVEN DISTRIBUTION OF VACANCY AND ABANDONMENT AND EFFORTS TO ADDRESS IT
Room: Galleria III

Moderator/Discussant: MORCKEL, Victoria [University of Michigan, Flint]
moeckel@umflint.edu

THE SPATIAL AND HISTORICAL CORRELATES OF PHYSICAL HOUSING DISTRESS IN CLEVELAND, OH.
ID #5465
KUHLMANN, Daniel [Cornell University]
dok23@cornell.edu, presenting author
MANVILLE, Michael [University of California, Los Angeles]
hrenski@umass.edu

DOES DEMOLITION LEAD TO REDUCTION IN NEARBY CRIME ASSOCIATED WITH ABANDONED PROPERTIES?
ID #1280
HAN, Hye-Sung [University of Missouri-Kansas City]
hannh@umkc.edu, presenting author
HELM, Scott T. [University of Missouri-Kansas City]
helmst@umkc.edu
SHAFER, Sonja G. [University of Missouri-Kansas City]
spg286@mail.umkc.edu

SHIFTING SCALES, ADJUSTING LENSES: A FRAMEWORK FOR INVESTIGATING BALTIMORE’S URBAN VACANCY
ID #1058
LIU, Chao [University of Maryland]
cliu8@umd.edu, presenting author
MOHAMED, Amina [University Of Maryland]
amohamed.desig@gmail.com
COOK, Kelly [University Of Maryland]
kd25@umd.edu, primary author
CHANG, Victoria [University Of Maryland]
vchanse@umd.edu

6.6 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION - INFLUENCE OF MIGRATION IN LOCAL PLANNING
Proposal ID 2
Room: Executive Suite

Moderator/Discussant: ABRAMSON, Dan [University of Washington]
abramson@uw.edu

CHANGING TRAVEL BEHAVIOR OF ASIAN IMMIGRANTS IN THE U.S.
ID #248
HU, Linggian [University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee]
uh1@uwm.edu, presenting author

UNDERSTANDING INTERNAL MIGRATION POPULATION COMPOSITION AMONG PROVINCES IN CHINA, 2000 TO 2010
ID #262
FANG, Yiping [Portland State University]
yfang@pdx.edu, presenting author

LOCAL FACTORS ON SOCIAL INTEGRATION OF RURAL-URBAN MIGRANT WORKERS IN CHINA
ID #950
TIAN, Ming [Beijing Normal University]
tianmin@bnu.edu.cn, presenting author

6.10 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION - LABOR AND PRODUCTION IN THE GLOBAL SOUTH
Proposal ID 68
Room: Broadway IV

Moderator/Discussant: GUINN, Andrew [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill]
arguin@live.unc.edu

HOW DO INFORMAL PRODUCTION CLUSTERS INTERACT WITH URBAN LAND MARKETS?
ID #517
HARRIS, John [University of Oklahoma]
johncharris@ou.edu, presenting author

A FORK IN THE UPGRADING ROAD: INSTITUTIONAL LOGICS, COORDINATION STRATEGIES, AND LABOR CONDITIONS IN THE TRANSFORMATION OF NICARAGUA’S CHEESE
ID #1256
FUENTES, Alberto [Georgia Institute of Technology]
alberto.fuentes@inta.gatech.edu, presenting author
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LABOR MARKET INTERMEDIATION BY MULTINATIONAL FIRMS: POWER BY ASSOCIATION
ID #1309
FORBES, Allison [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] allisonf@live.unc.edu, presenting author

READY FOR WORK: INDUSTRIAL POLICY AND THE LABOR PROCESS IN TWO MANUFACTURING CLUSTERS IN PERNAMBUCO, BRAZIL
ID #1308
GUINN, Andrew [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] arguin@live.unc.edu, presenting author

HISTORICAL-GLOBAL CONTEXT
FROM SINGAPORE TO THE STATES: RACIAL ZONING IN AN
HILL
ID #281
WHITTEMORE, Andrew [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] awhittem@ad.unc.edu, presenting author

ID #280
GUINN, Andrew [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] arguin@live.unc.edu, presenting author

7.7 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION - ONE HUNDRED YEARS OF ZONING IN NEW YORK CITY AND BEYOND: CAN PROGRESSIVE IDEAS SURVIVE A TIME OF GOVERNMENT AUSTERITY? PART 2: THE IMPLICATIONS OF ZONING BEYOND NYC
Proposal ID 56
Room: Parlor C
Moderator: STAHL, Valerie [Columbia University] valerie.stahl@columbia.edu

Discussant: LOWERY, Bryce [University of Oklahoma] bryce.c.lowery@ou.edu

THE PRIVATE HOME IN AMERICAN ARCHITECTURAL AND PLANNING DISCOURSES, 1909-1929
ID #218
HIRT, Sonia [University of Maryland] shir@umd.edu, presenting author

RACIAL BIAS IN ZONING: EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE FROM DURHAM, NORTH CAROLINA, 1926-2014
ID #217
HIRT, Sonia [University of Maryland] shir@umd.edu, presenting author

FROM SINGAPORE TO THE STATES: RACIAL ZONING IN AN HISTORICAL-GLOBAL CONTEXT
ID #819
SILVER, Christopher [University of Florida] silver2@ufl.edu, presenting author

14.16 THINKING ABOUT STREETS AND PARKING
Room: Council Suite
Moderator: KOTT, Joseph [San Jose State University] Joseph.Kott@sjsu.edu

Discussant: There will not be a discussant for this session.

* A DAY IN THE LIFE OF A PARKING SPACE: A NEW METRIC FOR PARKING STUDIES
ID #430
WILLSON, Richard [California State Polytechnic University, Pomona] rvwllison@cpp.edu, presenting author

*CRUISING FOR PARKING: EVIDENCE FROM SAN FRANCISCO
ID #450
MILLARD-BALL, Adam [University of California, Santa Cruz] adammb@ucsc.edu, presenting author
WEINBERGER, Rachel [weinberger@pobox.com]
HAMPshire, Robert [University of Michigan] hamp@umich.edu

DEMAND-BASED PARKING PRICING: LESSONS LEARNED FROM LOS ANGELES AND SAN FRANCISCO
ID #1151
MANVILLE, Michael [University of California, Los Angeles] mikenmanville@yahoo.com, presenting author

*A FUTURE FOR PEDESTRIAN STREETS IN AMERICA?
ID #1177
KOTT, Joseph [San Jose State University] Joseph.Kott@sjsu.edu, presenting author

14.20 NEW RESEARCH ON ACCESSIBILITY, SESSION 2
Room: Forum Suite
Moderator: SEHATZADEH, Bahareh [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] sehatzadeh@gmail.com

Discussant: There will not be a discussant for this session.

* HOW MUCH DOES SPEED MATTER? EXAMINING NEIGHBORHOOD-LEVEL EFFECTS OF ROAD INFRASTRUCTURE AND DEVELOPMENT DENSITY ON JOB ACCESS
ID #787
THOMAS, Trevor [University of California, Los Angeles] tdthomas@ucla.edu, presenting author
OSMAN, Taner [University of California, Los Angeles] tanerosman@ucla.edu
MONTDSCHN, Andrew [University of Virginia] asm7vi@eservices.virginia.edu
TAYLOR, Brian [University of California, Los Angeles] btaylor@ucla.edu

*ACCESS TO URBAN OPPORTUNITIES: FROM RESEARCH TO PRACTICE
ID #987
BOISSOLI, Genevieve [McGill University] genevieve.boissoli@gmail.mcgill.ca, presenting author
EL-GENEIDY, Ahmed [McGill University] el-geneidy@mcgill.ca

MEASURING TRANSPORTATION INEQUALITY USING COMPOSITE INDICES OF ACCESSIBILITY
ID #1401
SEHATZADEH, Bahareh [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] sehatzadeh@gmail.com, presenting author

14.33 TRAVEL DEMAND FORECASTING: CONCEPTUAL AND EMPIRICAL QUESTIONS
Room: Studio Suite
Moderator: GIULIANO, Genevieve [University of Southern California] giuliano@usc.edu

Discussant: There will not be a discussant for this session.

*CRYSTAL BALLS AND BLACK BOXES: FORECAST ACCURACY FOR FEDERALLY-FUNDED TRANSIT PROJECTS
ID #105
VOULGARIS, Carole [University of California, Los Angeles] carole@taylor.ucla.edu, presenting author

*DEVELOPMENT AND VALIDATION OF PRACTICE-READY NEIGHBORHOOD COMMUTE MODE SHARE MODELS
ID #878
SCHNEIDER, Robert [University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee] rjschnei@uwm.edu, presenting author
HU, Lingqian [University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee] hu@uwm.edu

ID #1369
WANG, Liming [Portland State University] lwang@pdx.edu, presenting author

APPLICATION OF THE LOS ANGELES ARCHIVED DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (ADMS) TO ANALYZE INTRACITY VARIATION IN HIGHWAY AND ARTERIAL SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
ID #862
GIULIANO, Genevieve [University of Southern California] giuliano@usc.edu, presenting author

CHAKRABARTI, Sandip [University of New Orleans] schakra4@uno.edu

There will not be a discussant for this session.

GiULIANO, Genevieve [University of Southern California] giuliano@usc.edu, presenting author

CHAKRABARTI, Sandip [University of New Orleans] schakra4@uno.edu

There will not be a discussant for this session.
1.13 ROUNDTABLE - SPATIAL DECISION SUPPORT ACROSS DISCIPLINES: SCHOLARSHIP, PEDAGOGY AND PRACTICE
ID #199
Room: Directors Suite
Organizer/Moderator: HAMERLINCK, Jeffrey [University of Wyoming] jeff.hamerlink@uwyo.edu
GORDON, Sean [Portland State University] sean.gordon@pdx.edu
REYNOLDS, Keith [US Forest Service] keith.reynolds@gmail.com
RAMASUBRAMANIAN, Laxmi [Hunter College of the CUNY] laxmi.hunter@gmail.com

1.14 ROUNDTABLE - HOW BIG DATA WILL CHANGE PLANNING
ID #58
Room: Parlor B
Co-Moderator: GRIFFIN, Greg [University of Texas at Austin] gregggriffin@utexas.edu
Co-Moderator: WOODBURN, Amber [The Ohio State University] woodburn.26@osu.edu
GABER, John [University of Arkansas] jgaber@uark.edu
THAKURIAH, Piyushimita "Vonu" [University of Glasgow] piyushmita.thakuriah@glasgow.ac.uk

1.15 ROUNDTABLE - JUST COUNTING: LESSONS FROM THE FRONTIERS OF BIG DATA
ID #376
Room: Parlor A
Organizer/Moderator: POKHAREL, Atul [Brown University] atul_pokharel@brown.edu
KZA, Nikhil [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] nkaza@unc.edu
CHAKRABORTY, Arnab [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] arnab@illinois.edu

5.9 ROUNDTABLE - HISTORIC DISTRICTS AT 50: RELIC OF THE PAST OR INSTRUMENT FOR LIVABLE CITIES?
ID #102
Room: Galleria III
Organizer/Moderator: LARKIN, Cleary [University of Florida] clarkin@ufl.edu
PASSELL, Aaron [Barnard College] apassell@barnard.edu
PIATKOWSKI, Daniel [University of Nebraska Lincoln] dpiatkowski2@unl.edu
LIVI SMITH, Andrea [University of Mary Washington] alsmith@umw.edu
RYBERG-WEBSTER, Stephanie [Cleveland State University] s.ryberg@csuohio.edu

5.27 ROUNDTABLE - SUBURBAN POVERTY: WHAT DO WE KNOW? WHY SHOULD WE CARE? WHAT CAN WE DO?
ID #427
Room: Galleria II
Organizer/Moderator: LUNG-AMAM, Willow [University of Maryland, College Park] lungamam@umd.edu
ANACKER, Katrin [George Mason University] kanacker@gmu.edu
HANLON, Bernadette [The Ohio State University] hanlon.42@osu.edu
SCHAFRAN, Alex [University of Leeds] A.Schafran@leeds.ac.uk
RONGERUDE, Jane [Iowa State University] jrong@iastate.edu

6.14 ROUNDTABLE - SUSTAINABILITY AND DESIGN
Room: Executive Suite
Moderator/Discussant: SHAKE, Joshua [University of Sao Paulo] jdshake@umich.edu
*THE COMMONS VS. THE MARKET: SCOTTISH LAND REFORM AND COMMUNITY AS AN ALTERNATIVE INSTITUTION
ID #721
BACON, Michael T. [University of Virginia] mtbh7aj@virginia.edu, presenting author
BETWEEN KNOWLEDGE AND ACTION: THE RETURN OF THE TOWN PLANNER IN GURGAON, INDIA
ID #759
GOLDSTEIN, Shoshana [Cornell University] shoshanarg@gmail.com, presenting author

6.21 ROUNDTABLE - SUSTAINABILITY AND INCLUSIVE URBAN DEVELOPMENT IN GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE
ID #1354
Room: Senate Suite
Organizer/Moderator: SILVER, Christopher [University of Florida] silver2@ufl.edu
BROWN-WILSON, Barbara [University of Virginia] bbwilson@virginia.edu
FRANK, Andrea [Cardiff University] franka@cardiff.ac.uk
AMBORSKI, David [Ryerson University] amborski@ryerson.ca
WIDMER, Jocelyn [University of Florida] widmerj@ufl.edu
ALAKSHENDRA, Abhinav [University of Florida] alakshendra@ufl.edu

9.5 ROUNDTABLE - LESSONS FROM THE PEARL DISTRICT: PEDAGOGY, PRACTICE, AND PLACE
ID #1515
Room: Parlor C
Organizer/Moderator: STEPHENSON, Bruce [Rollins College] bstephenson@rollins.edu
KELLEY, Charles [ZGF Architects] charles.kelley@zgf.com
MAGRUDER, Kathleen [Orlando Planning Department] magruderkathleen@gmail.com
ORLOFF, Chet [Portland State University] chetorloff@gmail.com

9.7 ROUNDTABLE - NAVIGATING TODAY’S DOCTORAL PROGRAMS IN PLANNING: A ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION ON STUDENT NEEDS, (NON)ACADEMIC EMPLOYMENT, AND CURRICULA DESIGN
ID #1024
Room: Galleria I
Organizer: ROSS, Timothy [University of Toronto] tim.ross@mail.utoronto.ca
Moderator: BIGGAR, Jeff [University of Toronto] jeff.biggar@utoronto.ca
MAH, Julie [University of Toronto] julie.mah@mail.utoronto.ca
MOULINSKA, Ewa [University of Toronto] ewa.moulinska@mail.utoronto.ca
GREGG, Kelly [University of Toronto] kag282@gmail.com
12.2 ROUNDTABLE - LOSS, GRIEF AND URBAN CHANGE: IS THERE A ROLE FOR PLANNERS?
ID #497
Room: Broadway IV
Organizer: RUMBACH, Andrew [University of Colorado Denver]
arumbach@ucdenver.edu
Moderator: EHERNFEUCHT, Renia [University of New Mexico]
ehrenfeucht@unm.edu

NELSON, Marla [University of New Orleans] mnelson@uno.edu
UMEMOTO, Karen [University of Hawaii]
kuumemoto@hawaii.edu
VAN ZANDT, Shannon [Texas A&M University]
svanzandt@tamu.edu
HARJO, Laura [University of New Mexico] harjo@unm.edu

12.8 ROUNDTABLE - CITIES OF HOPE? URBAN ORGANIZING IN A GLOBAL AND PRECARIUS WORLD
ID #96
Room: Broadway III
Organizer: HINKLEY, Sara [University of California, Berkeley]
hinkley@berkeley.edu
Moderator: DOUSSARD, Marc [University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign]
mDoussard@illinois.edu

TUCKER, Jennifer [University of California, Berkeley]
jennifer.tucker@berkeley.edu
KUDVA, Neema [Cornell University]
kudva@cornell.edu
PURCELL, Mark [University of Washington]
mpurcell@uw.edu
HUQ, Ebadul [University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign]
ebadul@illinois.edu

12.16 ROUNDTABLE - TOWARDS A RELATIONAL UNDERSTANDING OF URBAN INFORMALITY AND PLANNING
ID #1134
Room: Broadway II
Co-Organizer: RIVERA, Danielle [University of Michigan]
drivera@umich.edu
Co-Organizer: RISHI, Susmita [University of Washington]
rishi.susmita@gmail.com
Moderator: BERNEY, Rachel [University of Washington]
rberney@uw.edu

CHALANA, Manish [University of Washington]
chalana@uw.edu
HOU, Jeff [University of Washington]
hjhou@uw.edu
PIMENTEL WALKER, Ana Paula [University of Michigan]
appimentel@umich.edu

14.8 ROUNDTABLE - CHARACTERIZING THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT: FROM SPRawl INDICES TO NEIGHBORHOOD TYPOLOGIES, AND EVERYTHING IN BETWEEN
ID #18
Room: Forum Suite
Organizer/Moderator: RALPH, Kelcie [Rutgers]
kkelcie.ralph@rutgers.edu
VOULGARIS, Carole [University of California, Los Angeles]
carole@ucla.edu
BROWN, Anne [University of California, Los Angeles]
aebrown@ucla.edu
SALON, Deborah [Arizona State University]
dsalon@asu.edu
MILLARD-BALL, Adam [University of California, Santa Cruz]
adammb@ucsc.edu
HAMI, Shima [University of Texas at Arlington]
shima.hami@uta.edu
EWING, Reid [University of Utah]
reid@arch.utah.edu

14.9 ROUNDTABLE - LESSONS FROM HOUSING POLICY DEBATE'S SPECIAL ISSUE ON LOCATION AFFORDABILITY
ID #1517
Room: Council Suite
Organizer/Moderator: RENNE, John [Florida Atlantic University]
john.renee@fau.edu
HAAS, Peter [CNT]
pmh@cnt.org
GANNING, Joanna [University of Utah]
joanna.ganning@utah.edu
DAWKINS, Casey [University of Maryland]
dawkins1@umd.edu

15.3 ROUNDTABLE - INTERVENTIONS IN URBAN DESIGN
ID #511
Room: Studio Suite
Organizer: GOH, Kian [University of California, Los Angeles]
kiangoh@ucla.edu
Moderator: VALE, Lawrence [Massachusetts Institute of Technology]
livale@mit.edu
BALAKRISHNAN, Sai [Harvard University]
sbalakrishnan@gsd.harvard.edu
BRAND, Anna Livia [University of New Orleans]
abranda@uno.edu
LINOVSKI, Orly [University of Manitoba]
Orly.Linovski@umanitoba.ca
5.11 HOUSING AND THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT
Room: Broadway IV
Moderator: YU, Chia-Yuan [University of Central Florida]
Chia-Yuan.Yu@ucf.edu

Discussant: There will not be a discussant for this session.

* THE EVOLVING BUILT LANDSCAPE OF ABU DHABI'S NATIVE-BORN NEIGHBORHOODS: A MORPHOLOGICAL, SOCIETAL, AND ENVIRONMENTAL TRANSFORMATION
ID #888
ALAWADI, Khaled [Masdar Institute of Science and Technology]
khaled.alawadi@gmail.com, presenting author

EVALUATING THE IMPACT OF THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT ON STABILITY OF REAL ESTATE VALUES: EVIDENCE FROM THE CITY OF ATLANTA
ID #309
LEE, Yongsoo [Georgia Institute of Technology]
yongsoo.lee@gatech.edu, presenting author
ZHANG, Wenwen [Georgia Institute of Technology]
whz300@iit.edu, primary author
BARCHERS, Camille [Georgia Institute of Technology]
camille.v.barchers@gmail.com

*EXCLUSIONARY ZONING AND RACIAL SEGREGATION IN METROPOLITAN AREAS: UNDERSTANDING THE SCALE OF THE PROBLEM
ID #799
DURST, Noah [The University of Texas at Austin]
noahdurst@gmail.com, presenting author

A STUDY OF DAILY LIVING-CYCLE UNDER JOB-HOUSING IMBALANCE TREND: A CASE OF NANNING, CHINA
ID #1505
HAN, Yuan [Jiangsu Institute of Urban Planning & Design]
dylanhan.ch@gmail.com, presenting author

BEYOND AFFORDABLE SHELTERS: SUBSIDIZED HOUSING AND SURROUNDING ENVIRONMENTS FOR PEDESTRIAN SAFETY
ID #155
YU, Chia-Yuan [University of Central Florida]
Chia-Yuan.Yu@ucf.edu, presenting author
WOO, Ayoung [Texas A&M University]
urbanuranus@gmail.com

5.13 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION - IMMIGRANT INCORPORATION AND URBAN PLANNING IN MULTIPLE NATIONAL CONTEXTS
Proposal ID 3
Room: Galleria II
Moderator: ALLEN, Ryan [University of Minnesota]
allen650@umn.edu

Discussant: HARWOOD, Stacy [University of Illinois]
sharwood@illinois.edu

THE ROLE OF LEGAL STATUS ON RENT BURDEN FOR IMMIGRANTS IN THE U.S.
ID #120
ALLEN, Ryan [University of Minnesota]
allen650@umn.edu, presenting author

PLANNING WITH UNAUTHORIZED IMMIGRANTS: FROM COLLABORATIVE PLANNING TO COMMUNITY DESIGN
ID #121
BURGA, Fernando [University of Minnesota]
hbfurga@umn.edu, presenting author

DOES MULTICULTURALISM WORK? LANGUAGE, FRIENDSHIP HOMOPHILY, AND WELL-BEING OF IMMIGRANTS IN CANADA
ID #122
LI, Qi (National University of Singapore)
rstlq@nus.edu.sg, presenting author

5.15 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION - LESSONS FROM THE HOUSING BOOM AND BUST
Proposal ID 36
Room: Broadway III
Moderator: LENS, Michael [University of California, Los Angeles] mlens@ucla.edu

Discussant: IMMERGLUCK, Daniel [Georgia Institute of Technology] daniel.immergluck@coa.gatech.edu

HOW HAVE HOUSING MARKETS REBOUNDED FROM THE BUBBLE?
ID #470
MCCLURE, Kirk [The University of Kansas] mcclure@ku.edu, presenting author

IRRATIONAL EXUBERANCE AT CITY HALL? HOW CITIES REACT TO INCREASES IN HOUSING WEALTH
ID #472
MONKKONEN, Paavo [University of California, Los Angeles] monkkonen@gmail.com, presenting author
LENS, Michael [University of California, Los Angeles] mlens@ucla.edu

THE CHARACTERISTICS OF RESILIENT NEIGHBORHOOD HOUSING MARKETS: AN EXAMINATION OF CHANGES IN HOUSING PRICES DURING AND AFTER THE U.S. HOUSING CRISIS
ID #880
WANG, Kyungsoon [Georgia Institute of Technology]
kwang42@gatech.edu, presenting author
5.31 THE IMPACTS OF HOUSING MARKET INVENTIONS
Room: Galleria III
Moderator: DEFILIPPIS, James [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] jdefilip@rci.rutgers.edu
Discussant: There will not be a discussant for this session.

EXCLUSIONISM OR LEVELLING? EXPLAINING RATES OF AFFORDABLE HOUSING PRODUCTION IN SUBURBAN COMMUNITIES.
ID #496
GOETZ, Edward [University of Minnesota] egoetz@umn.edu, presenting author
DAMIANO, Tony [University of Minnesota] damia025@umn.edu

JUMP-STARTING THE HOUSING MARKET IN A WEAK-MARKET CITY: TAKING STOCK OF LIVE MIDTOWN AND LIVE DOWNTOWN, DETROIT
ID #828
VIDAL, Avis [Wayne State University] avidal@wayne.edu, presenting author

BEYOND THE THRESHOLDS: THE DIRECT AND INDIRECT EFFECTS OF MANDATORY INCLUSIONARY HOUSING IN LONDON
ID #482
LI, Fei [New York University] feli.li@nyu.edu, presenting author
GUO, Zhan [New York University] zgt1@nyu.edu

PROPERTY RIGHT RESTRICTION AND HOUSE PRICES
ID #1033
LEE, Kwan Ok [National University of Singapore] rstleeke@nus.edu.sg, presenting author
OOI, Joseph [National University of Singapore] rstooli@nus.edu.sg
TURNIBULL, Geoffrey [University of Central Florida] Geoffrey.Turnbull@ucf.edu

THE COMMODITY EFFECTS OF DE-COMMODIFICATION: COMMUNITY LAND TRUSTS AND NEIGHBORHOOD PROPERTY VALUES
ID #1100
DEFILIPPIS, James [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] jdefilip@rci.rutgers.edu, presenting author
NELSON, Katharine [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] kln59@scarletmail.rutgers.edu

9.1 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION - (UN)LEARNING
PLANNING COMPETENCIES: EXPERIENCES OF SERVICE-LEARNING IN ‘LESS FAMILIAR’ CONTEXTS
Proposal ID 42
Room: Parlor B
Moderator: BARRY, Janice [University of Manitoba] janice.barry@umanitoba.ca
Discussant: UMEMOTO, Karen [University of Hawaii] kumemoto@hawaii.edu

*UNSETTLING AND EXPANDING NOTIONS OF PLANNING ‘COMPETENCE’: LESSONS FROM SERVICE-LEARNING WITH INDIGENOUS PEOPLES
ID #484
BARRY, Janice [University of Manitoba] janice.barry@umanitoba.ca, presenting author

INTERNATIONAL SERVICE LEARNING UNDER FRACTURED GOVERNANCE REGIMES: DISRUPTIVE ENCOUNTERS AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS FOR REFLECTIVE PRAKIS
ID #483
SLETTG, Bjorn [University of Texas] bjorn@utexas.edu, presenting author

*COMMUNITY PLANNING IN A RURAL CONTEXT AND THE CHALLENGE FOR UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION
ID #484
TOCHTERMAN, Brian [Northland College] bttochterman@northland.edu, presenting author

*MAKING THE CONNECTION BETWEEN MAORI VALUES AND PLANNING
ID #486
THOMPSON-FANCETT, Michelle [University of Otago] mtf@geography.otago.ac.nz, presenting author

5.4 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION - LAND USE, LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND MARKETS
Proposal ID 64
Room: Parlor A
Moderator: BALAKRISHNAN, Sai [Harvard University] sbalakrishnan@gsd.harvard.edu
Discussant: POPPER, Frank [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] fpopper@rci.rutgers.edu

PRIVATE, PUBLIC, PARTICIPATORY, OR MORE? EXAMINING COMPETING IDEOLOGIES IN LAND USE LAW
ID #809
LINKOUES, Evangeline [University of South Florida] elinkoues@usf.edu, presenting author
SKUZINSKI, Thomas [Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University] skuzinski@vt.edu, primary author

REGULATORY HYBRIDS: TRANSFER OF DEVELOPMENT RIGHTS IN MUMBAI
ID #945
BALKRISHNAN, Sai [Harvard University] sbalakrishnan@gsd.harvard.edu, presenting author

REDEVELOPMENT IN CALIFORNIA, 1945-1975: FROM “SLUM” CLEARANCE TO TAX REVENUE CAPTURE
ID #944
MARANTZ, Nicholas [University of California, Irvine] nmarantz@uci.edu, presenting author

NEGOTIATING ECOSYSTEM SERVICE MARKETS: A ROLE FOR PLANNERS?
ID #945
VAN MAASAKKERS, Mattijs [The Ohio State University] vanmaasakkers.1@osu.edu, presenting author

PROPERTY RIGHTS ADVOCACY IN WESTERN EUROPE: THE AMBIGUOUS ROLE OF PRO-MARKET THINK TANKS
ID #432
JACOBS, Harvey [University of Wisconsin-Madison] hjacobs@wisc.edu, presenting author

9.6 LOCATING INDIGENOUS AND OUTSIDER PERSPECTIVES IN PLANNING PEDAGOGY
Room: Parlor C
Moderator/Discussant: CONCEPCION, Carmen [University of Puerto Rico] carmen.concepcion2@upr.edu

LEADERSHIP AS PRAXIS: A MODEL FOR SMALL-SCALE URBAN INTERVENTIONS AND COMMUNITY ORGANIZING AMONG LATINO IMMIGRANTS
ID #156
GARCIA ZAMBRANA, Ivis [University of Utah] ivis.garcia@utah.edu, presenting author

MANOMANDO KA IHE A KA HAWAII: AN EXAMINATION OF INDIGENOUS METHODOLOGY AND ITS APPLICATION TO PLANNING IN HAWAI'I
ID #531
FREITAS, Antoinette [University of Hawaii Manoa] antoinette@hawaii.edu, presenting author

*LOCATING UNDERREPRESENTED PERSPECTIVES IN INTERDISCIPLINARY PLANNING PROGRAMS
ID #624
ROUBARDAI, Shawkh [University of Colorado Boulder] shawkh@colorado.edu, presenting author
LAJEUNESSE, Avery [University of Colorado Boulder] Avery.Lajeunesse@Colorado.edu

*INDIGENOUS PEOPLE AND THE MISERABLE FAILURE OF AUSTRALIAN PLANNING
ID #736
PORTER, Libby [RMIT University] llibby.porter@rmit.edu.au, presenting author

9.11 PLANNING PEDAGOGY WITHIN AND BETWEEN PROFESSIONAL BOUNDARIES
Room: Galleria I
Moderator/Discussant: KEANE, Adrienne [University of Sydney] adrienne.keane@sydney.edu.au

THE BIRTH AND DEATH OF PLANNING AREAS OF SPECIALIZATION
ID #26
BRINKLEY, Catherine [University of California, Davis] ckbrinkley@ucdavis.edu, presenting author

*FACULTY PERFORMANCE EVALUATION USING CITATION ANALYSIS: WHAT’S IT ALL ABOUT?
ID #344
SANCHEZ, Thomas [Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University] tomsanchez@vt.edu, presenting author

PULLING ASIDE THE PROFESSIONAL BLINDERS: MULTIDISCIPLINARY COMMUNITY SERVICE LEARNING THROUGH THE ‘MICHIGAN ENGAGING COMMUNITY THROUGH THE CLASSROOM’ - INITIATIVE
ID #360
NORTON, Richard [University of Michigan] rknorton@umich.edu, presenting author
11.6 INNOVATIVE AND EFFECTIVE PLANNING PRACTICES
Room: Executive Suite
Moderator: REASONER, Marina [Iowa State University]
reasoner@iastate.edu

Discussant: There will not be a discussant for this session.

*THE PLANNING STAFF REPORT AND THE CONSISTENCY ISSUE: WHERE THE RUBBER MEETS THE ROAD
ID #1185
OHM, Brian [University of Wisconsin-Madison]
bowhm@wisc.edu, presenting author

EXPERIMENTS IN PLANNING
ID #510
HONEY-ROSES, Jordi [University of British Columbia]
jjhoney@ubc.ca, presenting author
STEVEN, Mark [University of British Columbia]
xsteven@ubc.ca

SOCIAL MEDIA AND PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT: HOW ARE PLANNERS USING THESE TOOLS TO ADVANCE THE PRACTICE?
ID #1316
BARCHERS, Camille [Georgia Institute of Technology]
camille.v.barchers@gmail.com, presenting author

WAYS TO IMPLEMENT A ROLE-PLAYING SIMULATION GAME 'PLAY GAMES' IN URBAN PLANNING PROCESS WITH COLLEGE STUDENTS AT ISU
ID #1417
REASONER, Marina [Iowa State University]
reasoner@iastate.edu, presenting author
POPLIN, Alenka [Iowa State University]
apoplin@iastate.edu

12.12 OPEN SPACE PLANNING: PLACE-MAKING AND MULTIPLE PUBLICS
Room: Broadway V
Moderator: DE LA LLATA, Silvano [Concordia University (Montreal)]
silvano.delallata@concordia.ca

THE POTENTIAL OF URBAN ASSEMBLAGE TO CHALLENGE CONCEPTIONS OF PLACE: EXPLORING PLAYGROUNDS WITH TEENAGERS IN RESTON, VIRGINIA
ID #1035
VASUDEVAN, Raksha [University of Texas at Austin]
rakshav@utexas.edu, presenting author

*POLICING PLANNING THEORY: A THEORETICAL CASE FOR LINKING PLANNING AND POLICING THEORY
ID #1039
SHERMAN, Stephen [University of Illinois]
sasherm@illinois.edu, presenting author

THE SOCIAL LIFE OF THE URBAN COMMONS: CONVIVIAL PUBLICS IN PLACEMAKING PRACTICE
ID #1190
KOH, Annette [University of Hawaii at Manoa]
koha@hawaii.edu, presenting author

14.10 CLUSTERING AND TRANSPORT INFRASTRUCTURE
Room: Forum Suite
Moderator: MILLER, Matthew [University of Utah]
matt439miller@gmail.com

*SPATIAL PATTERN OF INDUSTRY AGGLOMERATION AND TRANSPORTATION PROXIMITY IN DALLAS, TEXAS
ID #40
YU, Haitao [University of Florida]
rayht@ufl.edu, presenting author
SUN, Bowen [Wuhan University]
lansebowen@whu.edu.cn
PENG, Zhong-Ren [University of Florida]
zhongren.peng@ufl.edu

ANALYSIS OF AGGLOMERATION EFFECTS IN THE PROXIMITY OF METRO RAIL STATIONS IN THE WASHINGTON, D.C. METROPOLITAN AREA
ID #346
EOM, Hyunjoo [University of Maryland, College Park]
hunyjoo43@naver.com, presenting author
ISEKI, Hiroyuki [University of Maryland, College Park]
hiseki@umd.edu, primary author

THE INFLUENCE OF PUBLIC RAIL TRANSPORTATION UPON INDUSTRIAL CLUSTERING AND PROPERTY VALUES IN CALIFORNIA: A TIME SERIES ANALYSIS
ID #664
XU, Ruoying [University of California, Berkeley]
xruoying@berkeley.edu, presenting author
CHATMAN, Daniel [University of California, Berkeley]
bgc@berkeley.edu
PARK, Janice [University of California, Berkeley]
janice.park@berkeley.edu
LE, Kim [University of California, Berkeley]
kim.le@berkeley.edu

EFFECT OF LIGHT RAIL TRANSIT STATIONS ON RETAIL EMPLOYMENT
ID #1398
MILLER, Matthew [University of Utah]
matt439miller@gmail.com, presenting author

14.21 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION - PLANNING FOR WATER: INFRASTRUCTURE, URBANIZATION AND RESILIENT DEVELOPMENT
Proposal ID 61
Room: Council Suite
Moderator/Discussant: SPENCER, James [Clemson University]
jhspsenc@clemson.edu

JAKARTA ANNUAL FLOODING: URBANIZATION, INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT AND PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
ID #887
RUKMANA, Deden [Savannah State University]
rukanad@savannahstate.edu, presenting author

SCIENTIFIC AND MANAGEMENT PRIORITIES FOR WATER SUSTAINABILITY IN THE LOWER MEKONG BASIN OF SOUTHEAST ASIA
ID #888
FELKNER, John [Florida State University]
johnf@fsu.edu, presenting author

WATER SUPPLIES AND HUMAN SECURITY: COMMUNITY INSTITUTIONS AND THE GLOBAL CRISIS OF URBAN WATER
ID #889
SPENCER, James [Clemson University]
jhspsenc@clemson.edu, presenting author

THE 'ENHANCED HYBRID APPROACH' - FACING WATER CHALLENGES BY BUILDING RESILIENCE
ID #891
DEVADIGA, Asawari [University of California at Berkeley]
Asawari@gmail.com, presenting author

14.35 UNDERSTANDING SCHOOL TRAVEL BEHAVIOR AND SAFETY
Room: Studio Suite
Moderator: BAEK, So-Ra [University at Buffalo SUNY]
sorabaek@buffalo.edu

Discussant: There will not be a discussant for this session.

*PEDESTRIAN ENVIRONMENT AROUND SCHOOLS AND TRAFFIC SAFETY: SOCIAL DISPARITY ISSUES IN CHILD PEDESTRIAN CRASHES IN AUSTIN, TX
ID #4
HWANG, Jinuk [Texas A&M University]
jhwang@tamu.edu, presenting author
JOH, Kenneth [Texas A&M University]
k.joh@tamu.edu
WOO, Ayoung [Texas A&M University]
ayoungok@tamu.edu

*NEIGHBORHOOD ENVIRONMENTS AND SCHOOLCHILDREN'S BICYCLING ACTIVITY: A GENDER-BASED HIERARCHICAL MODEL WITH SPATIAL SLIPPERY EFFECTS
ID #80
WANG, Kai [The Ohio State University]
wang.7684@osu.edu, presenting author
AKAR, Gulshah [The Ohio State University]
arak.3@osu.edu

SESSION CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE ...
**PAPER SESSIONS & ROUNDTABLES**

**SATURDAY, 3:35PM – 5:05PM**

---

**PAPER SESSION FOR TRACKS 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 13, 15**

*Room: Broadway I and II*

**ENVISIONING A DEMOGRAPHIC FUTURE OF A CITY**

**Track 1 - ID #984**

KIM, Byoungjun [Southern California Association of Governments]
byoungjun@scag.ca.gov, presenting author

RADOVANOVIC, Zorica [Southern California Association of Governments]
rados@scag.ca.gov

REYES, Estrella [Southern California Association of Governments]
eryes@scag.ca.gov

**THE POWERS OF GERM MKETS: SPATIAL ANALYSIS AND VISUALIZATION METHODS TO EXPLORE LOCAL FOOD SYSTEMS AT MULTIPLE SCALES**

**Track 1 - ID #263**

MINNER, Jennifer [Cornell University] j.minner@cornell.edu, presenting author

SHI, Xiao [Cornell University] xshi@cornell.edu

FENG, Yanlei [Cornell University] yf276@cornell.edu

GEORGE, Geslin [Cornell University] grg65@cornell.edu

**USING DATA SCIENCE TO UNCOVER AMERICAN CYCLIST AND PEDESTRIAN ATTITUDES AND BEHAVIOR**

**Track 1 - ID #312**

LE, Huyen [Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University]
huyenle@vt.edu, presenting author

**EVALUATING FLOOD RISK USING BAYESIAN MODELING FOR URBAN CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION**

**Track 1 - ID #373**

LEE, Sang-Heok [Pusan National University]
shlee898@naver.com, presenting author

KANG, Jung Eun [Pusan National University]
jekang@pusan.ac.kr

**EMPLOYMENT DISTRIBUTION BY FIRM SIZE AND REGIONAL EMPLOYMENT GROWTH IN KOREA: A SPATIAL ECONOMETRIC MODELING APPROACH**

**Track 2 - ID #735**

KIM, Chanyoung [Yonsei University] chanyoungkim@yonsei.ac.kr, presenting author

LIM, Up [Yonsei University] uplim@yonsei.ac.kr

**UNDERSTANDING URBANIZATION WITH ECONOMIC GROWTH: WHAT HAPPENED WITH THE TURNING?**

**Track 2 - ID #794**

XU, Xujing [University of Florida] xu.xujing@hotmail.com, presenting author


**Track 2 - ID #1021**

DE SOUSA, Christopher [Ryerson University]
chris.desousa@ryerson.ca, presenting author

**FACILITATING CONSIDERATION OF INSTITUTIONAL INTERRELATIONSHIPS**

**Track 3 - ID #696**

THAYER, Shannon [UNiversity of British Columbia]
shannon.m.thayer@gmail.com, presenting author

MIZ, Daniel [University of British Columbia]
daniel.miz@plattsburgh.edu

**WATER USE WATER USE RISK SCORES AND RISK OF SUSTAINABLE WATER PLANNING GUIDELINES**

**Track 3 - ID #1026**

ENRIQUEZ, Jared [Cornell University] jre92@cornell.edu, presenting author

SCHNEIDER, Rebecca [Cornell University] rls11@cornell.edu

**SEA SALMON, SEE CONFLICT: GEOGRAPHICAL OVERLAP AND CONFLICT BETWEEN COMMERCIAL FISHERIES AND FLOATING AQUACULTURE IN WASHINGTON’S SALISH WATERS**

**Track 3 - ID #1215**

WRIGHT, Jordan [Western Washington University]
wrightje@students.wwu.edu, presenting author

LAYING, Tamara [Western Washington University]
tamara.laininga@wwu.edu

FLOWER, Aquila [Western Washington University]
aquila.flower@wwu.edu

BACH, Andrew [Western Washington University]
andy.bach@wwu.edu

**DETECTING SIGNATURES OF SOCIO-ECOLOGICAL INNOVATION IN URBANIZING REGIONS: UNCOVERING UNIVERSAL LAWS AND UNDERLYING MECHANISMS**

**Track 3 - ID #1262**

ALBERTI, Marina [University of Washington]
malter@uw.edu, presenting author

BETTENCOURT, Luis [Santa Fe Institute]
bettencourt@santeafe.edu

BARTON, Michael [Arizona State University]
Michael.Barton@asu.edu

LOBO, Jose [Arizona State University]
Jose.Lobo@asu.edu

KANG, Mingyu [University of Washington]
mingu@uw.edu

VAILLANT, Philippe [University of Washington]
vaillant@uw.edu

WANG, Tianze [University of Washington]
wangtz@uw.edu

**ENERGY CONSUMPTION PATTERNS AND THEIR ASSOCIATIONS WITH SOCIO-ECONOMIC AND SPATIAL CHARACTERISTICS IN THE LOCAL MUNICIPALITIES IN KOREA**

**Track 6 - ID #946**

YANG, Hye-Mi [University of Seoul] yhyem1@uos.ac.kr, presenting author

SONG, Jaemin [University of Seoul] jmsong@uos.ac.kr

**CONTEXTUAL FACTORS AFFECTING INNOVATIVE PERFORMANCE OF MANUFACTURING SMEs IN KOREA: A STRUCTURAL EQUATION MODELING APPROACH**

**Track 6 - ID #1227**

CHOI, Ye Seul [Yonsei University] yesul.choi@yonsei.ac.kr, presenting author

LIM, Up [Yonsei University] uplim@yonsei.ac.kr

**RELAXING BUILDING REGULATIONS TO INCREASE SUPPLY OF AFFORDABLE HOUSING: A CASE STUDY FROM AHMEDABAD, INDIA**

**Track 7 - ID #1427**

BYAHUT, Sweta [Auburn University] sb2005@auburn.edu, presenting author

PATEL, Bimal [CEPT University] bimal.patel@cept.ac.in, primary author

BHATHA, Brijesh [groundwork.in]

**CHARACTERIZING NEWLY BUILT RESIDENTIAL LANDSCAPES IN A RAPIDLY URBANIZING WATERSHED OF THE SEATTLE METROPOLITAN STATISTICAL AREA, WA**

**Track 7 - ID #1143**

FUENTES, Tracy [University of Washington]
tfuentes@uw.edu, presenting author

**CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES IN STIMULATING PUBLIC AWARENESS AND ENGAGEMENT ON US CHEMICALS POLICY**

**Track 8 - ID #304**

SCROGGS, Caroline [University of New Mexico]
ciscroggs@unm.edu, presenting author

MORE, Rachel [University of New Mexico]
rachelbmore@gmail.com

**SPATIAL DYNAMICS OF NEIGHBORHOOD SOCIAL INDICATORS**

**Track 8 - ID #1397**

NAM, Yunwoo [University of Nebraska-Lincoln]
ynam2@unl.edu, presenting author

**ENVIRONMENTAL IMPROVEMENT PLANNING OF RURAL LIVING BASED ON THE BACKGROUND OF BEAUTIFUL COUNTRY – A CASE OF CHANGBAI COUNTY, JILIN PROVINCE, CHINA**

**Track 13 - ID #902**

ZHAO, Shou [Tongji University] lixicheng89@gmail.com, presenting author

---

**POSTER SESSION FOR TRACKS 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 13, 15**

---

**ASSOCIATION BETWEEN INTERSECTION CHARACTERISTICS AND PERCEIVED CRASH RISK AMONG SCHOOL-AGED CHILDREN**

**ID #305**

CHO, Gi-Hyoug [Ulsan National Institute of Science and Technology] gicho@unist.ac.kr, presenting author

LEE, Gun [Ulsan National Institute of Science and Technology] gain71@unist.ac.kr, primary author

PARK, Yuna [Ulsan National Institute of Science and Technology] ymn771@unist.ac.kr

**TRADEOFFS BETWEEN ACTIVE LIVING AND SAFETY FROM INJURIES: AN INVESTIGATION OF TRAFFIC ACCIDENT INJURY LOCATIONS AMONG CHILDREN IN WESTERN NEW YORK**

**ID #425**

BAEK, So-Ra [University at Buffalo SUNY] sboraek@buffalo.edu, presenting author

NAEEM, Hibbit-ur-Rauf [Women and Children’s Hospital of Buffalo] nhaeem@kaleidahealth.org

BULKILVISH, Samantha [University at Buffalo SUNY] sbulkilv@buffalo.edu

**ENHANCEMENT OF URBANIZING REGIONS: INVESTIGATING THE PERFORMANCE OF INNOVATION IN SALISH WATERS**

**ID #301**

PARK, Yuna [Ulsan National Institute of Science and Technology] ymn771@unist.ac.kr

**RELAXING BUILDING REGULATIONS TO INCREASE SUPPLY OF AFFORDABLE HOUSING: A CASE STUDY FROM AHMEDABAD, INDIA**

**ID #1027**

BYAHUT, Sweta [Auburn University] sb2005@auburn.edu, presenting author

PATEL, Bimal [CEPT University] bimal.patel@cept.ac.in, primary author

BHATHA, Brijesh [groundwork.in]

**ENVIRONMENTAL IMPROVEMENT PLANNING OF RURAL LIVING BASED ON THE BACKGROUND OF BEAUTIFUL COUNTRY – A CASE OF CHANGBAI COUNTY, JILIN PROVINCE, CHINA**

**ID #1023**

ZHAO, Shou [Tongji University] lixicheng89@gmail.com, presenting author

---

---

**78 - 56th ANNUAL CONFERENCE**
THE IMPACTS OF CITY-COUNTY CONSOLIDATION ON URBAN GROWTH IN SOUTH KOREA
Track 13 - ID #740
HWANG, Ui Jeong [University of Seoul] wonderwall155@gmail.com, presenting author
WOO, Myungje [University of Seoul] mwoo@uos.ac.kr

IMPACTS OF FUNCTIONAL SPILLOVER ON CITY-REGION GROWTH: BASED ON THE VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL APPROACHES IN SOUTH KOREA
Track 13 - ID #742
YUN, Jongjin [University of Seoul] thvls@naver.com, presenting author
WOO, Myungje [University of Seoul] mwoo@uos.ac.kr

*Routine-Biased Technological Change and Job Polarization at Local Labor Markets in Korea: A Latent Growth Modeling Approach
Track 13 - ID #1229
KIM, Minyoung [Yonsei University] minyoung.kim@yonsei.ac.kr, presenting author
CHO, Minji [Yonsei University] minjicho@yonsei.ac.kr
LIM, Up [Yonsei University] uplim@yonsei.ac.kr

NEW URBANISM A MOVEMENT TOWARD SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY OR UNSUSTAINABILITY
Track 15 - ID #894
SAJJADIEH KHAJOUEI, Ayeh [University of Texas at Arlington] ayeh.khajouei@mavs.uta.edu, presenting author

PLANNING AND DESIGN OF RAILWAY STATION AREAS OF MEDIUM AND SMALL TOWNS IN CHINA BASED ON LOCAL CHARACTERISTICS - A CASE STUDY OF JIANGYIN RAILWAY STATION
Track 15 - ID #923
HU, Gangyu [Shanghai Tongji Urban Planning and Design Institute] hugangyu1991@163.com, presenting author
HUANG, Jianzhong [Tongji University] hjz03213@126.com
ZHANG, Qiao [Shanghai Tongji Urban Planning and Design Institute] 512044102@qq.com
LIU, Pu [Shanghai Tongji Urban Planning and Design Institute] 465035054@qq.com
ZHANG, Ruiqi [Tongji University] rach.zhang95@gmail.com

PLACEMAKING AND PUBLIC HEALTH THE WELLNESS DISTRICT IN VENTURA, CALIFORNIA
Track 15 - ID #1468
HAJRASOULIHA, Amir [California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo] ahajraso@calpoly.edu, presenting author
DEL RIO, Vicente [California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo] vdelrion@calpoly.edu

SATURDAY, 3:35PM – 5:05PM

SATURDAY, 5:15PM – 6:15PM
VIRGINIA TECH INFORMATION SESSION FOR AN ASSISTANT/ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR POSITION TO BE ADVERTISED SOON
Room: Broadway V
2016 PAB ROUNDTABLE ON ACCREDITATION STANDARDS  
Room: Parlor A

3.20 WHICH FOREST AND WHICH TREE? MITIGATING URBAN HEAT ISLAND EFFECTS THROUGH GREENING  
Room: Broadway IV

Moderator/Discussant: VARGO, Jason [University of Wisconsin-Madison] javargo@wisc.edu

A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF URBAN HEAT AND TREES AT MULTIPLE SCALES IN DENVER AND BALTIMORE  
ID #327
TAYLOR, Robert [University of Colorado Denver] bobtaylor@gmail.com, presenting author
HERIS, Mehdi [University of Colorado Denver] mehdi.pourpeikariheris@ucdenver.edu, primary author
TROY, Austin [University of Colorado Denver] austintroy@ucdenver.edu

SEASONAL IMPACTS OF GREEN SPACE STRATEGIES ON THE URBAN HEAT ISLAND  
ID #422
CHUN, Bumseok [Texas Southern University] bum.chun@tsu.edu, presenting author
GULDMANN, Jean-Michel [Ohio State University] guldmann.1@osu.edu

4.9 ROUNDTABLE - BICYCLE JUSTICE AND URBAN TRANSFORMATION: BIKING FOR ALL?  
Room: Senate Suite
Organizer: LUGO, Adonia [Antioch University, Los Angeles] adonia.lugo@gmail.com
Moderator: GOLUB, Aaron [Portland State University] golub.aaron@gmail.com
BERNSTEIN, Joanna [University] joannaruth.bernstsein@gmail.com
GODDARD, Tara [Portland State University] goddard@pdx.edu

6.4 FORCES OF URBAN TRANSFORMATION  
Room: Galleria II
Moderator/Discussant: POKHAREL, Atul [Brown University] atul_pokharel@brown.edu

ADAPTING TO CLIMATE CHANGE: THE SEARCH FOR TRANSFORMATIVE STRATEGIES IN BOGOTA  
ID #445
SARMIENTO, Hugo [University of California, Los Angeles] hugos@ucla.edu, presenting author

SPATIAL RECONSTRUCTION IN THE XIAMEN TORCH HIGH-TECH ZONE  
ID #1038
ZHOU, Ying [Clemson University] yingzhou1989@outlook.com, presenting author

6.10 LOCAL GOVERNANCE AND PLANNING AT THE BORDER  
Room: Galleria III
Moderator/Discussant: MONKKONEN, Paavo [University of California, Los Angeles] monkkonen@gmail.com

*AN INVESTIGATION OF URBAN DEVELOPMENT ON HILLSIDES IN Tijuana, MEXICO  
ID #53
CONTRERAS, Santina [University of California, Irvine] santina.l.contreras@uci.edu, presenting author
BASOLO, Victoria [University of California, Irvine] baso10@uci.edu
GOODRICH, Kristen [University of California, Irvine] k.goodrich@uci.edu
EGUIARTE, Ana [Tijuana River National Estuarine Research Reserve] anguiarte@tijuana-river.org
MATHIEU, Richard [University of California, Irvine] mmathieu@uci.edu
ANDERSON, Brett [University of California, Irvine] bsanders@uci.edu

*CHINA’S COLLABORATIVE PLANNING MODEL: A CASE STUDY ON CHENGDU’S URBAN GROWTH BOUNDARY  
ID #79
TOCHEN, Rachel [Renmin University of China] rtochen@gmail.com, presenting author

URBAN PLANNING ACROSS THE U.S.-MEXICO BORDER: UNPACKING THE DEBORDERING/REBORDERING DEBATE IN THE Tijuana-San Diego REGION  
ID #1200
HERZOG, Lawrence [San Diego State University] lherzog@mail.sdsu.edu, presenting author

6.11 LOCAL GOVERNANCE AND PLANNING AT THE BORDER  
Room: Galleria III
Moderator/Discussant: MONKKONEN, Paavo [University of California, Los Angeles] monkkonen@gmail.com

*AN INVESTIGATION OF URBAN DEVELOPMENT ON HILLSIDES IN Tijuana, MEXICO  
ID #53
CONTRERAS, Santina [University of California, Irvine] santina.l.contreras@uci.edu, presenting author
BASOLO, Victoria [University of California, Irvine] baso10@uci.edu
GOODRICH, Kristen [University of California, Irvine] k.goodrich@uci.edu
EGUIARTE, Ana [Tijuana River National Estuarine Research Reserve] anguiarte@tijuana-river.org
MATHIEU, Richard [University of California, Irvine] mmathieu@uci.edu
ANDERSON, Brett [University of California, Irvine] bsanders@uci.edu

*CHINA’S COLLABORATIVE PLANNING MODEL: A CASE STUDY ON CHENGDU’S URBAN GROWTH BOUNDARY  
ID #79
TOCHEN, Rachel [Renmin University of China] rtochen@gmail.com, presenting author

URBAN PLANNING ACROSS THE U.S.-MEXICO BORDER: UNPACKING THE DEBORDERING/REBORDERING DEBATE IN THE Tijuana-San Diego REGION  
ID #1200
HERZOG, Lawrence [San Diego State University] lherzog@mail.sdsu.edu, presenting author

DENSITY AND VULNERABILITY: COMPARISON OF GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION OF VULNERABLE POPULATION WITHIN ACTUAL AND PRESCRIBED RESIDENTIAL DENSITIES ON THE U.S.-MEXICO BORDER. CASE STUDY OF BROWNSVILLE & MATAMOROS TWIN CITY  
ID #1466
SAFAROVA, Bara [Texas A&M University] barasafa@gmail.com, presenting author

6.15 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION - NEW CHALLENGES OF PLANNING FOR THE PEOPLE IN CHINA  
Proposal ID 33
Room: Broadway I
Moderator: SHIH, MI [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] mi.shih@ejb.rutgers.edu
Discussant: FRIEDMANN, John [University of British Columbia] jrf@mail.ubc.ca
Discussant: LEAF, Michael [University of British Columbia] leaf@mail.ubc.ca

A SENSE OF PLACE IN CHINA’S ECONOMIC ‘NEW NORMAL’: PLANNING FOR ENVIRONMENTAL CHALLENGES AND SOCIAL NEEDS IN A PERI-URBAN VILLAGE IN GUANGZHOU  
ID #336
SHIH, MI [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] mi.shih@ejb.rutgers.edu, presenting author

POPULAR PLANNING: SOME USES OF PLANNING HISTORY IN CHINA AND BEYOND  
ID #333
ABRAMSON, Dan [University of Washington] abramson@uw.edu, presenting author

*RECONSTRUCTING SOCIAL SPACE AND NETWORKS AMID RURAL-URBAN TRANSITION: THE CASE OF RESETTLED FARMERS IN CHINA  
ID #339
WEIPING, Wu [Tufts University] weiping.wu@tufts.edu, presenting author
ZHANG, Min [Nanjing University] min_zhjs@sina.com, primary author

DEMOCRATIZATION, MARKETIZATION, AND PLANNING IN CONTEMPORARY CHINA: THE URBANIZATION OF SHEKOU, 1978-1992  
ID #904
SMITH, Nick [Yale-NUS College] nick.r.smith@gmail.com, presenting author
6.22 THE RURAL QUESTION AND URBANIZATION
Room: Broadway II
Moderator/Discussant: FANG, Yiping [Portland State University] yfang@pdx.edu

HIGH-DENSITY RURAL REGIONS IN INDIA
ID #12
AGRAWAL, Sandeep [University of Alberta] sagrawal@ualberta.ca, presenting author

SPATIAL VARIATION OF CHINA'S NON-COORDINATED URBANIZATION: THE ROLE OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT
ID #544
XU, Yuanshuo [Cornell University] yx246@cornell.edu, presenting author
WALLACE, Jeremy [Cornell University] jhwl397@cornell.edu, primary author

ASIA'S URBAN TRANSITIONS: IMPLICATIONS FOR PLANNING PEDAGOGY AND PRACTICE
ID #837
LEAF, Michael [University of British Columbia] leaf@mail.ubc.ca, presenting author

DISSATISFACTION WITH CITY LIFE? RURAL-TO-URBAN MIGRANTS' SUBJECTIVE WELL-BEING: EVIDENCE FROM URBANIZING CHINA
ID #386
ZHANG, Chen [University of Minnesota] zhan3373@umn.edu, presenting author

7.14 ROUNDTABLE - THE RECENT WEIRDNESS IN OREGON: PLANNING PERSPECTIVES ON THE SEIZURE OF MALHEUR WILDLIFE REFUGE
ID #29
Room: Parlor B
Organizer/Moderator: ABBOTT, Carl [Portland State University] abbottc@pdx.edu

SELTZER, Ethan [Portland State University] seltzere@pdx.edu
HIBBARD, Michael [University of Oregon] mhhibbard@uoregon.edu
LEV, Esther [The Wetlands Conservancy] estherlev@wetlandsconservancy.org

9.8 LOOKING BACK, LOOKING FORWARD: REFLECTIONS ON PLANNING PEDAGOGY
Room: Parlor C
Moderator/Discussant: DALTON, Linda [California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo] idalton@calpoly.edu

DESIGNING A TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY HISTORIC PRESERVATION PLANNING CURRICULUM
ID #967
FRANK, Stephanie [University of Missouri-Kansas City] franksb@umkc.edu, presenting author

INTEGRATING CRITICAL AUTOBIOGRAPHY TO FOSTER ANTI-RACIST LEARNING IN THE URBAN PLANNING CLASSROOM
ID #1102
KNAPP, Courtney [California State Polytechnic University, Pomona] ceknapp@cpp.edu, presenting author

WHAT IS MISSING FROM REFLECTIVE PRACTICE?
ID #1243
CHINCHILLA, Melissa [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] myc@mit.edu, presenting author

9.14 ROUNDTABLE - URBAN HUMANITIES AS A MODEL FOR PLANNING PEDAGOGY AND SCHOLARSHIP
ID #599
Room: Galleria I
Organizer/Moderator: CRISMAN, Jonathan [University of Southern California] crisman@usc.edu

LOUKAITOU-SIDERIS, Anastasia [University of California, Los Angeles] slsiders@ucla.edu
MOFFAT, Susan [University of California, Berkeley] susanmoffat@berkeley.edu
WOLCH, Jennifer [University of California, Berkeley] wolch@berkeley.edu
ROCCO, Mary [University of Pennsylvania] mnrocc@design.upenn.edu
COLLINS, Brady [University of California, Los Angeles] collins.bradyj@gmail.com

11.5 ENGAGED APPROACHES TO ACHIEVING JUST OUTCOMES
Room: Directors Suite
Moderator: SHAKE, Joshua [University of Sao Paulo] jdshake@umich.edu
Discussant: There will not be a discussant for this session.

THE PROGRESSIVE CITY: EXPLORING THE GENESIS AND OUTCOMES
ID #1121
RAHMAN, Shahn [University of Hawaii at Manoa] shahinar@hawaii.edu, presenting author

COLLABORATIVE GOVERNANCE FOR RACIAL JUSTICE: PLANNING FOR EQUITY IN PORTLAND'S HOMELESS
ID #1137
ZAPATA, Marisa [Portland State University] marisa.zapata@pdx.edu, presenting author

*RESIDENTIAL DIVERSITY AND AUTHENTIC PUBLIC PARTICIPATION IN THE FRAGMENTED METROPOLIS
ID #1167
SAJADIEH KHAJOUEI, Ayeh [University of Texas at Arlington] ayeh.khajouei@mavs.uta.edu, presenting author
CASEY, Colleen [University of Texas at Arlington] colleen@uta.edu
HOLLIDAY, Kathryn [University of Texas at Arlington] kholliday@uta.edu

PARTICIPATORY BUDGETING AND POLICY TRANSFER: GOVERNANCE STRUCTURES AND INSTITUTIONS IN CHICAGO AND BRAZIL
ID #1224
SHAKE, Joshua [University of Sao Paulo] jdshake@umich.edu, presenting author

12.11 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION - MUTATING URBAN PROBLEMS: HISTORY AND GENEALOGY IN PLANNING
Proposal ID 60
Room: Broadway III

Organizer: TERESA, Benjamin [City University of New York] beteresa@gmail.com, presenting author

Discussant: WEST, John [Ball State University] johnwest1980@gmail.com

THE HOUSING QUESTION AS RESEARCH AND PEDAGOGICAL METHOD IN PLANNING
ID #1160
TERESA, Benjamin [City University of New York] beteresa@gmail.com, presenting author

GENEALOGIES OF PHILANTHROPIC HOUSING SOLUTIONS IN ANGLO-AMERICAN PLANNING
ID #1162
ROSSMANN, Emily [University of British Columbia] emily.rosenman@geog.ubc.ca, presenting author
SATURDAY SESSIONS & ROUNDTABLES
SATURDAY, 5:15PM – 6:30PM

14.28 TRANSPORT INFRASTRUCTURE AND RESILIENT CITIES
Room: Forum Suite

Moderator: TRAPENBERG FRICK, Karen [University of California, Berkeley] kfrick@berkeley.edu

Discussant: There will not be a discussant for this session.

RESILIENCE OF URBAN TRANSIT SYSTEMS TO EXTREME WEATHER EVENTS
ID #1048
ZIMMERMAN, Rae [New York University] rae.zimmerman@nyu.edu, presenting author

EMBODIED CULTURE & THE MAKING OF RESILIENT NEIGHBORHOODS
ID #1438
PETHERAM, Susan [University of Utah] s.petheram@utah.edu, presenting author

DOLLARS AND POLICY-MAKING FOR RESILIENT INFRASTRUCTURE ON THE QUICK: FEDERAL TRANSIT DISASTER FUNDING IN A POST-SUPERSTORM SANDY ERA
ID #2
TRAPENBERG FRICK, Karen [University of California, Berkeley] kfrick@berkeley.edu, presenting author
FORSCHER, Edward [University of California, Berkeley] forschere@berkeley.edu

14.29 TRANSPORTATION AND AGING: EXAMINATION OF TRAVEL PATTERNS AND OPTIONS FOR OLDER ADULTS, SESSION 1
Room: Council Suite

Moderator/Discussant: WOOD, James [Florida State University] jpw14@my.fsu.edu

ADAPTING TO CHALLENGE: PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION FOR OLDER ADULTS IN RURAL AND SMALL COMMUNITIES
ID #230
BOND, Megan [Florida State University] mab05@my.fsu.edu, presenting author
BROWN, Jeffrey [Florida State University] jrbrown3@fsu.edu
WOOD, James [Florida State University] jpw14@my.fsu.edu
SUGURI, Vitor [Florida State University] vs14@my.fsu.edu

TRANSIT ORIENTED DEVELOPMENT FOR OLDER ADULTS: A SURVEY OF CURRENT PRACTICES AMONG TRANSIT AGENCIES AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS
ID #451
VALDEZ-TORRES, Yazmin [Florida State University] yjt11@my.fsu.edu, presenting author
DUNCAN, Michael [Florida State University] mdduncan@fsu.edu
HORNER, Mark [Florida State University] mhomer@fsu.edu
WOOD, Brittany [Florida State University] bws05@fsu.edu

WHAT HEALTH CONDITION CHANGES MAKE THE ELDERLY STOP DRIVING? INSIGHTS FROM THE HEALTH AND RETIREMENT SURVEY (HRS)
ID #1279
WANG, Xize [University of Southern California] xizewang@usc.edu, presenting author

15.10 ROUNDTABLE - THE FUTURE OF THE PUBLIC REALM FROM A GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE
ID #704
Room: Studio Suite

Moderator: RYAN, Brent [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] bdr@mit.edu

HOU, Jeff [University of Washington] jhous@uw.edu
CHO, Im Sik [National University Singapore] akics@nus.edu.sg
KIM, Annette [University of Southern California] annettek@usc.edu

SATURDAY, 7:30PM – 9:30PM
STUDENT RECEPTION – ROCK BOTTOM BREWERY
(No tickets required! Free for students. Wear your name badge!)
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1.8 MOBILITY, BIKEABILITY, AND URBAN VITALITY
Room: Parlor A

Moderator: ZHANG, Hao [University at Buffalo] hzhang34@buffalo.edu

Discussant: There will not be a discussant for this session.

DOES DIGITAL DIVIDE STILL MATTER? EQUITY CONSIDERATIONS OF USING PARTICIPATORY GIS TOOLS FOR SUSTAINABLE PLANNING
ID #420
AFZALAN, Nader [University of Redlands] nader.afzalan@redlands.edu, presenting author
PIATKOWSKI, Daniel [University of Nebraska Lincoln] dpatkowski2@unl.edu

VISUALIZING THE EMOTIONAL EXPERIENCE OF TRAVEL: AN APPLICATION OF QUALITATIVE GIS AND SKETCH-BASED CONTENT ANALYSIS
ID #454
MEENAR, Mahbubur [Rowan University] meenar@rowan.edu, presenting author
FLAMM, Bradley [HNTB Corporation] bflamm@hntb.com
BONAREK, Leonard [Temple University] leonard.bonarek@temple.edu

ASSESSING MOBILE SENSING AS PART OF AN EXPERIENCE-CENTERED TRANSPORTATION PLANNING PROCESS AT TYSONS, VIRGINIA
ID #1086
MONDSCHEIN, Andrew [University of Virginia] mmondschein@virginia.edu, presenting author

*ANALYSIS OF THE IMPACT OF THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT ON STREET VITALITY: CASE STUDIES OF ELMWOOD AVENUE AND DELAWARE AVENUE IN BUFFALO
ID #1433
ZHANG, Hao [University at Buffalo] hzhang34@buffalo.edu, presenting author

2.10 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION - WHAT DO WE MAKE OF THE MAKER MOVEMENT?
Proposal ID 16
Room: Parlor B

Moderator: DOUSSARD, Marc [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] mdouss1@illinois.edu

Discussant: There will not be a discussant for this session.

MANUFACTURING WITHOUT THE FIRM: THE RISKS AND LIMITED REWARDS OF MAKING
ID #465
DOUSSARD, Marc [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] mdouss1@illinois.edu, presenting author
SCHROCK, Greg [Portland State University] gschrock@pdx.edu
WOLF-POWERS, Laura [City University of New York] lwolfpowers@gc.cuny.edu
EISENBURGER, Max [University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign] meisen4@illinois.edu
HEYING, Charles [Portland State University] heying@pdx.edu

WORKING IN CITIES: CO-WORKING SPACES, THE MAKER MOVEMENT AND THE RISE OF FLEXIBLE URBAN WORKSPACES
ID #467
CLARK, Jennifer [Georgia Institute of Technology] jennifer.clark@gatech.edu, presenting author
LODATO, Thomas [Georgia Inst. of Technology] thomas.lodato@gatech.edu

EMBEDDING MAKERS IN REGIONAL PRODUCTION NETWORKS: MAKING AS MANUFACTURING IN NEW YORK AND CHICAGO
ID #469
EISENBURGER, Max [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] meisen4@illinois.edu, presenting author
DOUSSARD, Marc [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] mdouss1@illinois.edu

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PRACTICE AND THE MAKER MOVEMENT
ID #538
WOLF-POWERS, Laura [City University of New York] lwolfpowers@gc.cuny.edu, presenting author
DOUSSARD, Marc [University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign] mdouss1@illinois.edu
HEYING, Charles [Portland State University] heying@pdx.edu
SCHROCK, Greg [Portland State University] gschrock@pdx.edu

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PRACTICE AND THE MAKER MOVEMENT
ID #538
WOLF-POWERS, Laura [City University of New York] lwolfpowers@gc.cuny.edu, presenting author
DOUSSARD, Marc [University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign] mdouss1@illinois.edu
HEYING, Charles [Portland State University] heying@pdx.edu
SCHROCK, Greg [Portland State University] gschrock@pdx.edu

3.15 PLANNING FOR SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC RESILIENCE IN A CHANGING CLIMATE
Room: Parlor C

Moderator/Discussant: DYCKMA, Caitlin [Clemson University] cdyckma@clemson.edu

PROTECTING HISTORIC RESOURCES FROM NATURAL HAZARDS AND CLIMATE CHANGE: THE ROLE OF COLLABORATIVE NETWORKS
ID #998
RUMBACH, Andrew [University of Colorado Denver] andrew.rumbach@ucdenver.edu, presenting author
APPLER, Douglas [University of Kentucky] douglas.appler@uky.edu

BREAKING DOWN THE SILOS OF RESILIENCE: INTEGRATING PLANNING STRATEGIES FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND ECONOMIC RECOVERY
ID #1107
STONE, Jeremy [University of British Columbia] jeremy.recoveryandreliief.org, presenting author
BARNES, Joshua [US Economic Development Administration] jBarnes@eda.gov

CLIMATE JUSTICESCAPE IN AMERICAN CITIES AND IMPLICATIONS IN PLANNING
ID #1249
CHENG, Chingwen [Arizona State University] cchengla@gmail.com, presenting author

SEED, SOIL, AND SUN: ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN BUILDING RESILIENT COMMUNITIES
ID #1294
CAL, Yanjun [University of Hawaii at Manoa] yanjunc@hawaii.edu, presenting author

4.5 GENDER AND INCLUSIVITY
Room: Broadway IV

Moderator/Discussant: BERNEY, Rachel [University of Washington] berney@uw.edu, presenting author

BRIDGING THE INCLUSION GAP IN QUALITATIVE RESEARCH: THE ROLE OF RELIGIOUS SOCIAL CAPITAL
ID #335
MOHEBBI, Mehr [University of Cincinnati] mohebbmi@mail.uc.edu, presenting author
CHIFOS, Carla [University of Cincinnati] chifos@ucmail.uc.edu

TAKING A SHARE OF THE PUBLIC SPACE: WHAT MAKES A BREASTFEEDING-FRIENDLY PUBLIC SPACE
ID #748
STAV, Tamir [Hebrew University] tamystav@gmail.com, presenting author

CREATING SAFE AND GENDER-INCLUSIVE PUBLIC SPACES: IMPLICATIONS FOR PLANNING THEORY AND PRACTICE
ID #1135
RAMASUBRAMANIAN, Laxmi [Hunter College of the CUNY] laxmi.hunter@gmail.com, presenting author

5.12 HOW DO CULTURE AND ETHNIC IDENTITIES AFFECT HOUSING AND NEIGHBORHOOD?
Room: Galleria II

Moderator: CARRUTHERS, John [The George Washington University] jnc@gwu.edu

Discussant: There will not be a discussant for this session.

RACIAL/ETHNIC CONCENTRATION AND HOUSING OUTCOMES IN LOS ANGELES
ID #66
LEE, C. Aujean [University of California, Los Angeles] aujean@ucla.edu, presenting author

FRAMING CHANGE IN LOS ANGELES CHINATOWN: THE ROLE OF PLACE IDENTITY IN COMMUNITY DEBATES ABOUT NEIGHBORHOOD REVITALIZATION IN ETHNIC SPACES
ID #298
HOM, Lauren [University of California, Irvine] idhom@uci.edu, presenting author

SESSION CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE...
5.28 THE BROADER IMPACTS OF HOUSING AD COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT ON EDUCATION, HEALTH AND EMPLOYMENT

Room: Galleria I

Moderator/Discussant: KEMPER, Rebecca [The Ohio State University] kemper.30@osu.edu

SUPPORTING EMPLOYMENT AMONG PUBLIC HOUSING RESIDENTS

ID #778

ROHE, William [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] brehow@unc.edu, presenting author
WEBB, Michael [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] webbmd@email.unc.edu
FRESCOLN, Kirstin [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] kirstinf@live.unc.edu

REVISITING THE SPATIAL DIMENSIONS OF SOCIAL CAPITAL: NEIGHBORHOOD CRIME PERCEPTIONS & SCHOOL CHOICE

ID #1052

KEMPER, Rebecca [The Ohio State University] kemper.30@osu.edu, presenting author

UNDERSTANDING THE CHILD WELFARE SYSTEM AND HOUSING POLICY FROM A SOCIOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE: THE CASE OF DIVERGENT BUFFALO

ID #1254

ATTARD, Nathan [SUNY Buffalo State] attardn@buffalostate.edu, presenting author
KNIGHT, Jason [SUNY Buffalo State] knightj@buffalostate.edu
DELMÉRICO, Alan [SUNY Buffalo State] delmeramo@buffalostate.edu

UNDERSTANDING THE HEALTH AND WELL-BEING EFFECTS OF A WORK REQUIREMENT IN PUBLIC HOUSING

ID #1336

FRESCOLN, Kirstin [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] kirstinf@live.unc.edu, presenting author
NGUYEN, Mai [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] mai@unc.edu
ROHE, William [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] brehow@unc.edu
WEBB, Michael [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] webbmd@email.unc.edu

6.12 LOCAL GOVERNANCE ISSUES IN THE GLOBAL CONTEXT

Room: Broadway I

Moderator: SEN, Siddhartha [Morgan State University] siddhartha.sen@morgan.edu

Discussant: There will not be a discussant for this session.

PROCESSES, PRACTICES AND THEORIES BEHIND EVOLUTION OF GATED COMMUNITIES AS A DOMINANT URBAN FORM IN THE GLOBAL SOUTH: THE CASE OF KOLKATA, INDIA

ID #896

SEN, Siddhartha [Morgan State University] siddhartha.sen@morgan.edu, presenting author

GHOSH, Sudeshna [Indiana University of Pennsylvania] ghoshsu@iup.edu

BUYING IN OR SELLING OUT? LIBERAL DEVELOPMENT, ILLIBERAL SOCIAL CONTROLS, AND THE CONSTRUCTION OF ENCLAVE URBANISM IN THE UIGHUR CITY

ID #860

HANSEN, Lauren [Cornell University] lfh28@cornell.edu, presenting author

FROM CONFLICT TO UNITY: DECONSTRUCTING THE DISCURSIVE BORDER BETWEEN PARTISAN AND COMMUNITY POLITICS IN THE PARTICIPATORY BUDGET OF PORTO ALEGRE, BRAZIL.

ID #1349

PIMENTEL WALKER, Ana Paula [University of Michigan] appiment@umich.edu, presenting author

ROBUST PROBLEMATIZATION FOR BETTER DEVELOPMENT OUTCOMES: THE CASE OF SEWAGE IN AGRA, INDIA

ID #1391

OBERG, Angela [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] angela.oberg@rutgers.edu, presenting author

8.3 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION - FOOD JUSTICE, FOOD SOVEREIGNTY AND PLANNING

Proposal ID 24

Room: Broadway II

Moderator: TYMAN, Shannon [University of Washington] shannon.tyman@gmail.com

Discussant: MCCLINTOCK, Nathan [Portland State University] n.mcclintock@pdx.edu

ASSOCIATION BETWEEN CHANGE OF NEIGHBORHOOD TYPE AND CHANGE OF FOOD DENSITY: A CASE STUDY IN THE MINNEAPOLIS SEVEN-COUNTY AREA USING PANEL DATA

ID #1148

PENG, Ke [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] kpeng@email.unc.edu, presenting author
SONG, Yan [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] yysemail@unc.edu
RODRIGUEZ, Daniel A. [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] danrod@email.unc.edu
HIRSCH, Jana [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] hirsch.jana@gmail.com
GORDEN-LARSEN, Penny [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] pg Larsen@unc.edu

EXPLORING THE GEOGRAPHY OF FARMER’S MARKETS IN OKLAHOMA: DO FARMER’S MARKETS PROMOTE FOOD SECURITY AND FOOD SOVEREIGNTY AMONG VULNERABLE POPULATIONS?

ID #234

LOWERY, Bryce [University of Oklahoma] bryce.c.lowery@ou.edu, presenting author

FARMLAND CONSERVATION, GENTRIFICATION AND THE FUTURE OF COMMUNITY FOOD SYSTEMS IN OREGON

ID #236

HORST, Megan [Portland State University] mhorst@pdx.edu, presenting author

MAKING SPACE FOR GRASSROOTS FOOD PROJECTS

ID #504

TYMAN, Shannon [University of Washington] shannon.tyman@gmail.com, presenting author
9.10 NEW FRONTIERS IN PLANNING PEDAGOGY

Room: Broadway III

Moderator: SIMPSON, Sheryl-Ann [University of California, Davis] ssimpson@ucdavis.edu

Discussant: There will not be a discussant for this session.

FLIP MOVE, TWEET: A BLENDED COURSE DESIGN FOR DIFFERENT LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS IN URBAN PLANNING, SUSTAINABILITY, AND CLIMATE CHANGE UNIVERSITY COURSES

ID #1061

PALAZZO, Danilo [The University of Cincinnati] palazdo@ucmail.uc.edu, presenting author

DI KOFF, Stephen [The University of Cincinnati] dikosk@mail.uc.edu, primary author

HOLLSTEIN, Leah [The University of Cincinnati] hollstlh@ucmail.uc.edu

ENRICHING GEOSPATIAL EDUCATION IN URBAN PLANNING PROGRAM WITH PRACTICAL PROJECTS

ID #1305

HUANG, Guoping [University of Virginia] ghuang@virginia.edu, presenting author

JUST A NOTE THAT IF YOU START WATCHING THE VIDEO FROM WHEN YOU VISIT ONE

HOW TO RECOGNIZE A MODEL SUSTAINABLE NEIGHBOURHOOD WHEN YOU VISIT ONE

ID #719

HOLDEN, Meg [Simon Fraser University] mholden@sfu.ca, presenting author

OWENS, Cameron [University of Victoria] camo@uvic.ca

STURGEON, Daniel [Simon Fraser University] dsa63@sfu.ca

APPLYING THEORIES OF THINKING AND LEARNING TO ENHANCE DECISION MAKING IN SOCIAL - ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS

ID #1005

SLOTTERBACK, Carissa [University of Minnesota] schivo05@umn.edu, presenting author

PITT, David [University of Minnesota] pittbd011@umn.edu, primary author

RUNCK, Bryan [University of Minnesota] runck014@umn.edu

*INTERPRETATIONS OF THE SOCIAL DIMENSION OF SUSTAINABILITY IN URBAN COMMUNITY PLANNING PRACTICE: CASE STUDIES FROM THE U.S., DENMARK AND JAPAN

ID #1441

KOHON, Jacklyn [Portland State University] jacklynk@pdx.edu, presenting author

13.2 PARTICIPATION, POLITICS AND IDENTITY IN THE REGIONAL PLANNING PROCESS

Room: Senate Suite

Moderator/Discussant: CHAPPLE, Karen [University of California, Berkeley] chappl@berkeley.edu

PLANNED IDENTITY - PLANNED DEMOGRAPHY: CLASSED DIVERSITY IN THE GLOBAL CITY-REGION

ID #1170

KROLL, Cynthia [Association of Bay Area Governments] cynthika@abag.ca.gov, presenting author

OLSEN, Aksel [Association of Bay Area Governments] akksel@abag.ca.gov

CULTIVATING COLLABORATIVE MODELS FOR REGIONAL PLANNING: EVIDENCE FROM THE SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITIES INITIATIVE

ID #1219

GOGH, Meghan [Virginia Commonwealth University] mzmough@vcu.edu, presenting author

REECE, Jason [The Ohio State University] jreece@karwaninstitute@gmail.com

MATTUZZI, Elizabeth [University of California, Berkeley] emattuuzz@berkeley.edu

CHAPPLE, Karen [University of California, Berkeley] chappl@berkeley.edu

14.6 BIG DATA AND TRANSPORT PLANNING

Room: Forum Suite

Moderator: CARNER, Alex [Georgia Institute of Technology] alex.carner@coa.gatech.edu

Discussant: There will not be a discussant for this session.

MONITORING URBAN FORM WITH SMARTCARD DATA: A BRISBANE CASE STUDY

ID #14

ZHOU, Jiaping [University of Queensland] zhouji@gmail.com, presenting author

SIPE, Neil [University of Queensland] n.sipe@uq.edu.au

DARCHEN, Sebastien [University of Queensland] sdarchen@uq.edu.au

DIKOSK, Stephen Kofi [The University of Cincinnati] dikosk@mail.uc.edu, primary author

CITY PLANNING’S REOCcurring OBITUARY: WHY WRITERS REPEATEDLY MISDIAGNOSE THE DEATH OF PLANNING

ID #659

CAMPBELL, Scott [University of Michigan] scamp@umich.edu, presenting author

10.2 UTOPIA, LEGITIMACY AND NARRATIVES IN PLANNING

Room: Directors Suite

Moderator/Discussant: HOVEY, Bradshaw [University at Buffalo] bhovey@buffalo.edu

*PLANNING FOR AND AGAINST UTOPIA: THE STRANGE CAREER OF RAJNEESHPURAM, OREGON, 1981-85

ID #7

ABBOTT, Carl [Portland State University] abottc@pdx.edu, presenting author

CITY PLANNING’S REOCcurring OBITUARY: WHY WRITERS REPEATEDLY MISDIAGNOSE THE DEATH OF PLANNING

ID #659

CAMPBELL, Scott [University of Michigan] scamp@umich.edu, presenting author

*URBAN RENEWAL, PUBLIC OPPOSITION, AND THE ROLE OF NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATIONS IN PRESERVING LEXINGTON’S HISTORIC BUILT ENVIRONMENT

ID #1006

APPLE, Douglas [University of Kentucky] douglas.apple@uky.edu, presenting author

POOLE, Lauren [Cultural Resource Analysts] laurenarpole@gmail.com, primary author

3401 FRANKLIN ST.: RACE, SPACE AND NEIGHBORHOOD CHANGE

ID #1278

WARNKEN, Charles [University of Oklahoma] cwarnken@ou.edu, presenting author

*LEGITIMACY AND THE QUEST FOR REGIONALISM IN PORTLAND, OREGON, AND VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA

ID #1392

TAYLOR, Zack [Western University] zacktaylor@uwo.ca, presenting author

12.13 RETHINKING SUSTAINABILITY, RESILIENCE AND NATURE IN PLANNING

Room: Executive Suite

Moderator: SLOTTERBACK, Carissa [University of Minnesota] schivo05@umn.edu

Discussant: QUICK, Kathryn [University of Minnesota] kswift@umn.edu

REPRESENTATIONS OF URBAN NATURE IN PLANNING

ID #717

TRIMAN, Julia [University of Virginia] jg222j@virginia.edu, presenting author

BROWN WILSON, Barbara [University of Virginia] bbw5w@virginia.edu

HOW TO RECOGNIZE A MODEL SUSTAINABLE NEIGHBOURHOOD WHEN YOU VISIT ONE

ID #719

HOLDEN, Meg [Simon Fraser University] mholden@sfu.ca, presenting author

OWENS, Cameron [University of Victoria] camo@uvic.ca

STURGEON, Daniel [Simon Fraser University] dsa63@sfu.ca

APPLYING THEORIES OF THINKING AND LEARNING TO ENHANCE DECISION MAKING IN SOCIAL - ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS

ID #1005

SLOTTERBACK, Carissa [University of Minnesota] schivo05@umn.edu, presenting author

PITT, David [University of Minnesota] pittbd011@umn.edu, primary author

RUNCK, Bryan [University of Minnesota] runck014@umn.edu

*INTERPRETATIONS OF THE SOCIAL DIMENSION OF SUSTAINABILITY IN URBAN COMMUNITY PLANNING PRACTICE: CASE STUDIES FROM THE U.S., DENMARK AND JAPAN

ID #1441

KOHON, Jacklyn [Portland State University] jacklynk@pdx.edu, presenting author

* Civic Infrastructure & Sustainable Regional Planning: Insights from the Sustainable Communities Initiative's Regional Planning Grantees

ID #1347

WALSH, Elizabeth [University at Buffalo, SUNY] elizabeth.walsh@gmail.com, presenting author

56th ANNUAL CONFERENCE - 85
UNDERSTANDING ATTITUDES AND PERCEPTIONS OF PUBLIC TRANSIT: INVESTIGATION THROUGH SOCIAL MEDIA AND TEXTUAL ANALYSIS
ID #553
JACOBUCCI, Evan [University at Buffalo] evaniajacobucci@gmail.com, presenting author

APPLICATION OF THE LOS ANGELES ARCHIVED DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (ADMS) TO ANALYZE INTRAMETROPOLITAN VARIATION IN HIGHWAY AND ARTERIAL SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
ID #686
GIOVANNA, Genevieve [University of Southern California] giuliano@usc.edu, presenting author

CHABRABARTI, Sandip [University of New Orleans] schakra4@uno.edu, presenting author

*PREDICTING INDIVIDUAL MOBILITY IN PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION USING SMARTCARD DATA
ID #1370
ZHAO, Zhan [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] zhaozhan@mit.edu, presenting author
ZHAO, Jinhu [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] jinhua@mit.edu
KOUTSOPoulos, Haris [Northeastern University] h.koutsopoulos@neu.edu

*ASSESSING DISPARITIES IN REGIONAL PUBLIC TRANSIT PERFORMANCE USING REALTIME DATA
ID #1372
KARNER, Alex [Georgia Institute of Technology] alex.kerner@coa.gatech.edu, presenting author
GOLUB, Aaron [Portland State University] agolub@pdx.edu
CHAVIS, Celeste [Morgan State University] celeste.chavis@morgan.edu

14.23 SHIFTING TRANSIT USAGE: NOVEL APPROACHES
Room: Council Suite

Moderator: GUO, Zhan [New York University] zg11@nyu.edu

Discussant: There will not be a discussant for this session.

STUDYING THE IMPACTS OF MODEST PUBLIC TRANSIT IMPROVEMENTS ON COMMUTE PATTERNS, PHYSICAL ACTIVITY LEVELS, AND HEALTH IN A MID-SIZED CANADIAN CITY: A NATURAL EXPERIMENT OF UNIVERSITY EMPLOYEES IN KINGSTON, ONTARIO
ID #646
COLLINS, Patricia [Queen’s University] patricia.collins@queensu.ca, presenting author
AGARWAL, Ajay [Queen’s University] ajay.agarwal@queensu.ca

GIMME SHELTER . . . AND A BENCH AND SCHEDULE INFORMATION: THE ROI FROM BUS STOP AMENITY INVESTMENTS
ID #1175
BARTHOLOMEW, Keith [University of Utah] bartholomew@arch.utah.edu, presenting author
Ewing, Reid [University of Utah] ewing@arch.utah.edu

NEW POTENTIAL FOR MULTIMODAL CONNECTION: EXPLORING THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TAXI TRIPS AND TRANSIT IN NEW YORK
ID #1272
WANG, Fangru [Georgia Institute of Technology] fangru@gatech.edu, presenting author
ROSS, Catherine [Georgia Institute of Technology] catherine.ross@coa.gatech.edu

POTENTIAL FOR BUS RAPID TRANSIT AND PARATRANSPORT INTEGRATION: LESSONS LEARNED FROM BARRANQUILLA, COLOMBIA
ID #1399
CHATMAN, Daniel [University of California, Berkeley] doc@berkeley.edu, presenting author
SANTANA, Manuel [University of California, Berkeley] manuel.santana@berkeley.edu, primary author
STOY, Kelan [University of California, Berkeley]

REDESIGNING SUBWAY MAP TO MITIGATE BOTTLENECK CONGESTION: AN EXPERIMENT IN WASHINGTON DC USING MECHANIC TURK
ID #1492
GUO, Zhan [New York University] zg11@nyu.edu, presenting author

14.36 UNDERSTANDING THE ROLE OF AIR TRAVEL
Room: Studio Suite

Moderator: ROSENBLUM, Sandi [University of Texas at Austin] srosenbloom@utexas.edu

Discussant: There will not be a discussant for this session.

THE PASSENGERS’ TRANSPORTATION MODAL SPLIT: AN EXPLORATION OF PASSENGERS’ MODE CHOICE AT PUDONG INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
ID #912
HONG, Shaozhi [Tongji University] shaozhi@pdx.edu, presenting author
LIU, Weifeng [Tongji University] 609895252@qq.com
CHEN, Xiaohong [Tongji University] chenxiaohong@tongji.edu.cn
XU, Huanxi [Tongji University] 1106958347@qq.com

AIR FREIGHT CONNECTIVITY’S IMPACT ON ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
ID #1313
HYLTON, Peter [Georgia Institute of Technology] peter.hylton@gatech.edu, presenting author
ROSS, Catherine [Georgia Institute of Technology] catherine.ross@coa.gatech.edu

PLANNING AIRFRIGHT FOR THE SILVER TSUNAMI; HOW PREPARED ARE WE?
ID #1357
ROSENBLUM, Sandi [University of Texas at Austin] srosenbloom@utexas.edu, presenting author

15.7 PLACE IDENTITY
Room: Broadway V

Moderator: CATAO CARTAXO LOUREIRO, Livia [Texas A&M University] lil4lour3iro@tamu.edu

Discussant: There will not be a discussant for this session.

LATINO URBANISM: CULTURAL RESILIENCY, PLACEMAKING, AND STRATEGIES FOR RE-URBANIZATION
ID #1340
LARA, Jesus [The Ohio State University] lara.13@osu.edu, presenting author

PLACE IDENTITY AND AUTHENTICITY: CAUGHT BETWEEN NOSTALGIA AND CONTEMPORARY DESIGN PARADIGMS IN THE AMERICAN WEST
ID #1191
SHELBY, Jennifer [University of Colorado, Boulder] jennifer.shelby@colorado.edu, presenting author
LINDSAY, Georgia [University of Colorado, Boulder] georgia.lindsay@colorado.edu, primary author

OPPOSING PRESERVATIONS: EXAMINING LARGE AND SMALL INDUSTRIAL RESTORATION PROJECTS ON A CONTESTED BROOKLYN WATERFRONT
ID #1351
CAMPO, Daniel [Morgan State University] daniel.campos@morgan.edu, presenting author

CONFRONTING REALITIES: IS PARTICIPATORY DESIGN FEASIBLE FOR SOCIAL HOUSING? A CASE STUDY COMPARISON BETWEEN CHILE AND BRAZIL
ID #1469
CATAO CARTAXO LOUREIRO, Livia [Texas A&M University] lil4lour3iro@tamu.edu, presenting author
PAPER SESSIONS & ROUNDTABLES
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1.10 PLANNING SMART CITIES: USING SOCIAL MEDIA AND BIG DATA
Room: Parlor A
Moderator: WESSEL, Ginette [Roger Williams University]
wginette@gmail.com

Discussant: There will not be a discussant for this session.

*MOVING BEYOND OPERATIONS: USING URBAN BIG DATA FOR LONG RANGE PLANNING
ID #1108
FRENCH, Steven [Georgia Institute of Technology]
steve.french@coa.gatech.edu, presenting author
BARCHERS, Camille [Georgia Institute of Technology]
camille.x.barchers@gmail.com
ZHANG, Wenwen [Georgia Institute of Technology]
wunwunchang@gmail.com

WHY SOME PARKS IS MORE POPULAR? - ASSESSING THE ASSOCIATION BETWEEN POPULARITY AND PARK FEATURE USING VOLUNTEERED GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION IN CHICAGO
ID #1109
CHEN, Yan [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill]
yanc@live.unc.edu, presenting author
SONG, Yan [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill]
yisi@email.unc.edu

VISUALIZING TWEETS: NEW DATA-DRIVEN METHODS OF URBAN ANALYSIS
ID #1271
WESSEL, Ginette [Roger Williams University]
wginette@gmail.com, presenting author
KARDUNI, Alireza [University of North Carolina, Charlotte]
alireza116@gmail.com
WARD, Kacie [University of North Carolina, Charlotte]
kward50@uncc.edu
HANSEN, Chelsea [University of North Carolina, Charlotte]
chansen7@uncc.edu
CROUCH, Richard [University of North Carolina, Charlotte]
rccrouch2@uncc.edu
ZHANG, Xunxun [University of North Carolina, Charlotte]
xzhang31@uncc.edu
SAUDA, Eric [University of North Carolina at Charlotte]
erisauda@uncc.edu

2.7 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION - THE “CREATIVE CITY” QUEST: POLICY AND PLANNING CHALLENGES
Proposal ID 48
Room: Parlor B

Moderator: ASHLEY, Amanda [Boise State University]
amandaashley@boisestate.edu

Discussant: There will not be a discussant for this session.

A STRATEGIC RELATIONAL ROLE OF ARTISTS IN ESTABLISHING SUSTAINABLE CONDITIONS FOR ART PRODUCTION: THE CASE OF MULLAE ART VILLAGE IN SEOUL, KOREA
ID #1457
JUNG, Namji [Incheon Development Institute]
nj33@cornell.edu, presenting author

THE UNIVERSITY’S ROLE IN THE CREATIVE CITY: UNVEILING PROGRAMMATIC, STRUCTURAL, AND ENGAGEMENT PRACTICES
ID #667
ASHLEY, Amanda [Boise State University]
amandaashley@boisestate.edu, presenting author
DURHAM, Leslie [Boise State University]
durham@boisestate.edu

THE BOUNDARIES OF CULTURE: PLACE, CULTURE, AND COMMUNITY IN MULTI-ETHNIC LOS ANGELES
ID #81
COLLINS, Brady [University of California, Los Angeles]
collins.bradyj@gmail.com, presenting author

3.12 MODELING INFRASTRUCTURE IMPACTS FROM GRADUAL HAZARDS AND THE ECONOMIC IMPACTS OF INFRASTRUCTURE CONVERSION
Room: Galleria II
Moderator/Discussant: COFFMAN, Makena [University of Hawaii at Manoa]
makena.coffman@hawaii.edu

ABANDONED RAILWAY TO GREENWAY: LONGITUDINAL ANALYSES OF IMPACT IN SINGLE FAMILY HOUSES IN THE CITY OF WHITTIER
ID #487
NOH, Youngre [Texas A&M University]
youngr.eoh@gmail.com, presenting author

MODELING AND PATH DIAGRAMS FOR UNDERSTANDING CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE INTERDEPENDENCIES AND CASCADE EFFECTS FROM DISASTERS
ID #1158
MITSOYA-BONEVA, Diana [Florida Atlantic University]
dmitsoyavafa.ufl.edu, presenting author
SAPAT, Alka [Florida Atlantic University]
asapati@fau.edu
ESNARD, Ann-Margaret [Georgia State University]
aesnard@gsu.edu

EXAMINING ‘CRITICALITY’ TO BETTER UNDERSTAND VULNERABILITY IN THE CONTEXT OF CLIMATE CHANGE AND COASTAL WASTEWATER INFRASTRUCTURES IN HONOLULU, HAWAI'I
ID #1292
SPIRANDELLI, Daniele [University of Hawaii at Manoa]
daniel@hawaii.edu, presenting author
SHEH, Susan [University of Hawaii at Manoa]
susanw@hawaii.edu

BABCOCK, Roger [University of Hawaii at Manoa]
rabcock@hawaii.edu
BUDD, Elise [University of Hawaii at Manoa]
ebudd@hawaii.edu
DEAN, Theresa [University of Hawaii at Manoa]
td33@hawaii.edu

URBAN GROWTH AND SEA LEVEL RISE BASED ASSESSMENT OF GROUNDWATER RECHARGE PRESSURE: A CASE STUDY OF BREvard COUNTY, FLORIDA, US
ID #1470
LIU, Chao [University of Florida]
liuchao1020@gmail.com, presenting author
LI, Bowen [University of Florida]
libowen1120@gmail.com
PENG, Zhong-ren [University of Florida]
zpeng@dp.ufl.edu
DENG, Yujun [University of Florida]
dengyujun11@ufl.edu

3.16 PUBLIC KNOWLEDGE AND TECHNOLOGY’S INFLUENCE ON LAND USE CHOICES, OFFICIAL DECISION MAKING, AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
Room: Parlor C
Moderator/Discussant: HOSTOVSKY, Charles [Catholic University of America]
hostovsky@cua.edu

*ECOSYSTEM TRADE-OFFS AND CONFLICT: STAKEHOLDER ACCOUNTS FROM AN URBAN TROPICAL WATERSHED
ID #164
SANTIAGO, Luis [University of Puerto Rico]
luis.santiago47@upr.edu, presenting author
TORRES, Aiam [University of Puerto Rico]
ariam.torres1@upr.edu
ORTIZ, Alisa [University of Puerto Rico]
alisortiz@upr.edu

SPATIAL JUDGMENTS IN ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING PRACTICE: RETHINKING THE ROLE OF SPATIAL PLANNING SUPPORT SYSTEMS
ID #581
MILLZ, Daniel [Plattsburgh State University of New York]
daniel.millz@plattsburgh.edu, presenting author

*BEYOND WATER DATA: BENEFITS TO VOLUNTEERS AND TO LOCAL WATER FROM A CITIZEN SCIENCE PROGRAM
ID #1063
CHURCH, Sarah [Purdue University]
church9@purdue.edu, presenting author
PRKOPY, Linda [Purdue University]
lprkopy@purdue.edu

BRIDGING THE GAP BETWEEN PUBLIC OPINION AND POLICY MAKER PERCEPTIONS: IDENTIFYING COMMON GROUND FOR CLIMATE ACTION PLANNING
ID #1285
FOSS, Ann [University of Texas at Arlington]
ann.foss@uta.edu, presenting author
KO, Yekang [University of Texas at Arlington]
yekangko@uta.edu

3.19 WATER QUANTITY, WATER QUALITY, LAND USE, AND UNCERTAINTY: CREATING LINKAGES DESPITE THE SILOS
Room: Galleria I
Moderator/Discussant: CONROY, Maria [The Ohio State University]
conroy.36@osu.edu

*POTABLE WATER REUSE IN ARID INLAND COMMUNITIES: UNDERSTANDING THE SOCIAL, TECHNICAL, AND ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITIES AND CONSTRAINTS
ID #303
SCRUGGS, Caroline [University of New Mexico]
cscruuggs@unm.edu, presenting author
HERMAN, Jason [University of New Mexico]
jherman@unm.edu
PRATESI, Claudia [University of New Mexico]
cpratesi@unm.edu
DISTLER, Lauren [University of New Mexico]
l.distler@unm.edu

SESSION CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE ...
5.1 ACCESS TO CAPITAL AND RESPONSES TO MORTGAGE FORECLOSURES
Room: Galleria III
Moderator: MCMLLAN, Andrew [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] amcmill2@illinois.edu
Discussant: There will not be a discussant for this session.

5.30 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION - THE FUTURE OF RENTAL HOUSING SUBSIDIES
Proposal ID 36
Room: Directors Suite
Moderator: REINA, Vincent [University of Pennsylvania] vincent.reina@gmail.com
Discussant: There will not be a discussant for this session.

NEIGHBORHOODS, LOCAL NETWORKS, AND THE NON-LINEAR PATH OF THE EXPiration AND PREservation OF FEDERAL RENTAL SUBSIDIES
ID #460
HOWELL, Kathryn [Virginia Commonwealth University] khowell@vcu.edu, presenting author
DOES CHANGING SECTION 8 VOUCHER RENT LIMITS INCREASE NEIGHBORHOOD ACCESS? HUD'S SMALL AREA FAIR MARKET RENT PROGRAM
ID #462
REINA, Vincent [University of Pennsylvania] vincent.reina@gmail.com, presenting author

ROOM: Broadway IV
Moderator: LUNG-AMAN, Willow [University of Maryland] lungamam@umd.edu
Discussant: CHAPPLE, Karen [University of California, Berkeley] chapple@berkeley.edu
EQUITABLE DEVELOPMENT? CELEBRATING AND SILENCING PUBLICS IN THE WELCOMING IMMIGRANT MOVEMENT
ID #381
HARWOOD, Stacy [University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign] sharwood@illinois.edu, presenting author
THE POWER OF PARTICIPATORY STORY MAPPING TO ENGAGE AND EMPOWER DISADVANTAGED COMMUNITIES THREATENED BY CHANGE
ID #382
LUNG-AMAN, Willow [University of Maryland, College Park] lungamam@umd.edu, presenting author
DAWKINS, Casey [University of Maryland, College Park] dawkins1@umd.edu

PROTECTING THE BARRIO: GENTRIFICATION, NEIGHBORHOOD-RESISTANCE AND CULTURAL IDENTITY
ID #383
SANDOVAL, Gerardo [University of Oregon] gsandoval@uoregon.edu, presenting author

30 DAY NOTICE: ANTI-GENTRIFICATION RESISTANCE IN CHICAGO
ID #384
HUQ, Ebadul [University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign] ehuq2@illinois.edu, presenting author

NEW ONTOLOGIES OF GENTRIFICATION: THE PERSISTENCE OF RACIAL CHANGE
ID #385
SUTTON, Stacey [University of Illinois, Chicago] suttons@uic.edu, presenting author
**6.17 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION - PLANNING FOR WATER AND SANITATION SYSTEMS**

**Proposal ID 62**

**Room: Broadway I**

**Moderator/Discussant: TEWARI, Meenu [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill]**

**VTEWARI.meenu@email.unc.edu**, presenting author

**CHARACTERIZING VARIATIONS IN THE IMPLEMENTATION OF COMMUNITY-LED TOTAL SANITATION**

**ID #914**

**VENKATARAMANAN, Vidya [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill]**

vidyaram@email.unc.edu, presenting author

**MANUFACTURED SCARCITY? THE POLITICS OF URBAN WATER REFORM AND EVERYDAY INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS IN AFRICAN CITIES**

**ID #917**

**ACEY, Charisma [University of California, Berkeley]**

charisma.acey@berkeley.edu, presenting author

**THE PERILS AND PROMISE OF SUSTAINABLE WATER MANAGEMENT REFORM: LESSONS FROM MEXICO CITY**

**ID #918**

**RIVAS, Marcela Gonzalez [University of Pittsburgh]**

mag231@pitt.edu, presenting author

**STREET LEVEL BUREAUCRATS AS ANCHORS OF COMMUNITY MANAGED WATER SYSTEMS IN HONDURAS: LESSONS FOR SUSTAINED LAST MILE SERVICE**

**ID #915**

**Long, Sarah [University of North Carolina Chapel Hill]**

sarahea@live.unc.edu, presenting author

**8.4 FOOD SYSTEM PLANNING / FOOD POLICY**

**Room: Broadway I**

**Moderator/Discussant: HORST, Megan [Portland State University]**

mhorst@pdx.edu

**PLANNING FOR A HEALTHY LA: A CASE STUDY OF COMMUNITY ACTION IN LOS ANGELES**

**ID #892**

**HAWKINS (Morrison), Breanna [University of Southern California]**

bnorris@usc.edu, presenting author

**SLOANE, David [University of Southern California]**

dslhoeane@usc.edu, primary author

**ILLUM, Jacqueline [University of California at Los Angeles]**

Jacqueline.M.Illum@gmail.com

**SPINDLER, Alison [City of Long Beach]**

adspindler27@gmail.com

**LEWIS, LaVonna [University of Southern California]**

llewis@usc.edu

**IMPROVED STUDENT NUTRITION IN THE BUFFALO PUBLIC SCHOOLS: UNDERSTANDING THE ROLES OF DISTRICT FOOD POLICY INITIATIVES AND CITIZEN ADVOCACY**

**ID #1146**

**ATTARD, Nathanael [SUNY Buffalo State]**

attardnj@buffalostate.edu, presenting author

**WHITTAKER, Jennifer [University at Buffalo, SUNY]**

jrwhittai@buffalo.edu

**RAJA, Samina [University at Buffalo, SUNY]**

sraja@buffalo.edu

**SETTING THE TABLE FOR RACIAL EQUITY IN LOCAL GOVERNMENT POLICY: CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES OF COMMUNITY FOOD PLANNING THROUGH A STRUCTURAL RACISM LENS**

**ID #1400**

**HALL, Enjoli [University at Buffalo, SUNY]**

enjoliha@buffalo.edu, presenting author

**RAJA, Samina [University at Buffalo, SUNY]**

sraja@buffalo.edu

**9.13 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION - TRANSCONTINENTAL PEDAGOGY: LEARNING FROM LATIN AMERICAN URBANISMS**

**Proposal ID 11**

**Room: Broadway III**

**Organizer: TUCKER, Jennifer [University of California, Berkeley]**

jennifertucker@berkeley.edu

**Discussant: IRAZÁBAL-ZURITA, Clara [University of Missouri-Kansas City]**

irazabalzurita@umkc.edu

**A PREDICTING MODEL OF INFORMAL URBAN GROWTH: LEARNING FROM 40 YEARS OF SELF-BUILD IN MEDELLÍN, COLOMBIA**

**ID #143**

**SAFPER, Jota [Massachusetts Institute of Technology]**

jota@mit.edu, presenting author

**STUDYING PARTICIPATION IN ITS ABSENCE: FOCUS GROUPS AS A LABORATORY FOR PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT IN TRANSIT PLANNING IN BOLIVIA**

**ID #144**

**KASH, Gwen [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill]**

gwenkash@email.unc.edu, presenting author

**LIVELIHOOD OUTSIDE THE LAW: STREET VENDOR POLITICS & URBAN RIGHTS**

**ID #141**

**TUCKER, Jennifer [University of New Mexico]**

jennifertucker@berkeley.edu, presenting author

**CITY BUILDING AND CITIZEN PARTICIPATION IN CIUDAD JUAREZ: THE ROLE OF PLAN ESTRATEGICO DE CIUDAD JUAREZ**

**ID #1173**

**VAZQUEZ CASTILLO, Maria Teresa [Universidad Autónoma de Ciudad Juárez]**

ma.tere.vazquez@gmail.com, presenting author

**12.14 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION - THE POTENTIAL AND PITFALLS OF PARTNERSHIPS BETWEEN ANCHOR INSTITUTIONS AND COMMUNITIES**

**Proposal ID 20**

**Room: Executive Suite**

**Moderator: EHNELLENZ, Meagan [Arizona State University]**

Meagan.Ehlenz@asu.edu

**Discussant: WOLF POWERS, Laura [The Graduate Center, CUNY]**

lwolfpowers@gc.cuny.edu

**ANCHORING OUR ASSETS: DREXEL UNIVERSITY, MANTUA, AND THE PLACE OF NEIGHBORHOOD SCHOOLS IN UNIVERSITY-LED REVITALIZATION**

**ID #282**

**GOOD, Ryan [The State University of New Jersey]**

ryan.good@rutgers.edu, presenting author

**THE INFLUENCE OF GOWN ON TOWN: HOW UNIVERSITY INTERVENTIONS CHANGED NEIGHBORHOODS, 1990-2010**

**ID #283**

**EHNELLENZ, Meagan [Arizona State University]**

Meagan.Ehlenz@asu.edu, presenting author

**FROM INSTITUTIONAL RAPE TO 'THE MONEY'S ON THE DRESSER': RECONFIGURING COMMUNITY CONTROL AND ANCHOR RELATIONS IN THE BRONX**

**ID #284**

**CASPER-FUTTERMAN, Evan [The State University of New Jersey]**

evan.casperfutterman@gmail.com, presenting author

**THE FALSE PROPHET: MEDS AND NEIGHBORHOOD DEVELOPMENT - REFLECTIONS ON THE BUFFALO NIAGARA MEDICAL CAMPUS EXPERIENCE**

**ID #285**

**TAYLOR, Henry [University at Buffalo]**

htaylor@buffalo.edu, presenting author

**13.5 HOW ACTORS AND INVESTMENTS SHAPE REGIONS’ DEMOGRAPHICS AND GROWTH PATHS**

**Room: Senate Suite**

**Moderator/Discussant: RENSKI, Henry [University of Massachusetts]**

hrenski@umass.edu

**CAN URBAN COMPACTNESS ATTRACT MORE NEW FIRMS? A LONGITUDINAL STUDY ON THE IMPACTS OF URBAN COMPACTNESS ON FIRM FORMATION OVER TIME IN THE U.S.**

**ID #359**

**KIM, Keuntae [University of Utah]**

keuntae.kim@utah.edu, presenting author

**GOOD, Ryan [The State University of New Jersey]**

ryan.good@rutgers.edu, presenting author

**ANCHOR INSTITUTIONS AND COMMUNITIES**

**SESSION CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE ...**
14.22 PLANS AND POLITICS IN TRANSPORT PLANNING
Room: Council Suite
Moderator/Discussant: BUEHLER, Ralph [Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University] ralphbhu@vt.edu

*THE POLITICS OF SUSTAINABLE TRANSPORT IN VIENNA
ID #138
BUEHLER, Ralph [Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University] ralphbhu@vt.edu, presenting author
PUCHER, John [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] johnpucher@gmail.com

CAN STATE PLANNING MANDATES INFLUENCE MPOs? EVIDENCE FROM CALIFORNIA’S SB 375 AND OREGON’S SB 1059
ID #838
PROFFITT, David [University of Utah] david.proffitt@utah.edu, presenting author

DO PLANS STILL MATTER? EXAMINING THE IMPACTS OF TOD PLANS ON BUSINESSES IN ST. LOUIS, MO’S LIGHT RAIL STATION AREAS
ID #1460
BAKER, Dwayne [University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign] dbaker7@illinois.edu, presenting author

THE SHARING ECONOMY: IS IT MAKING GOVERNMENT SUPERFLUOUS?
ID #1463
FELDSTEIN, Lisa [University of San Francisco] lfeldstein@usfca.edu, presenting author
SHIRGAOKAR, Manish [University of Alberta] shirgaokar@ualberta.ca

THE OBSERVED PATH CHOICES OF CYCLISTS RIDING THROUGH SHARED SPACE INTERSECTIONS
ID #871
DUNCAN, Allison [Portland State University] abduncan@pdx.edu, presenting author

TOWARD MEASURING, UNDERSTANDING, AND REALIZING LIVABILITY THE TRANSPORTATION/LAND USE/LIVABILITY CONNECTION
ID #1238
APPLEYARD, Bruce [San Diego State University] appleyard1@gmail.com, presenting author

15.11 TRANSPORTATION AND WALKABILITY
Room: Broadway V
Moderator: APPLEYARD, Bruce [San Diego State University] appleyard1@gmail.com

DISCUSSANT: There will not be a discussant for this session.

THE IMPACT OF URBAN PARKS ON SUSTAINABLE TRAVEL BEHAVIOR IN STATION AREAS
ID #552
PARK, Keunhyun [University of Utah] keunhyun.park@utah.edu, presenting author
EWING, Reid [University of Utah] ewing@arch.utah.edu

*THE ECOLOGY OF WALKING TO SCHOOL EXPERIENCE: CHILDREN’S AND PARENTS’ PERCEPTIONS FROM CITY HEIGHTS, SAN DIEGO
ID #823
BANERJEE, Tridib [University of Southern California] tbanerje@usc.edu, presenting author
BAHL, Deepak [University of Southern California] bahl@usc.edu
GOLDBERG, Robyn [University of Southern California] robyngol@usc.edu
JAMME, Hue-Tam [University of Southern California] jamme@usc.edu
PIAZZONI, Maria Francesca [University of Southern California] mariafra@usc.edu
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